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or call 
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April.  Into the second quarter of the year, or Q2 as some prefer to call it.  This is 

always a significant time because a lot of the cars launched at the year end motor 

shows find their way to showrooms in Q2. 

It is also Naked Motoring’s eighth birthday - having been officially launched initially 

in 2010.  We don’t count the few years where the magazine was dormant.  We prefer 

to see it as a period of self-assessment and rediscovery.  Hibernation if you will. 

Firstly I must congratulate Porsche for winning SA Car of the Year 2018, with their Panamera.  

Unfortunately it was announced at a time when it was impossible to add it to the magazine content but 

we will run a special Panamera feature within the next couple months in its honour. 

This month we have some very special reviews lined up for you starting with the much anticipated 

Renault Megane RS 280. 

My incredible team travels the globe and their efforts have not been in vain.  They reviewed, amongst 

others, the amazing Pagani Huayra Roadster, a pair of new Audi A7s and the SQ7, the insane Aston 

Martin Lagonda Taraf, the not so insane but beautiful Aston Martin DB11 V8 Volante, a bright orange 

Bentley Bentayga V8, a couple BMWs including the flagship M760Li xDrive, a Range Rover Velar, and 

a pair of Ferraris - very special Ferraris.  The LaFerrari Aperta and the new LaVerita SUV. 

On the subject of high-end SUVs we also explore the Lamborghini Urus. 

In contrast to last month, I have asked my Poets to write about what they feel is the best day in 

motoring.  Again, their different minds produce very divergent results. 

Then Kevin takes a trip to Cuba to investigate the island’s very unique classic car culture with very 

surprising and unexpected results. 

Jennifer survives murderers and other predators in a Japanese forest, and Kate gets quite angry with 

some silly people. 

And of course our combined report of the Geneva International Motor Show, which 6 of us attended. 

Our Sunday Cruiser this month is a classic Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, and its very proud owner reveals 

to Glen all about his pride and joy. 

And last but not least we welcome into our ranks, as a Poet, Rodney Singh all the way from Durban. 

So, buckle up and we hope you, our 412 000 readers, enjoy our magazine this month as much as we 

enjoyed putting it all together for your reading pleasure.. 

 

Leon Rehrl         editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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GLEN 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER JENNIFER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively 

different backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring 

to the table a varied and completely fresh approach to 

journalism. 

The Johannesburg team led by editor-in-chief, Leon  comprises 

Howard, Charlene, Mark, Glen, Kevin, Kate, Ashleigh, Thembi 

and Rodney. 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original 

and founding Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and 

runs all things Mother City related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe are James, Oliver and 

Jennifer. 

Then all the way in Japan is our expert driKer Ichika, who 

shares with us all things Asian. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver 

who has returned to us to bring his vastly knowledgeable and 

somewhat unusual approach to all things motoring… he of 

course doesn’t really have a home at all, except of course the 

one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mail@nakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee. 

ASHLEIGH 

ICHIKA 

RODNEY 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le9ers, comments, ques'ons or sugges'ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica'on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Dear Editor. 

I read your ar�cle last month on Mirror-Less technology and decided to 

write to you on the subject. 

For many years, as many in fact as I can remember, mirrors on cars 

have been the same.  Sizes and shapes differ but the basic design is 

unchanged, yet, as you pointed out, everything else has evolved and 

changed - even window glass and tyre valves. 

I like the fact that someone has taken the ini�a�ve and brought this to 

the forefront and asked for opinions.  I just hope that our voices will be 

heard. 

Regards. Jacques M. (Johannesburg) 

Hi. 

I am a new car salesman, and as a result 

make it my business to follow as many 

motoring publica�ons as possible, 

especially those reviewing the cars I sell. 

I like the way your journalists write, and I 

like the way you present the facts in a 

simple and non-technical way.  I have found 

customers generally don’t understand 

technical stuff anyway.  

As a result I use your magazine as a sales 

tool to show poten�al customers what their 

planned purchase is all about.  And it really 

works! 

Thank you. 

Sales Guy, Port Elizabeth 

 

Dear Distressed. 

Your loyalty to the brand is commendable and I thank 

your for your support. 

However, you have sort of missed the point and your 

personal reasons for buying the Cayenne are your own, 

and not those of every other Cayenne buyer, and 

certainly not those of the original Cayenne design team. 

You will note in the same ar�cle we did more than 

explain and thus qualify that statement.  Ed. 

Dear naked Motoring Editor. 

Last month you featured an ar�cle about the 

Porsche Cayenne and stated that, “the Cayenne 

was originally born out of necessity and not 

desire”.  I disagree.  I have been a Cayenne owner 

for many years and it is a brilliant car in its own 

right, and not a subs�tute for something else. 

Distressed.  London, UK. 

Hi Abraham. 

I am glad you like Thembi’s work, and no 

she has not wri:en for anyone else.  

Unfortunately I am not at liberty to give you 

her contact informa�on, but you can mail 

her.  Please follow the direc�on on the 

Meet the Team page.  Thanks, Ed. 

Hello. 

I love your Poets, especially Thembi. 

Has she wri:en for anyone else?  And could you give me her 

contact details? 

Please. 

Abraham, Cape Town. 
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Hi George. 

I can’t speak 

for the others but I find my inspira�on in events which 

happen around me.  In short I just pay a:en�on. 

It really is as simple as that. 

Thanks for wri�ng in.  Ed. 

Hi. 

I am ever intrigued by the adventures of your 

columnists, Jennifer, Oliver, Kate, and Leon.  More 

than that I am astounded by the diversity of the 

content. 

Where to you find the inspira�on? 

Curious George.  Toronto, Canada 

 

Dear Kevin. 

Firstly, her name is Ashleigh.  Then, we enjoy freedoms, 

which are guaranteed in law, but what we can’t do is pick 

and choose the freedoms which suit us. 

Just as much as you have a right to not agree with 

Ashleigh’s approach to the law - even though she is 

completely correct and accurate, legally speaking, she has 

the right, and equally so, to express her views on the 

ma:er and point out injus�ces. 

The fact that the State fails to properly conduct themselves 

can never be excused in the name of prosecu�ng people we 

think are guilty.  Guilt must be proven beyond reasonable 

doubt, and the old adage of rather se>ng 100 guilty men 

free than convic�ng one innocent man rings true. 

I recently witnessed an absolute travesty of jus�ce where 

people were convicted for the sake of keeping the public 

happy.  The correct name for that is anarchy. 

We have to respect the views of others, even when we 

don’t agree with them.  Judge not lest ye be judged. 

God bless, Ed. 

Dear Mr Editor. 

I read your March edi�on and was horrified when I 

came across your Poet’s Corner where the girl with 

the strange hair was promo�ng drunk driving and 

sla�ng the authori�es and their methods of 

prosecu�ng drunk drivers. 

I feel that publishing such content where you 

basically are telling people how to ‘get off’ drunk 

driving charges is irresponsible and immoral. 

I am a Chris�an and view this with disgust. 

Deeply unamused. 

Kevin, Durban. 

 Hi Albert. 

What an amazing story and thank you for 

sharing it with us. 

You have the winning le:er, so you have a 12 

month free magazine subscrip�on which will 

obviously commence from July when the 

magazine goes on sale. 

Please send us some photos and maybe we 

can feature your car in our Sunday Cruiser 

sec�on. 

Enjoy the old girl.  Ed. 

Hello. 

I own a classic Mercedes Benz 280SL which I inherited from a late 

rela�ve.  When I got the car it wasn’t in the best condi�on and I 

doubted that it was worth anything. 

As result I had it towed to a Mercedes Benz dealership, where they 

examined the car and quoted for repairs.  So aEer that I ended up 

taking it elsewhere because the amount of money which they wanted 

was tantamount to robbery.  Eleven months and about R 30 000 later 

the car was finally ready; fixed, serviced, repainted and spor�ng new 

tyres.  There were s�ll one or two things which could not be done owing 

to unavailability of parts, which irritated me slightly. 

For me it was a nice weekend car; something to take off to Har�es on a 

Sunday morning.  I s�ll had no idea what the car was worth.  And then I 

contacted my insurance broker. 

I gave him the details and aEer a few minutes he gave me an amount - 

the premium - and a second amount - the value of cover.  Both were 

quite reasonable.  According to him the car was worth R 100 000.  

Pre:y good I thought. 

A few weeks later I swung the old girl out of the garage , filled her up 

and went for a long drive, roof down, et al.  I got  to Har�es and 

stopped for some breakfast, and then whilst wai�ng for my bacon and 

eggs to arrive I saw a couple pull in in a very similar old Merc which 

was in excellent condi�on, and watched as they came it to the same 

eatery.  So before they got too comfortable I went over an introduced 

myself and asked if they knew anyone who could help with the small 

outstanding parts issues. 

It was then that the bomb dropped and I discovered what the car was 

poten�ally worth.  They also referred me to a place which specialises in 

old Mercs. 

So on Monday morning I popped past and found out that, firstly they 

could help, and secondly that the car was worth somewhere in the 

region of R 3 000 000!!! 

So as it turns out surprises come in all shapes and sizes.  Even when it 

looks like an old rusty Merc. 

Classic cars rule.  Forever converted, Albert, Johannesburg 
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In last month’s magazine we featured a story about the 

amazing Mirrorless technology which was featured in the 

BMW i8 concept, and asked for your feedback in response to 

the story - what do you think of the technology?  Do you think 

it works?  Is it something you want in your life?  And so on. 

We received approximately 14 000 responses thereto, and for 

obvious reasons we can’t publish every comment.  What we have 

done however is painstakingly, with the emphasis on the word 

pain, read every single one and compiled a general feedback report 

sharing the views of the overwhelming majority. 

In short the overwhelming majority of par'cipants in the survey are 

in favour of Mirrorless.  And when I say overwhelming majority I am 

talking 13 500 out of 14 000, which if my maths is correct is 96%. 

Right, so, the on the ma9er of liking this technology, the answer 

was a resounding yes.  Obviously because it is really clever.  I mean 

you would have be to be pre9y stupid to not see that. 

Then on the ma9er of whether or not our readers think it works, 

not surprisingly the answer was also quite resounding and in the 

affirma've.  Comments generally echoed the sen'ment that it 

would be nice to see other manufacturers geSng off their bums 

and inves'ng 'me, effort and money into developing this 

technology for their brands.  If BMW can do it then why can’t Audi 

and Mercedes Benz too? 

The general consensus is that the tech works, and the manner in 

which BMW have got it to work is nothing short of brilliant, 

bordering on the realm of genius. 

Is it something that you would want in your life?  In other words, 

would you buy a car fi9ed with Mirrorless? 

Of the total responses, including the 4 percen'le of technologically 

inept, a staggering 11 400 (81%) confirmed that they would be 

happy to use this technology, and in fact some even commented 

that its arrival was long overdue. 

And that my friends is what the people want, and in my mind the 

en're South African motoring popula'on, bar 4%. 

The thing is it is actually quite easy to get behind this sort of 

technology, because you know it’s coming and once one market 

embraces it - which has already happened in Japan where the use 

of Mirrorless was recently passed into law - then you know the rest 

have to follow lest they be leK behind.  And as the motoring 

manufacturers of the world, or even just South Africa, represent 

from an taxa'on revenue perspec've a significant por'on of the 

countries GDP, you also know that they collec'vely carry enough 

clout to get the legislators to bend to their will, which is a very good 

thing because legislators know nothing about motoring other than 

how to bully their way through traffic in blue light brigades, who, 

lets be honest, don’t ever use their rear view mirrors. 

So, the people have spoken.  Long live democracy, and Mirrorless. 
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Jerez Circuit, Jerez de la Frontera, Spain :  Last year I drove 

the new Renault Megane, and the review featured in our 

October issue.  It was a nice car, a bit quirky and not very 

exci'ng.  That however is all about to change. 

Few performance cars have been bestowed with a more unfailing 

flow of praise by hot hatchback purveyors than the Renault 

Megane RS.   Back in the day Naked Motoring reviewed both the 

RS 250 Sport and the more track focused RS 250 Cup and 

applauded their capabili'es.  The Sport was even dubbed “the 

crazy frog” in a 5 car compara've review in which the Megane 

excelled over the  VW Golf R, Alfa Romeo Giulie9a QV, Opel Astra 

Sport Turbo and Citroen DS3 Sport insofar as performance was 

concerned.  It was incredible, and the Cup was later recognized as 

hyper-hatch royalty, along with the brilliant VW Scirroco R. 

That par'cular model was replaced by the RS 275, which was in 

essence the same car just with more power.  The RS 280 however 

is a completely new car, so for that reason, and a few others, you 

could call the launch of this third genera'on Megane RS 

something of a seminal moment. 

Renault however has made a few mistakes.  The Clio RS 200 for 

example.  The horrendous and massively boring Fluence being 

another.  The ques'on I suppose then is, does Renault s'll have 

what it takes to make a proper performance car?  We know that 

they can do it - just look at the previous genera'on Clio Gordini - 

so where and how did they go so wrong of late. 

Some good news would definitely be welcome - and maybe we are 

about to get some.   Although it retains front-wheel drive, the fast 

Megane has been through an overhaul that would seem every bit 

as thorough and a9en've, on paper, as that of any of its rivals.  

This new version has a brand-new 1.8 litre turbocharged engine 

that's smaller and lighter than the old car’s 2 litre unit, delivering 

more power and torque than the Megane 275 managed, and 

which can be paired with a choice of either a six speed manual or 

twin clutch automa'c gearboxes.  Unlike in the Clio RS 220 Trophy, 

then, you needn’t be stuck with two pedals and two paddles if you 

don’t want them. 

Told you there was good news. 

The whole gear changing method, whilst I do understand it, is also 

a bit long in the tooth.  I personally feel that a car like this must be 

manual.  Others may disagree, but they would be wrong because 

its not that powerful, like say a Lamborghini Aventador, that you 

need to fly through the gears having used launch control to pull 

off, and to have to play around with paddles in a hot hatch does 

sort of remove you, the driver, from the experience to a degree. 

Back on point, for suspension, the Megane RS s'cks with struts up 

front and a torsion beam at the rear, but its front configura'on 

has new geometry and retains Renault Sport’s 

PerfoHub technology, which reduces kingpin angle offset and 

therefore be9er resists torque and bump steer.  The RS version 

rides 5mm lower than a Megane GT and has axle tracks widened 
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by 45mm up front and 30mm at the rear. 

The car’s chassis features two key technical departures, namely a 

new four wheel steering system and then a set of hydraulic 

suspension bump stops, and although this isn’t the first Renault 

Sport product to use the la9er it is s'll somewhat uncommon 

within the brand.  Described by the company as "a damper within a 

damper", the hydraulic suspension bump stops are independent 

fluid filled shock absorbers that sit on the lower end of the front 

and rear suspension struts.  And while they are more commonly 

fi9ed to rally cars, and the new Megane uses them at all four 

corners, the current Clio RS uses them too, but only on the front 

axle. 

Having also experimented somewhat with adap've dampers, 

Renault’s decision was that it could achieve be9er dynamic 

performance by combining a good, well-tuned passive damper with 

a hydraulic bump stop than by spending the equivalent on an 

adap've damper, which is admi9edly quite an Interes'ng 

approach.  Also they are right. 

Depar'ng from the new, mad science, in a more familiar way, you 

can have the Megane RS with a slightly soKer ‘sport’ suspension 

setup, which is partnered with an electronic brake-actuated torque 

vectoring system, or firmer ‘Cup’ seSngs.  With the la9er, you also 

get a Torsen mechanical slip-diff configured for greater lock-up 

under power and less drag effect on a trailing thro9le than the old 

Megane 275’s GKN slip-diff had. 

And if you are interested, larger 19 inch wheels fi9ed with 

Bridgestone tyres, and uprated lightweight brakes with aluminium 

hubs saving 1.8kg a corner, are op'ons on Cup cars. 

Prices are s'll unconfirmed, but are expected to start at an 

es'mated R 550 000.   

There is also a Trophy version, meanwhile - with 220kW, 400Nm, a 

standard Cup chassis and all the must have op'ons included - is an 

open secret to join the range before the end of the year.  Hopefully 

it will make it to South Africa. 

I was afforded the opportunity to test both ‘sport’ and ‘cup’ 

suspension configura'ons, as well as both manual and 

EDC gearboxes.  So this report is what you could call ‘quite 

comprehensive’. 

One area in which Renault have vastly improved is inside the car.  

The new interior is really nice, and smacks of technological 

advancement and sophis'ca'on, barring one or two minor 

irrita'ons. 

The car’s alcantara sports seats are good and suppor've, and the 

driving posi'on they offer is equally good by class standards; you 

don’t sit uncomfortably high and the controls are well located in 

front of you.  Renault Sport’s a9empts at enriching the interior 

materials are mixed, though; the RS’s red-striped seatbelts and red 

trim accen'ng is bright and effec've, but its part-alcantara sport 

steering wheel has fairly ordinary feeling leather where your hands 
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rest on the grips (at three and nine o’clock) 

and soK alcantara at six and 12 

o’clock, where you seem to touch it less.  

In this regard the French have always been 

a bit odd. 

Equally odd are the car’s part-analogue, 

part-digital instruments, which consist of a 

square digital screen made up mainly of 

differently themed combina'ons of 

analogue rev counter and digital speedo.  

The system’s available screen space, 

however, is dras'cally curtailed by 

oversized analogue fuel level and water 

temperature gauges on either side of it. 

One screen, with temperature and fuel 

informa'on which you could call up 

when needed would have been a much 

more sensible arrangement. 

The paddle shiK levers in the EDC model 

are awkwardly and incorrectly placed, 

which makes their opera'on problema'c.  

They are not nearly as dastardly as the 

nightmare jobbies found in the Clio RS200 

but could have benefited from some 

careful placement. 

The EDC gearbox itself does a respectable 

job of managing the car’s gear ra'os and 

gives you something more like that close, 

ins'nc've control over the driving forces 

going into the car’s front wheels than the 

Clio RS 200’s 'box ever managed. It’s much 

quicker on the upshiK than on its way 

down the box, though, and nothing like as 

smooth or judicious with its shiK 'ming in 

D as the be9er 'flappy paddle' hot hatches 

you might compare it with. 

Transversely the six speed manual gearbox 

is a much simpler, more intui've, more 

sa'sfying thing to interact with and just a 

lot be9er. 

The engine produces a very reasonable 

205kW and 390Nm and the car can sprint 

from 0 to 100km/h in 5.8 seconds. 

Out on the road the car has a solid feel 

about it, and handles brilliantly.  The four 

wheel steering works seamlessly and is 

pre9y much unno'ced, to be frank. 

I would like the opportunity to give this car 

a thorough road test over a prolonged 

period, though, to see just how good it 

really is. 

Have Renault regained some of their 

magic? 

Well, from where I am standing it certainly 

seems that way.  Lets just hope that to the 

future things con'nue to improve like this. 
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San Cesario sul Panaro, Italy:  In the amazing world of 

dream car building, the objec've is always to outdo oneself.  

Pure beauty in all shapes and surfaces - this is the guiding 

philosophy behind Horacio Pagani's latest crea'on.  From 

this founda'on is built a masterpiece with a perfect balance 

of a9en'on to detail and technological prowess.  The culmina'on 

of Art and Science; a founding principle and cornerstone to the 

philosophy of Pagani Automobili s.P.a. 

This belief comes from the genius of Leonardo da Vinci, who 

pursued perfec'on in form and func'on at every stage of the 

process, down to the most minute component of the design. 

All Pagani crea'ons are born from this relentless chase of beauty 

and passion.  The Pagani Huayra Roadster represents an 

intemperate ar's'c showcase, featuring the most dynamic 

technology; this is Horacio Pagani's open-air tribute to the gods of 

wind. 

Hora'o though is an easy-going and unassuming middle-aged 

Gentleman, born of Argen'nian parents who moved to Italy when 

he was very young. 

During the 1980’s he worked for Lamborghini and managed their 

composites, and then in 1988 he founded Pagani Composite 

Reseaarch and con'nued to work with, rather than for, 

Lamborghini.  His new company worked on a number of impressive 

projects including the 25th anniversary Countach, the LM-002, the 

P140 design concept and the Diablo. 

Then in the late 1980’s Pagani began working on his own car, which 

was eventually named Fangio F1 in honour of his friend, the five-

'me Argen'nian Formula One champion Juan Manuel Fangio. 

In 1991, Pagani established Modena Design to meet the increasing 

demand for his design, engineering, and prototyping services.  In 

1992, he began construc'on of a Fangio F1 prototype, and by 1993, 

the car was being tested at the Dallara wind tunnel with very 

posi've results. 

Pagani Automobili s.P.a. was also established in 1992, and currently 

employs about 60 people. 

In 1994, Mercedes Benz agreed to supply Pagani with V12 engines.  

The dream was about to kick off... 

The final car was named the Zonda C12, the first of the Zonda line 

(the Fangio F1 name was dropped out of respect for Fangio, who 
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died in 1995).  It was first presented at the 1999 Geneva Motor 

Show. 

In 2005, Pagani announced that it planned to triple its produc'on 

output within the next three years, and to enter the US market in 

2007. 

On 30 June 2010, Pagani claimed a new record for produc'on-

based cars using the Pagani Zonda R and comple'ng the 

Nürburgring in 6:47, bea'ng the Ferrari 599XX. 

The Pagani Huayra, a successor to the Pagani Zonda, was ini'ally 

revealed online in a press release on 25 January 2011.  It was 

officially revealed at the 2011 Geneva Motor Show.  The car is 

named Huayra aKer the Incan god of wind, Huayra-tata.  The 

engine is a 6 litre twin-turbo M158 V12 engine from Mercedes-

AMG producing 537 kW and 1 000 Nm of torque.  The Huayra's 

body is made from carbotanium; a composi'on of carbon fibre 

and 'tanium, thus it is reasonably lightweight.  The Huayra has 

been redesigned from the ground up, but shares many visual 

quali'es with its predecessor.  The car can accelerate from 0–

100km/h in 3.2 seconds and has a top speed of 378 km/h.  Only 

100 units of the Huayra were ever produced, each cos'ng a 

million Pounds Sterling, without op'ons. 

The 2011 launch of the Huayra however also marked a new era of 

hypercars.  The Huayra Coupe became the gold standard, raising 

the bar for lightweight build and innova've performance-based 

technology.  This formidable combina'on earned the Huayra 

Coupe the most accolades in the automobile industry, second 

only to the Zonda. 

While it is an independent company, Pagani has a working 

rela'onship with Daimler AG, most notably with its Mercedes-

AMG subsidiary.  This is partly due to the fact that Fangio had 

suggested that Pagani approach Mercedes.  The Zonda used 

increasingly advanced versions of the Mercedes Benz M120 V12 

engine; the ini'al version displaced 6 litres, but later Zondas used 

a 7.3 litre engine, later rever'ng to a race-tuned version of the 

original 6 litre version for the track exclusive Zonda R and its two 

other variants (Zonda R Evolución and Zonda Revolución).  

Moreover, Pagani also worked with Daimler in the development 

of the Chrysler supercar, the 2004 ME 412, when Chrysler was 

under the Daimler-Chrysler umbrella.  Finally, the Mercedes Benz 

M158 engine for the Pagani Huayra is a bespoke engine produced 

just for Pagani.  Mercedes Benz revised its M275 engine in order 

to reduce turbo lag and improve response.  This resulted in new 

exhaust headers, new pistons, a new intake manifold, as well as 

new turbochargers. 

The Pagani Huayra Roadster project began in 2010, with the 

ostensibly simple idea of a Huayra Coupe with a removable roof 

and conven'onal doors, as was developed for the Zonda 

Roadster in 2003.  In 2013, the design was scrapped and 

everything restarted from the beginning of the design process. 

Each Pagani crea'on has a life of its own, every detail must have 
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its own harmony in line with the spirit and 

soul of the machine car.  The Pagani 

Huayra Roadster became a project 

independent of its predecessor, a machine 

car with its own soul. 

From the very beginning, the Pagani 

Huayra Roadster door design followed in 

the tradi'on of the Mercedes Benz models 

of the 1950's, specifically the gullwing 

doors of the 300-SL, and its Roadster 

variant featuring conven'onal doors.  In 

the end, the design closely follows in the 

tradi'on of Pagani - the vehicle best 

represented in the Huayra Roadster design 

- the Zonda Cinque Roadster. 

The overall shape is smooth and 

immediate, where each line has a 

beginning and a definite end.  Every last 

detail has been revised, every contour 

made more defined, every curve redrawn 

mul'ple 'mes to arrive together in a 

cohesive, liquid form. 

From the more aggressive and pronounced 

mouth of the car, framed by wider wheel 

arches, from the shape of the roll bars to 

the upgraded interior; every single 

element of the car has been scru'nized 

and redesigned.  Every detail considered 

and developed with its own unique design 

language, in direct symmetry with 

aerodynamic requirements. 

The bonnet has a fundamental func'on: an 

elegant vitrine containing both the 

technology and the art of the engine.  By 

natural evolu'on, its design took on a life 

of its own, becoming a space with its own 

stylis'c iden'ty, itself worthy of being 

exhibited in an art gallery. 

Unlike most modern supercars, the Pagani 

Huayra Roadster is almost fully exposed, 

with nearly every mechanical part visible, 

every last piece proud to be revealed. 
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Staying true to the Pagani philosophy of 

respec'ng every last detail in the design, 

every piece of the car given considera'on 

and a9en'on.  Even the smallest screw is 

designed to be both beau'ful and 

func'onal. 

One of the ambi'ous goals set at the 

beginning of the project was to build a 

Roadster that would be lighter than the 

Coupe, improving the torsional rigidity of 

the frame.  Armed with the exper'se 

gained from the Zonda R, Huayra Coupe 

and the Huayra BC, the Pagani engineering 

team further refined the development of 

carbo-'tanium.  Combined with a new 

form of composite material and developed 

for the Pagani Huayra Roadster, it is 

considered more advanced than materials 

used for Formula 1 cars.  This complex and 

highly ambi'ous undertaking has allowed 

for a 52% increase in s'ffness, at the same 

weight, thanks to the combina'on of the 

Carbo-Titanium and the Carbo-Triax HP52.  

The dry weight of the Huayra Roadster 

measures 1 280kg, about 80kg less than 

the Huayra Coupe, while also increasing in 

torsional flexional rigidity - an incredible 

achievement by its own right, from a 

purely technical perspec've. 

The Pagani Huayra Roadster is powered by 

the Mercedes-AMG M158 engine.  The 

twelve cylinder engine, built specifically for 

Pagani by Mercedes-AMG, has benefi9ed 

from the research and development done 

for the Huayra BC, delivering power of 

570kW at 6 200 r/min, with a torque of 

over 1 000 Nm already available at 2 400 r/

min. 

Equipped with the most cuSng edge 

technology, the twin-turbo, 12 cylinder, 

narrow angled 60 degree engine with a 

displacement of 6 litres has been 

developed to sa'sfy both the interna'onal 

homologa'on standards and the even 

more stringent Pagani internal standards, 

resul'ng in a driving experience both 

relaxed and electrifying.  The turbines have 

been developed to provide an immediate 

thro9le response without delay, providing 

the driver with full control of the vehicle.  

The dry sump lubrica'on allows for perfect 

engine response, even under the most 

extreme unencumbered accelera'on 

condi'ons.  The M158 motor is approved 

for the most restric've EURO 6b and Carb 

environment regula'ons. 

The extraordinary power and torque of the 

Pagani Huayra Roadster is powered by a 

new gearbox seven speed AMT 

successfully developed for the Huayra BC.  

Built by X-Track, it incorporates a hydraulic 

and electronic ac'va'on system and is 

combined with new carbon synchronizers, 

resul'ng in seamless and absolute 

precision when shiKing, thanks also to the 

development of a new ECU together with 

Automac.  The differen'al is electronic, 

with an advanced control system 

developed in conjunc'on with Bosch, 

ensuring adapta'on to all possible driving 

condi'ons: from day to day drivability to 

track performance, always providing driver 

stability and excep'onal vehicle safety. 

The weight of en're unit, including the 

electronic differen'al, is approximately 

40% less than the standard dual clutch 

gearbox.  The gearbox itself is mounted in 

a transverse posi'on, significantly reducing 
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the polar iner'a of the en're 

vehicle and moving op'mally 

at the center of gravity of the 

car.  This results in a safe 

understeering response of the 

Pagani Huayra Roadster, 

ensuring comfort and safety 

for road driving and 

predictable behaviour and 

control on the track. 

The refinement of the 

suspension of Pagani 

Automobili crea'ons has 

always been a point of pride 

and a key component in the 

design of the cars signed by 

Horacio Pagani.  In the same 

way the development of the 

technology behind the Zonda 

R flowed naturally into the 

development of the 

technology of the Huayra 

Coupe, the Huayra BC 

development was the staging 

ground for the Pagani Huayra 

Roadster.  Every concept 

learned from the previous 

model is applied and further 

developed for the new model.   

All of the suspension 

assembly is a work of art and 

a concentra'on of the latest 

technology, made in a 

lightweight aluminium alloy, 

called HiForg, designed 

specifically for the Huayra 

Roadster.  This lightened the 

car by 25%, compared to the 

Huayra coupe, an 

extraordinary result for a car 

already considered the 

benchmark in op'mizing 

power to weight ra'o. 

This sophis'cated and 

technological marvel enables 

in the Pagani Huayra Roadster 

perfect behaviour in every 

conceivable driving condi'on. 

A long 'me partner of Pagani, 

Brembo has always delivered 

outstanding performance to 

Pagani cars.  Since the Zonda 

F in 2006, Pagani cars have 

some of the shortest recorded 

stopping distances for 100-0 

and 200-0.  Certainly, the 

lightweight form of the car 

helps, but the results are a 

testament to the power and 

efficacy of the braking system.  

For the Pagani Huayra 

Roadster, Brembo has 

developed a new carbon 

ceramic (CCM) implant with 

380x34 mm and a 6-piston 

caliper in the front and 

380x34 mm, 4-piston caliper 

at the rear.  

The design of the caliper has 

been developed by Pagani 

and Brembo to decrease as 

much as possible the weight 

of the un-sprung mass, 

resul'ng in a perfect balance 

of beauty and technological 

advancement.  It is also the 

most advanced brake caliper 

Brembo has ever created. 

"Power is nothing without 

control." This is the famous 

mantra that drove the Pirelli 

engineers to sculpt and design 

a specific rubber for the 

Pagani Huayra Roadster tyres, 

allowing the vehicle to 

achieve an incredible 

performance of 1.8 g of 

lateral force.  Performance 

was not the only factor in 

considera'on for the 

development of the new tyre; 

the Pirelli PZero Corsa for the 

Huayra Roadster was also 

designed to have a lower 

rolling resistance, reducing 

fuel consump'on and CO2 

emissions into the 
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atmosphere.  The tyre also bears the 

ini'als HP on the sidewall. 

I could labour the technological accolades 

of this incredible car for days, because 

there are that many, but you want to know 

what it is like to drive. 

Well, and bear in mind that I quite recently 

drove the coupe version, it is gorgeous and 

in every possible way be9er than the 

coupe. 

The coupe offers a razor sharp and brutal 

driving experience, whereas the Roadster 

delivers the same experience, just with 

more, a lot more precision and brutality - 

but makes it all completely manageable. 

The fact that Pagani completely redesigned 

to Roadster speaks volumes.  They saw the 

need and improved the car - a lot.  A hell of 

a lot. 

The handling is unworldly and when you 

floor the thro9le, adrenalin rushes to 

assault your senses just as fast as the car 

launches towards the horizon. 

And then there is the noise.  The couple is 

loud and ‘whooshy’ when its turbos dump 

huge amounts of excess pressure, but in 

the Roadster its just louder, and by louder I 

mean be9er. 

The car, this par'cular car, will again make 

an appearance at the upcoming Geneva 

show, and I urge you that if you can please 

go and have a look at it because it is 

without a doubt the most beau'ful car 

currently in produc'on.  Photographs, and 

I have included many, do not even 

remotely do the thing jus'ce. 

It is expensive, who cares!  It is worth 

every damn cent. 

This is not just a car, it is a way of life. 
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On the 21st of February 2018 Melusi 

Gigaba, the now former Minister of 

Finance, stood up in Parliament and, 

amidst one or two infan'le objec'ons, 

delivered the annual budget speech.  

The big announcement was a 1% 

increase in VAT, which some less 

intelligent poli'cal sorts took excep'on 

to in the name of the poorest of the 

poor, and the dreaded sin tax was, as 

always, upped a few points.  This no 

doubt will also in the minds of the 

poli'cians also somehow nega'vely 

impact the poorest of the poor.  

Strange that... 

Personal income and company taxes 

took a few hits too and all the various 

government agencies were told just 

how much money they would have to 

squander in the coming twelve months.  

So far so good. 

But then the useless bastard ra9led on 

for ages about all sorts of trivial crap 

and never once men'oned the biggest 

area requiring a9en'on by his 

department. 

I am of course referring to petrol levies. 

Petrol costs around R15 a litre, which is 

all good and well, and especially by 

European standards actually quite 

cheap, however built within that 

amount are numbers which the State 

snatches without having done anything 

to earn it. 

This of course is something which they 

have been doing from the moment the 

first drop of petrol went into a fuel 

tank, and despite much protes'ng 

there is very li9le chance that this will 

ever change. 

What about electricity then? 

Right now, as we speak, in South Africa 

there are very few, if any, high power 

charging points which pre9y much 

means that to change your electric car 

you need to do so at home, which let’s 

be honest, would just reflect on your 

monthly electricity account and the 

powers that be would have no idea as 

to what was consuming electricity.  For 

all they know you could be running a 

second swimming pool pump.  And that 

is fine because they, the government, 

can’t hammer hard working, tax paying, 

home owning people unfairly for 

anything other than exactly how much 

power you consume. 

But when recharging points are 

installed in service sta'ons will that 

remain the case.  I don’t think so. 

I have a horrible feeling that the 

government, under whatever ministry - 

perhaps even the Ministry of Electricity 

Revenue - will add some sort of levy for 

the honour and privilege of being able 

to use one of these points, even though 

you are using the exact same amount 

of power as you would at home. 

So what is the answer?  Well you could 

travel everywhere with a very long 

extension cord, an elas'c band and a 

Ro9weiler; so that you can plug the car 

in wherever you park it.  And of the 

course the Ro9weiler would be there to 

make sure nobody stole the cord, and 

you would need to put the elas'c band 

around the Ro9weiler’s willy to make 

sure it stays awake because charging a 

car from a standard plug point does 

take incredibly long - up to 12 hours 

long in some cases. 

Or… you could drive around with a 

petrol, or diesel for that ma9er, 

generator in the boot, which you can 

haul out when needed, fire it up and 

charge the car up wherever you are.  

This of course would also spare the  

poor Ro9weiler the indignity of the 

elas'c band as you could just 'e it to 

the generator itself. 

The biggest problem though with 

electric cars in South Africa, at the 

moment, is that they are quite 

expensive and our holiday des'na'ons 

are well beyond their actual driving 

range.  This does sort of render them a 

bit useless in a ‘one car home’. 

Yet, somehow despite the novelty of 

these sugges'ons I am guessing that 

most people will just pull into the local 

Engen, or wherever, and charge up 

there even if they have to pay a 

premium to do so. 

This is of course because that is what 

we are accustomed to, and we don’t 

really know any be9er. 

I am all for people earning money 

which they have worked for, but for the 

government to just take a slice of the 

petrol price, or the electricity price, for 

doing nothing more than being the 

government is wrong.  They don’t 

manufacture either petrol or power, so 

why should they profit from it. 

On every litre of fuel, or Wa9 of 

electricity there is now 15% VAT.  

Surely they should be happy with that? 

Apparently not. 

Plus, then, if your car’s engine produces 

more than 120g of carbon dioxide per 

kilometre then they want to fleece you 

of more money when you buy the 

thing.  So its taxa'on on taxa'on.  How 

is that even right. 

There is an alterna've. 

Non-plug in hybrids.  You see, they 

have ba9eries which the running 

engine (and things like regenera've 

braking) charges.  It uses petrol, but has 

low enough emissions to be exempt 

from the stupid carbon tax. 

Therefore, at least in theory, you are 

only paying VAT on the purchase of the 

car, which if you clever you can claim 

back, and VAT on your fuel, plus the 

silly levies I described earlier.  So this 

basically takes us back to square one.  

God, we are all so screwed. 
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Good news, I have managed to se9le 

my student loan, and am finally for the 

first 'me in a while debt free.  It is then 

in the spirit of this that I have decided 

to make applica'on for and enjoy the 

benefits of an “ancestral visa” in 

England. 

That’s right, I am moving to the UK.  For a while anyway.  Africa is 

my home, but I want to spread my wings a li9le and see what the 

world has to offer. 

I am also qualified in my field, being architecture, and have a job 

lined up already.  Nothing glamorous unfortunately, but it’s a 

start. 

This also gives me an opportunity to work alongside my English 

based colleagues, Oliver, Jen and James. 

I am scared out of my wits, yet excited out of them too - all for 

the same reason. 

As I am very new to the motoring journalism game I think I am 

best suited to comment on things as they appear without the 

disadvantage of having my views polluted by poli'cs. 

I have researched Naked Motoring, and know its history, which is 

actually quite impressive.  However owing to a couple idiots who 

were not even employed by the magazine, and were only 

freelancers who wrote a handful of ar'cles, doing some dark 

deed and then blaming the, then, owner and editor-in-chief of 

the magazine for their wickedness, certain people in the industry 

have taken a prejudicial view of the publica'on, even though not 

one person caught up in the fiasco has been involved with the 

magazine in almost six years.  I find that quite incredible. 

I have also had the benefit of seeing some of the communica'on 

with our current editor, Leon, from some of these irra'onal 

people.  One such individual who represents small Japanese car 

maker Suzuki claimed that Naked Motoring never had any kind of 

rela'onship with them, and she didn't see the need to rekindle 

something that never existed in the first place.  Well Missy 

named aKer the world’s favourite fast food outlet, I will have you 

know that if, and I invite you all to do so, Google just the three 

words ‘Naked Motoring Suzuki’ you will see on the first search 

page an ar'cle published by the same person, no less, invi'ng 

everyone on Suzuki’s social media to read an ar'cle we wrote 

about one of their cars.  And then there are the numerous Suzuki 

reviews in our archives. 

I have in fact also seen an old e-mail between the former editor 

and this person where she apologises for not being able to 

provide us with a long term test vehicle, giving reasons of fleet 

size to jus'fy her inability to assist. 

As well as other le9ers between said par'es rela'ng to 

numerous test cars and such. 

Somewhat telling, she is either very, and conveniently, forge`ul, 

or just a liar - but you can be the judges of which. 

But Suzuki is a 'ny company and we get their cars to test, with or 

without her help, so in the grand scheme of things it really is no 

skin off our noses, save to say that Suzuki do of course run the 

risk of not having the best examples of their cars reviewed.  But 

as I said that is their risk for non-coopera'on. 

Another which blew my mind was VW who actually, and despite 

their own quite recent li9le upset regarding defrauding 

thousands of customers in the emissions scandal known as 

‘diesel-gate’, had the audacity to ask Leon why he chose to use 

the Naked Motoring  name when he reopened the business last 

year because people connected to the publica'on [six years ago] 

got into some legal trouble, which lets be frank had absolutely 

nothing to do with the magazine in the first place.  Leon replied 

and jokingly told the man that as they [VW] know all too well a 

bit of scandal is good for business. 

And they are not the only ones.  Believe me. 

I got involved in this business because I love cars and motoring, 

and yes I am very inexperienced and because I don’t come from 

an affluent background my personal car history is a bit bleak, 

however I am learning fast and have achieved quite a lot in a 

very short amount of 'me, and it saddens me to see that in such 

a ‘serious’ industry which employs hundreds of thousands of 

people has within its popula'on people who clearly have 

something wrong with them, in that they do not get to the job of 

making and selling cars but choose, childishly, to entertain  

sideshows which never ever existed un'l they created them. 

I have approached several local motor manufacturers and have 

been given the cold shoulder, as if I have done something wrong.  

Needless to say if I now want to test a car I just pop into any one 

of the numerous dealerships which sell what I want, and an 

extended test drive is arranged and off I go in the desired car.  Its 

actually quite easy, especially when salesmen are, well, men. 

However it is not right that we should have to work like this, so I 

am today making a pledge, to you our valued and loyal readers 

that un'l the day I get on that plane to the UK I will drive as 

many cars as I can get my hands on, and when I get to the UK I 

will dive right into those manufacturers who gave me a hard 'me 

and drive the arse off their products, just to show them that we 

might be “the li9le people” but we do not bow to the will of 

bullies.  We in fact can fight back. 
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During the last month I was 

in Japan three 'mes, and 

on the last I had a few days 

off, so I called my friend 

and colleague Ichika Saito 

to see if there was anything 

interes'ng happening, motoring wise, whilst I was there. 

She informed me that there was only some amateur rally racing. 

Now I have done a vast amount of high performance driving, 

plenty of training and even raced compe''vely a few years back 

- all of which was on a track.  Now there is a very good reason for 

this. 

Sand, ice, mud, slush, grass, dust, dirt and gravel are not surfaces 

conducive with trac'on.  In fact they do the complete opposite. 

On tar you know what your grip is and you can use it properly, 

but on any of the other surfaces keeping a car going exactly 

where you want is an act of witchcraK, because when the wheels 

aren’t in contact with the road in a meaningful way, you have 

quite simply lost control of the car.  Rally racing of course falls 

squarely within this realm of dark magic. 

Rally cars are very powerful, light and fast - none of which are 

quali'es that benefit from zero trac'on.  Take farm equipment 

for example; a tractor can plough a field and pull stuck 4x4s out 

of holes because it is big, slow and heavy. 

Ichika is also a driKer, and as we all know driKing is quite a 

technical and difficult thing to master.  Just ask Malaysian racing 

and driKing sensa'on Leona Chin who I interviewed last 

November. 

So when we met up and she told me that we were going to the 

rally I just assumed, foolishly as it turned out, that we would be 

spectators.  However once we arrived and she started gearing up 

I realised that only one of us would be specta'ng and the other 

would actually be driving. 

Her navigator, some guy with an impossible name, introduced 

himself (in Japanese) and leK to help check the car - a Subaru 

WRX STi which I suspect had also been modified quite a lot. 

So as Ichika and the guy got ready, did their pre-flight checks and 

eventually set off I wandered about in search of a good, and safe 

place from which to watch the race. 

It then dawned upon me - rally’s are bloody dangerous things. 

I am of course not talking about the racers but rather the 

spectators.  Firstly you are standing on the side of a dirt road, 

with very li9le in the way of protec've barriers which would 

actually work.  A hay bale may slow down a speeding car, but I 

can’t imagine that being hit by a flying hay bale would be very 

nice.  And then there are the woods… filled with murderers, 

deviants and things that want to bite and s'ng you. 

And its damn dirty.  Rally cars kick up massive amounts of dust 

which trails behind the cars, but se9les, always, on the 

spectators and their things. 

At some point I needed to heed nature’s call.  So like a wild 

animal I wandered off into the murderer and bitey thing filled 

woods in search of some privacy - probably being watched by 

some deviant the whole 'me. 

It was a nightmare.  And when a car eventually came past, the 

joy of seeing it was brief and replaced by the inconvenience of 

not seeing anything at all un'l the dust se9led. 

I managed to see Ichika racing past; sliding and struggling to 

maintain control of a car which was totally uncontrollable. 

Rally racing is something which defies the laws of physics and 

nature because the driving condi'ons are unspeakably bad and 

quite why anyone would want to drive like that beggars belief. 

Therefore at the end of this all I am leK with only one obvious 

and inescapable conclusion .  Ichika Saito is a witch. 

THIS GIRL CAN 

Time to take a deep breath, because you can’t breathe dust... 
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My feet were cold, 

so I recently went 

and bought a pair of 

‘secret socks’, made 

by Cameo no less, 

which I thought would let me wear 

rela'vely openish shoes and clothe my feet 

at the same 'me. 

Now for those of you who have never 

danced with a secret sock before allow me 

to educate you. 

What this ingenious inven'on is, is a sock 

which using magic clings to your heel and 

toes and basically just covers the bo9om of 

your foot, so that when wearing open 

shoes nobody can see that your foot is 

socked.  Or at least that is how it is 

supposed to work. 

The reality though is that the bloody things 

only come in one size.  And that size is 1, 

which they then added “size fits all” to 

finish the sentence.  Of course feet, as we 

all know, are not one size. 

So it came as no surprise then that when I 

forced the stupid things over my feet, toes 

and heel and then gingerly slipped them 

into a shoe that within taking three steps 

the f***ers shot off my heels and bunched 

up under the arch of my feet.  Now whilst 

standing on broken glass would, I am sure, 

be less pleasant, insofar as things going 

wrong inside your shoes not much comes 

close to the nas'ness of the feeling of 

some elas'cated prac'cal joke bunched up 

like a coiled serpent under your foot whilst 

s'll at the same 'me pulling relentlessly at 

your toes. 

Maybe I put them on the wrong way?  So I 

turned them around. 

That was a mistake.  A huge mistake.   

It was worse!  Now the toe part was siSng 

snugly around my heel but the heel part 

was only just clinging onto the 'ps of my 

toes.  And then of course the inevitable 

happened. 

It shot off my heel but also managed to 

jump off my baby toes leaving the 

remaining four bound by an elas'c hell.  

The result was not only the same 

serpen'ne effect underfoot but my baby 

toes ware leK scratching around inside the 

shoes all on their own. 

However I am not the sort of person to 

easily admit defeat so I took the idio'c 

things off and went to the drawing board. 

Not long did it take me to work out a 

simple, and seemingly effec've, solu'on.  

So I cracked out the sewing kit and s'tched 

a piece of shoelace across the top of each 

sock to hold it in place.  Perfect I thought. 

Not a bloody chance.  Not only did the 

stupid things look exactly like ballet 

slippers when I put them on, but they cut 

off the circula'on to my toes and dug a 

trench across the bridges of my poor, and 

now quite trauma'sed feet.  And they s'll 

managed to jump off my heels and bunch 

up inside my shoes.  It was a nightmare. 

And all of this got me thinking. 

When you go to buy a car the salesperson 

will always try and convince you that you 

need op'onal extras.  Lots of them. 

Now whilst some of these op'ons are 

quite nice - things like a sunroof or a tow 

bar - there are many more which are 

completely pointless and in my view as 

much of a waste of money as the socks 

whose only func'on appears to be to 

trauma'se your feet. 

As a result of this thought I went off and 

drew the op'onal extras lists on some cars, 

who in my view should not need to offer a 

single extra.  Star'ng with the Mercedes-

Maybach S600. 

Now the S600 Maybach costs the best part 

of R 3 000 000 before you even pick a 

colour for the thing, so here are some of 

the more ‘interes'ng’ a.k.a. stupid op'onal 

extras on offer.  Rear seat comfort package 

for a mere R 33 000… it’s a bloody 

Maybach.  Comfortable rear seats is sort of 

what the car is about in the first place. 

But it doesn’t end there, oh no it gets 

much more interes'ng. 

Rear Entertainment R 44 100, change the 

colour of the seats R 57 200, Warmth 

Comfort Package (seat hea'ng) R 10 000, 

Burmeister sound system upgrade R 86 

200.  And now for the really stupid stuff… 

Champagne flutes R 60 000, folding tables 

in the back R 32 000, panoramic sunroof 

with something called Magic Sky Control… 

R 79 000, small fridge R 19 000, rear 

telephone R 15 000, and something called 

First-Class rear compartment R 20 000. 

That’s on a R 3 000 000 car. 

I am sorry, but those should all be 

standard.  And anyone 'cking those needs 

their head read. 

So maybe if you shoot a bit higher then 

maybe things get be9er?  Think again. 

Bentley Mulsanne EWB.  This is a car which 

costs as close to R 10 million as you want, 

and believe it or not there are s'll op'onal 

extras, and I am not talking about things 

like armour or peasant dispersing devices, 

oh no, that would at least make sense. 

How about privacy glass for the rear, and 

lambs wool carpets.  There is also 

entertainment with Google Maps as an 

extra. 

So it would appear that nobody is spared 

the indignity of op'onal extras… but not so 

fast… here is something interes'ng. 

Take some of the Korean offerings.  

Hyundai, KIA and so on.  Now whilst none 

of these are nice cars they do offer good 

value for money because pre9y much 

everything is standard and they don’t 

really have op'onal extras that are too 

stupid. 

However the best and most idio'c op'onal 

extra I have ever come across is something 

called Waitomo Grey.  It’s not a rare jungle 

parrot, but a colour offered by Range 

Rover and it costs R 160 700.  I then got 

stuck into their online configurator and 

managed to add op'onal equipment to the 

inside of the car totalling R 216 000, add 

then the R 160 700 for the grey paint and 

another R 25 000 for some different rims 

and you have just in op'onal extras the full 

purchase price of the most expensive 

Hyundai Elantra. 

So, whether you are in search of new-age 

socks or a new Range Rover just remember 

that there are people out there who think 

you are stupid and rely on that 

presump'on to help lighten your wallet on 

wasteful, painful and unnecessary things. 

THE COLUMN THAT SHALL NOT BE NAMED 
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Warwickshire, England:  In the 

world of luxury cars there are a few 

names which tend to dominate the 

thoughts of men.  BMW, Mercedes 

Benz and Audi. 

But what about when that luxury is taken 

up a couple notches?  Well that’s easy.  

Rolls Royce and Bentley obviously. 

How about Aston Mar'n, then?  I would be 

surprised if anyone stuck their hand up to 

that one.  But oKen truth is stranger than 

fic'on. 

What we have here is the Aston Mar'n 

Lagonda Taraf.  A car which costs double 

that of a Rolls Royce Phantom, and more 

than double that of a Bentley Mulsanne 

EWB. 

It is also their revival of the Lagonda badge. 

Now we all know how abysmal the 

Lagonda from the late 1970’s was, and I am 

very pleased to report that this car in no 

way whatsoever shares a single thing with 

that dastardly crea'on, apart obviously 

from the name - Lagonda. 

Although Taraf produc'on is limited by 

both produc'on constraints and the car’s 

staggering price tag Aston Mar'n is 

planning to eventually launch a wider 

range of Lagonda models at some point in 

the not too distant future.  Or so they say. 

The company says that they won’t make 

more than 200 Tarafs, but with only 50 or 

so built the final total is likely to be quite a 

bit less.  As a result, this will be one of the 

rarest sedans on the planet, ours or any 

other planet for that ma9er. 

The car was unveiled in Dubai, and ini'ally 

sales were limited to the Middle East, but 

late last year Aston expanded sales into 

“other” markets.  

Both leK and right hand drive versions are 

available, with an eye-watering price tag of 

£ 685 000 (in the UK). 

Without context that price tag looks 

ridiculous.  For the same money you could, 

in England at least, buy both a Rolls Royce 

Phantom and a Bentley Mulsanne plus a 

What does a person who 

has everything drive? 

Aston Martin’s Lagonda Taraf 
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fully equipped Range Rover SV Autobiography on the side. 

In South Africa, however, the car would probably cost somewhere in the 

region of about R 30 million; shipped, landed, du'ed, VAT’ed, washed, 

polished, registered and delivered to your door by the happiest Aston Mar'n 

salesman the country has ever seen.  And will ever see. 

But this rarefied part of the market doesn’t play to the normal rules, and 

anyone in the fortunate posi'on of being able to consider a Lagonda is going 

to be able to scratch any automo've itch they have ever had. 

What’s really on offer here is not double that of what a Rolls Royce Phantom 

can offer, but rather unparalleled exclusivity, to the extreme. 

At 5.4 metres the Taraf is massive, although shorter than a Maybach S600, 

Rolls Royce Phantom or Bentley Mulsanne, and it exudes presence beyond  

its colossal size. 

Despite bearing number plates and Topaz Gold paint, which is more suited to 

Dubai summers than English winters, it s'll has the wraithlike flounce of a 

concept car; the muscular lines and swept back styling making it look like it 

was designed for a futuris'c movie - it's the car the arch villain would be 

chauffeured  in. 

Structurally though it is a lot simpler.  Describing it as an extra large version 

of the exis'ng Aston Mar'n Rapide S fastback / sedan would be a massive 

oversimplifica'on, and one which would disregard the huge amount of 

design and engineering that has gone into it.  But, unofficially and in simple 

terms it basically is exactly that. 

The Taraf sits on a stretched version of Aston’s familiar VH bonded 

aluminium architecture and is powered by a development of the long serving 

naturally aspirated 6 litre V12, which, as with the Rapide S, DB9 and 

Vanquish, powers the back wheels through a rear mounted eight speed 

gearbox.  The wheelbase, however, is 200mm longer than that of the Rapide 

S, but owing to the liberal use of carbon fibre panels allows Aston to claim an 
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iden'cal 1 995kg weight for both cars.  This makes the Taraf at least half a ton 

lighter than its rivals, and half a ton is a hell of lot. 

Admi9edly in the world of the super-wealthy very few Taraf owners will enjoy 

the driver’s sear.  However should the billionaire take the trouble to slum it up 

front he, or she, would no'ce that quite a lot of the front is shared with the 

much, MUCH cheaper Rapide S including the dashboard, control layout and front 

door trim. 

The front sea'ng posi'on is however further back, placing the driver’s shoulders 

very close to the substan'al B-pillars, and the high glassline creates a surprisingly 

coupe-like driving impression. 

The back though, where the owner is most likely to sit, is very different, and this 

is where all the effort and expense has been spent.   

The design team have outdone themselves in carving a space of supreme 

opulence and size out of what remains fundamentally a sports car structure, and 

in this regard it is a completely different car from the snug Rapide S. 

The Lagonda loses the Rapide’s bulky centre console, although there’s s'll a 

substan'al hump over the transmission tunnel, and thankfully now also a proper 

view out of the windows.  Pre9y much all of that addi'onal length has gone into 

extra rear leg room.  The rear seats however comfortable don’t recline, and the 

Taraf feels short of toys when compared to its obvious rivals. 

In a complete departure from the norm, in this segment, of feathery air 

suspension the Lagonda rides on steel springs with adjustable dampers tasked 

with combining both comfort and response. 

As a considera'on for poten'al wealthy neighbours the engine has a quiet start 

func'on, purring into life without the exuberant snarls which Astons’ deliver on a 

cold start.  The thro9le has also been retuned to deliver a far more leisurely 

ini'al response, with the Taraf pulling away cleanly and then trundling along 

happily at a respectably sedate speed.  However, the quintessen'al Aston 

character isn’t buried all that deeply. 

As always, the V12 engine gives its best when worked hard, pulling with 

increasing vigour building to a manic howling soundtrack. 

The gearbox, also contrary to segment norms, also seems to be happiest in its 

manual mode than when leK in auto, with changes courtesy of the steering 

column mounted shiK paddles delivered quickly and smoothly. 

The hydraulically assisted steering feels light, but increased pace delivers proper 

feedback, and the Lagonda feels far smaller on the road than its dimensions 

suggest it should. 

Once, though, that the car starts enjoying speeds and condi'ons which 

would result in complaints from rear seat passengers it comes into its 

own; and with sport mode engaged the whole experience becomes very 

Aston Mar'n, if that makes sense. 

What’s lacking though is much in the way of waK.  There’s no'ceably 

more road and wind noise than you would find in its rivals, and although 

the springs and dampers do a good job of dealing with rougher surfaces at 

speed - and the longer wheelbase definitely helps to smooth things out 

compared to the Rapide - the Taraf doesn’t deliver the magic carpet 

experience that normally comes as standard in this segment. 
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Common sense says you should rather buy a Rolls Royce or a Bentley, 

but somehow with the Taraf as an op�on buying anything else just 

seems wrong - and a bit cheap. 

It s'll feels like a sports car at heart, because it is one, but one that’s 

doing a decent impression of a big luxury car.  Which, also to be fair, it 

pre9y much is too. 

If ever there was a ques'on asked as to what the perfect all-rounder 

is, then this car, albeit a very exclusive and insanely expensive op'on, 

would be a contender in the running.  

This is a car that makes a Rolls Royce Phantom or Bentley Mulsanne 

look mass produced, and that above all else will be the core of its 

appeal to the super-affluent who want exclusivity above anything and 

everything else. 

This car represents a fascina'ng prospect of things that may follow.  

And I hope so because the future is then very interes'ng. 
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Volvo Cars recently launched its new three cylinder Drive-E 

powertrain in the XC40, the company's first entry into the compact 

premium SUV segment. 

The new powertrain is the first three-cylinder engine in the 

company's 91 year history. 

The all-new 1.5 litre T3, three-cylinder, direct-injec'on petrol 

engine was developed in-house using the same modular design as 

Volvo's four-cylinder Drive-E engines. The three cylinder powertrain 

comes with a six-speed transmission. An op'onal eight speed 

transmission will follow next year. 

In line with Volvo Cars' strategy to con'nue improving economies 

of scale, the engine will roll off the same produc'on lines as the 

company's four cylinder petrol and diesel engines. 

"Our new three cylinder engine is an exci'ng development for the 

XC40 and for Volvo Cars in general," said Alexander Petrofski, 

senior director cluster 40 at Volvo Cars. "This compact engine 

design provides the flexibility we need as we introduce more 

powertrain op'ons for XC40 customers." 

Volvo's current D3 110 kW diesel and T4 140 kW petrol engines are 

also added to broaden the XC40 engine offer. 

Furthermore, the new three-cylinder powertrain has been 

deliberately designed for integra'on into Twin Engine plug-in 

hybrid cars. A hybridised as well as a pure electric powertrain 

op'on for the XC40 will be added later. 

XC40 customers will have plenty of choice in trim levels, including 

Momentum and R-Design, plus the luxurious new Inscrip'on level. 

The Inscrip'on trim offers exterior styling choices with 18", 19" or 

20" rims, unique skid plates, side window and grill mesh chrome, 

plus model-specific car colours. Inside, Inscrip'on adds a newly 

designed crystal gear knob and the a9rac've DriKwood deco, 

which Volvo 

first introduced 

in its award 

winning XC60 

mid-size SUV. 

XC40 customers 

can further 

express 

themselves 

with 

accessories like the 21" Black 

Diamond Cut alloy wheels, and 

the new accessory styling kit that 

offers brushed stainless steel skid 

plates and integrated dual 

tailpipes. 

"The new XC40 is a youthful car 

that suits drivers with a strong 

sense of individuality," said 

Alexander Petrofski. "We want 

our customers to be able to make 

a statement their way - subtle or 

otherwise - and so we want to 

offer them more choices, both in 

performance and styling." 

Says Greg Maruszewski, VCSA Managing Director: "The new XC40 is 

perfectly suited to the South African market. It's luxurious, capable 

and compact, and we're looking forward to introducing the first 

deriva'ves [this month] in April." 

Volvo Car South Africa will be launching the XC40 T5 185 kW and 

D4 140 kW during April.  The XC40 T3 three cylinder will follow later 

in the year toward Q4. 

Volvo Cars debuts three-cylinder engine in new XC40 compact SUV 
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2019 Porsche 911 992 becoming a reality 

The 2019 Porsche 911, dubbed the 992, is slowly becoming a reality. 

Seen in this photograph, the car clearly is unchanged from every 911 which 

precedes it - which of course begs the ques'on as to why they even bother 

disguising it?  However the new car will apparently have different taillights… 

and of course in moving with the 'mes may well offer hybrid variants, 

probably in a plug in configura'on. 

We shall keep our eyes and ears open for developments. 

Bentley Con/nental GTC 

spo2ed doing winter tes/ng 

For reasons completely unknown a disguised version of the 2019 

Bentley Con'nental GTC has been spo9ed sneaking about northern 

Europe doing cold weather tes'ng. 

The Con'nental GT was launched last year, and the conver'ble GTC 

will be ‘unveiled’ some'me next year. 

Usually this is the be9er car to buy, so we think it is going to be a 

huge success. 

ASTON MARTIN RECALLS 3973 DB11s BECAUSE OF 

STEERING COLUMN / AIRBAG DANGERS 
Aston Mar'n is recalling 3 973 DB11s in order to fix a poten'al 

issue with their steering column that could cause unintended firing 

of the airbag. 

The affected part, a clock spring in the steering column that can 

break, is supplied by Daimler thanks to the company’s technology 

’partnership’ with Aston Mar'n. 

If the spring breaks, it can trigger an airbag warning light. If certain 

wiring components are not earthed sufficiently, this could cause 

the driver’s airbag to deploy from an electrosta'c charge. 

It has been fi9ed to DB11s produced between November 2015 and 

December 2017. 

No incidents rela'ng to the issue have been reported, but an Aston 

Mar'n spokesman told Naked Motoring that the brand is carrying 

out “precau'onary” work as part of its “commitment to safety and 

customer sa'sfac'on”. 

They said the remedial work takes approximately 1.8 hours (108 

minutes) to complete and is being “carried out with no charge to 

the customer by their local Aston Mar'n dealership network”. 

Aston Mar'n was first made aware of the issue by Daimler back in 

October 2017, when it launched an inves'ga'on and found that 

some of its DB11 models could be affected. 

Daimler recalled 400 000 Mercedes Benz cars last year for the same 

issue.  A-Class, B-Class, C-Class, E-Class, CLA, GLA and GLC models 

built between November 2011 and July 2017 were affected. The 

GLK, predecessor to the GLC, was also affected. 
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Johannesburg: The Porsche motorsport department is presen'ng 

Weissach’s newest development at the Geneva Motor Show: the 

911 GT3 RS with motorsport chassis and 520hp (383 kW) from a 

four-litre, naturally-aspirated engine. This high-performance sports 

car is based on the 911 GT3, further refined to combine the 

performance-orientated engine with a running-gear setup 

featuring re-calibrated rear-axle steering designed for maximum 

driving dynamics and precision.  

The 911 GT3 RS accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.2 seconds, 

reaching a top speed of 312 km/h. Following the launch of the 911 

GT3 and the 911 GT2 RS, this latest release will see Porsche 

present its third GT road-approved sports car within a year. 

Aerodynamics have determined the design of the wide, weight-

op'mised body with its classic rigid rear-wing. The racing aesthe'c 

con'nues in the interior with full carbon fibre bucket seats 

providing secure lateral support in response to high-level driving 

dynamics. Lightweight door panels featuring storage nets and 

opening pull-loops, reduced sound absorp'on materials and a new 

lightweight rear lid further contribute to overall weight reduc'on. 

The four-litre, six-cylinder naturally-aspirated engine from Porsche 

in the new 911 GT3 RS pushes the sports car to new limits: The flat

-six engine delivers 20 hp (15 kW) more than its predecessor and 

the 911 GT3. With a rev-range peaking at 9 000 r/min, it is the ideal 

choice as a thoroughbred sports engine, mated to a specially 

calibrated seven-speed PDK gearbox the high-performance engine 

guarantees an outstanding driving performance. 

Technology straight from motorsport ensures that the chassis 

offers excep'onal driving dynamics, the ball joints on all control 

arms provide even greater driving dynamics than conven'onal 

elastokinema'c bearings. Newly developed 20-inch lightweight 

rims and new 265/35 sports tyres on the front axle enhance agility 

and steering behaviour, while 21 inch wheels with 325/30 tyres at 

the rear axle improve trac'on. 

As with all current GT sports cars, the Clubsport package is 

available for the 911 GT3 RS at no extra cost. The package includes 

a roll-over bar, manual fire ex'nguisher, prepara'on for a ba9ery-

disconnect switch and six-point safety-harness for a sporty driving 

experience. 

For enthusias'c drivers, Porsche motorsport department has 

created an op'onal Weissach package for a further weight 

reduc'on. The package features addi'onal carbon fibre 

components for the chassis, interior and exterior, as well as 

op'onal magnesium wheels. In its lightest configura'on, this 

package reduces the weight of the 911 GT3 RS down to 1 430 

kilogrammes. 

The new 911 GT3 RS is now available to order in South Africa, with 

a star'ng price of R 3 220 000, including a 3 year/100 000km Drive 

Plan. 

A clear focus on motorsport: the new Porsche 911 GT3 RS 
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Finally a Swift which 

is actually swift… the 

Suzuki Swift Sport 
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Tokyo, Japan:  The new Suzuki SwiK is known to us all, and 

its biggest problem, pre9y much from day one was its name - 

SwiK - because it was anything but SwiK.  However, and I 

hope because they recognized this, Suzuki have now got a 

spor'er version, aptly named Sport. 

Now Suzuki being one of the smaller Japanese brands has always 

struggled to find a foothold amongst its significantly bigger rivals, 

such as Toyota, Nissan and Honda and to its credit has done a fair 

job of it.  The Ignis being one good example and the Vitara another.  

So in the world of hot hatches, with European rivals how would a 

bright yellow Suzuki SwiK do?  To find out lets get inside the thing 

and see what it is all about. 

Situated between the SwiE Sport’s red-edged circular dashboard 

dials is a message centre dedicated to providing you with 

informa'on, in colour, of your Suzuki’s ac'vi'es when on the go. 

It indicates fuel consump'on, average speed (over five minute 

increments) and, in total, the turbocharger’s boos'ng efforts and 

the forces of accelera'on and braking.  Immediate data availability 

like this used to be the domain of Nissan Skylines and the ho9er 

Subarus, but now you can have it in this small hot hatch. 

There’s also a clock and a pair of circular bar graphs revealing the 

quan''es of power and torque you might carelessly be unleashing 

at any par'cular moment.  Given that both are uncalibrated, they 

are largely pointless and basically a gimmick, especially as you 

don’t really need any instruments to gauge the strength of effort 

you are squeezing from its 1.4 litre turbocharged engine. 

Most notably, this new SwiE Sport has a smaller engine compared 

with the energe'c outgoing version, with that car's naturally 

aspirated 1.6 litre unit replaced with the turbocharged 1.4 litre 

Boosterjet engine, which has been taken from the Vitara S.  The 

differences on paper may only be a 3kW power increase but it's on 

the torque front where the SwiE Sport benefits from a peak torque 

of 220Nm over the previous genera'on's significantly lesser 

150Nm. 

Suzuki is yet however to publish performance or fuel consump'on 

figures for the European specifica'on SwiE Sport, partly because 

the car is frac'onally wider.  So what we have here is the Japanese 

spec car. 

The SwiK is underpinned by a rela'vely new pla`orm shared with 

the Baleno and, as well as its lower weight, the body is also s'ffer 
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than previously, partly as a result of extra welds that are claimed 

to improve the reliability and reflex of the steering.  There are 

numerous improvements to the rest of the chassis, too. 

Something which I quite like is how it is easy to dis'nguish the 

Sport version from the rest of the range.  When you buy something 

special you should expect it to not just be special, but look it too. 

A9rac've two-tone 17 inch alloys fill the wheel arches, there is a 

slightly more pronounced nose, what Suzuki calls under-spoilers all 

round (what we call a body kit), a roof spoiler and a pair of wide 

spaced exhaust 'ps.  The black sec'ons of the bumpers are 

finished in pseudo carbon fibre, with li9le effect, and the car has 

been lowered by 15mm and the body widened by 40mm. 

Then on the inside the interior leaves you in li9le doubt that you’re 

siSng aboard a swiKer SwiK.  Red trim is in abundance -  these 

glossy, strobe-like inserts spanning the dashboard, armrests and 

the centre console - and the black bucket seats are trimmed with 

red contrast s'tching. 

These days, a power output of 103kW isn’t exactly something to 

get excited about, especially for ‘supermini’s, but you must 

remember that they are very lightly burdened ponies, with the 

Sport weighing just 970kg, some 80kg less than for the previous, 

less well equipped model.  The result of which is that, even on a 

light thro9le applica'on, in the lower trio of gears, the SwiE Sport 

leaps forward with the kind of playful, simple enthusiasm as a 

puppy chasing a laser pointer. 

However despite its youthful appearance this latest version is 

equipped with some very grown up tech, such as autonomous 

emergency braking, lane correc'on, a drowsiness monitor (should 

you manage to dose off somehow), radar cruise control and 

advanced forward pedestrian detec'on.  These electronic 

correc've nannies have the power to drain the pleasure from a 

spirited drive -  the lane keeping assistance doing just that on a 

rare stretch of twisty, empty road in the Tokyo dock area, with an 

unexpected lightening of steering effort and mild direc'onal 

hassling slightly spoiling the moment.  At speeds below 65km/h, 

any careless steering is reprimanded with a vibra'ng steering 

wheel; above that speed however, and up to 160km/h, the SwiE 

Sport’s steering will automa'cally nudge you back into line.  There 

is however a light at the end of this tunnel - it can be turned off. 

On the subject, the Sport’s steering is reasonably direct and 

decently weighted, coupled with a confidence boos'ng driving 

posi'on and cornering that’s pre9y flat at normal driving speeds, It 

is controllable, nimble and has manners that invite you to ask 

more of it.  In the main, it won’t be found wan'ng, either.  In 

heavy cornering there is a reasonable amount of body roll, but the 

grip is good enough to ward off run wide understeer at ambi'ous 

speeds in the dry, and should you suddenly stab the thro9le half 

way through a bend the car manages the crisis perfectly. 

There is, however, a disappoin'ng side to this unruffled dynamic 

character... 
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It is a bit boring.  The SwiE Sport is just the kind of compact, puppy-fast 

package that ought to dance to your right foot’s tune, but short of slamming it 

into direc'on adjus'ng obstacles, or leSng the lane keeping assist keep 

assis'ng you into lane, the only means of changing the SwiK’s direc'on is via 

the steering wheel.  How very conven'onal.  Given that Suzuki is s'll tweaking 

the car for a European launch several months away, it would be great to think 

that there might be 'me for some light reflex sharpening improvements. 

I would go so far as to suggest that most buyers of this car won’t really care 

for all the electronic aides but would rather have a proper, adrenalin inducing 

ride, which it sadly is not. 

The equipment level is surprisingly decent, what with a 7 inch touchscreen 

infotainment system that includes Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and 

MirrorLink, climate control and the camera and radar systems required to 

provide the assorted driver assistance.  Radar provision also means that 

adap've cruise control is standard, while you also get a reversing camera. 

The car goes on sale this month in most markets, and in that regard I suppose 

the proof is in the pudding, as they say. 

Suzuki have done a good job of improving the old Sport but at the same 'me 

have been very Japanese in their approach by throwing in as much technology 

as they could shoehorn into it, which whilst making it interes'ng does tend to 

detract somewhat from the overall package.  But that is just my opinion. 

A more objec've view might be that the result is a small, 'ho'sh'  car that’s 

also well equipped for long distance and ought to be easy to live with, too.  In 

terms of equipment and sophis'ca'on, the SwiK Sport has matured 

substan'ally.  The good news is that it has actually lost weight despite all 

these addi'ons.  If you could prompt some thro9le induced hooliganism, it 

would make an excellent, old school hot hatch with 21st century electronics. 

But don’t let me dissuade you.  Wait for one to arrive at your local Suzuki 

dealership and go drive one yourself, then let me know what you think. 

For a rela�vely entry-level brand Suzuki have done an excellent job of giving the car an expensive feel to it 
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Lyon, France:  In 2014 French car maker, Citroen who were 

always known for quirky products launched the C4 Cactus, 

and to the best of my knowledge it was available, too, in 

South Africa.  Then more recently, and for the 'me being, 

Citroen basically pulled out of SA and now their products are 

only available in other countries.  The launch for the car started a 

new style-led era for the French car maker which marked a return 

to its trademark quirkiness of old. 

The car’s strange side airbumps, which have since made their way 

across much of the range, became synonymous with a new 'me for 

Citroen under the tenure of Bri'sh boss Linda Jackson.  While the 

styling was acquired, the model was a modest success for Citroen, 

outselling its more sensible sibling, the C4, in Europe at least. 

This is the new and revised model, launched almost four years 

later, which brings a couple of marked changes.  Firstly, those 

airbumps have moved from the doors to the side sills; a result of 

customer feedback says Citroen, yet this sadly is a bit disappoin'ng 

as it is a step away from its previous characterful design which set it 

apart from so many rivals.  Anyway. 

Secondly, and you have to admire the gump'on of the marke'ng 

wizards, there is its Advanced Comfort programme, which includes 

a host of technologies intended to “emphasise a feeling of 

reassurance, comfort and calm”, according to Citroen.  Most 

markedly, that means it has Advanced Comfort seats with 

adjustable lumbar support and an extra layer of foam, plus its 

Progressive Hydraulic Cushions suspension set-up which promises 

“a magic carpet effect”.  Um, sure… 

There are a 

selec'on of 

engines to 

choose from.  

Our test car 

was the 1.2 

litre 3 cylinder Puretech 130 engine, which produces 95kW and is in 

fact the same engine found in the Peugeot 308.  There are two 

more; a less powerful petrol engine and a small diesel.  The 1.2 is 

the best, but in the same way like herpes is the best venereal 

disease. 

The styling is s'll quirky and the ride isn't that bad. 

I wouldn’t buy one, personally, for three reasons; firstly you can’t 

get them in SA, secondly its not powerful enough and thirdly you 

just can’t help having the feeling that they set about to design a 

great car, and then applied the “just that will do” principle.  Maybe 

with a be9er motor it would be a decent drive. 

The all-new Citroen C4 Cactus 
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Hethel, Norfolk, England:  We all 

know the Lotus Exige - a lightweight 

street racer which handles like God is 

pressing it down into the road in 

every corner.  Well what we have 

here is the Lotus Exige Cup 430 which 

represents the pinnacle of Lotus’ Cup 

models, the ul'mate Exige and the 

quickest street legal Lotus ever - a 

delicious prospect if ever there was one. 

Lotus is adamant though that this is a new 

model, and not a ‘development’ of the 

Exige Sport 380.  Valida'ng those claims is 

a new 3.5 litre V6 engine, extensive 

aerodynamic enhancements and 

completely overhauled suspension.  So, 

how comprehensive are the updates?  

Well, consider this for a9en'on to detail; 

even the front number plate has been 

moved upwards so that air can flow 

underneath it, benefiSng the aero 

balance. 

Lotus claims a lightest dry weight of 

1056kg, which makes for 303kW per ton 

with a 320kW total.  So, as a result 0 to 

100km/h is reached in just 3.3 seconds, 

and top speed is 290km/h, which no 

ma9er how you look at it is a hell of a pace 

in an Exige.  Maximum down force is now 

220kg, split with more emphasis on the 

front (100kg) to improve high-speed turn 

in.  The result of all this is an incredible lap 

'me at Lotus’s Hethel test track of 1 

minute and 24.8 seconds. 

Out on the road the Exige is adrenaline 

charged, brutally quick and intensely 

engaging to a level that no 

modern Lotus has previously 

reached. 

It’s ride is obviously very firm 

and buyers seeking a Lotus 

that glides about should look 

elsewhere.  With that 

firmness, though, comes 

impeccable control and 

composure from the three way adjustable 

Nitron shocks.  And of course the Eibach 

an'-roll bars, which can be tweaked to 

each driver’s tastes.  The brakes, using a 

new design of disc from AP Racing, are 

beyond reproach. 

I don’t need to qualify my ability to know 

what makes a good racing car, and I am 

telling you as a ma9er of fact and not 

opinion that this is a proper racing car. 

It can be used on the road, and will 

decimate pre9y much any opponent, but 

on a track is where this thing is happiest. 

It is a car for someone like me, a racing 

purist.  Someone who has a deep seated 

love for motorsport, someone who knows 

what it is like to like on the outside edge of 

adrenalin rushes. 

I know there are issues with Lotus in SA, 

but make a plan and get one of these over 

there.  I promise that you will not regret it.  

Trackside wonder! 

Lotus Exige Cup 430 
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Porto, Portugal:  Behold yet another X car… God only knows 

there are enough already, so quite why we need another is a 

very good ques'on.  However if you are in search of evidence 

of real change at BMW, as it works to regain sales 

momentum, having lost the global premium brand crown to 

Mercedes Benz, look no further than the X2. 

The new compact crossover abandons tradi'on and receives bold 

new styling treatment unlike any other model in the BMW range, as 

well as a dis'nctly youth orientated marke'ng campaign to support 

it in a move that, the German car maker hopes, will win poten'al 

new customers - and that all important crown once again. 

BMW are however patently aware that this is going to be an uphill 

struggle and not an easy fight to win.  The X2 enters a premium 

crossover class brimming with impressive contenders, including the 

Audi Q3, Jaguar E-Pace and Mercedes-Benz GLA.  Success is far 

from assured, although our first drive of the new model suggests it 

should find favour with buyers seeking an alterna've to your typical 

hot hatchback.  That does however sound dangerously like niche 

marketeering. 

The new X2 has characteris'c styling elements that include a fresh 

interpreta'on of BMW’s signature kidney grille.  It also receives a 

shorter bonnet that allows the base of the windscreen to sit well 

forward for added interior space, familiar stretched surfacing along 

the sides and squared off wheel arches.  Other features include a 

glasshouse that is shallow by the standards of other SUVs, a round 

BMW badge within the C-pillar and a heavily angled tailgate. 

When the car is 

launched, BMW 

will offer the X2 

with just two 

engines, a 2 litre 

four cylinder 

petrol unit with 

141kW in the front wheel drive sDrive20i and a 2 litre four cylinder 

diesel that delivers 140kW in the xDrive20d, followed later by the 

170kW producing xDrive25d.  Other engines, including smaller 

three cylinder petrol and diesel units, will be offered later this year, 

largely aligning the engine line up with that of the X1. 

The car is decent, but not void of some minor issues.  It does 

however drive very well and has a nice feel about it.  I like how it 

brings a new flavour of something to the mix of otherwise boring 

cars in the same segment.  I look forward to giving this car a proper 

road test to really see what it is all about. 

A new generation of X factor 
The new BMW X2 xDrive 20d 
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Surrey, England:  The Mitsubishi 

Outlander diesel is a car known to 

South African car buyers and this the 

‘4 Diesel Auto’ is another string to its 

bow.  It is also the lesser known 

sibling to the Outlander PHEV, which is 

available in Europe.  Whereas the la9er 

stands out as one of the few mainstream 

plug-in hybrid SUVs available, the oil 

burning version finds itself in a much more 

crowded - not to men'on compe''ve - 

posi'on within the market. 

What you see here is a lightly faceliKed 

version of the 2017 car.  Subtle changes 

include its MacPherson front strut and 

mul'-link rear suspension being reworked 

to lend it a greater degree of 

surefootedness on the road, and 

greater a9en'on was paid to 

reducing noise in the cabin. 

This is the seven seat 4 Diesel Auto 

4WD version, which costs £ 34 055 in 

the UK, or around R 600 000 in SA (if 

you do a direct exchange rate 

comparison). 

It has a 2.2 litre turbo diesel engine, which 

produces a respectable 108kW and 

362Nm.  It is also pre9y fuel efficient 

returning an average 5.8 litres / 100km, 

which is pre9y decent for a large four-

wheel drive car with an automa'c 

gearbox.  It also fairs fairly well in this 

regard against its compe'tors. 

Being merely 

par for the 

course on paper 

will never really 

make the grade 

though.  To 

stand out in a 

crowded class, 

there’s a need 

to perform out 

in the real 

world, and this is where the Outlander’s 

shortcomings start to make themselves 

known.  For every thing that it does well, 

there’s a compromise that needs to be 

addressed. 

The engine, whilst strong is noisy.  The 

interior is spacious but made cheaply.  It 

has infotainment, but it’s the same system 

from Noah’s Ark.  And so it goes on. 

It is a reasonable alterna've to something 

like a KIA Sorento (although there is a new 

one coming very soon) and the Hyundai 

Sante Fe (whish is also due for 

replacement very soon). 

Mitsubishi make okay cars, not nice cars, 

but if you ended up stuck with one, it 

would work.  You just wouldn’t like it and 

know you could do be9er.  Sadly. 

Mitsubishi Outlander Diesel 
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Birmingham, England:  Some cars are big, some are fast - 

but some like the Audi SQ7 break the rules and decide to do 

both.  Audi’s hot-SUV is based on the regular Q7’s MLB 

modular architecture and uses a 48-volt mainstay that 

powers both an ac've an'-roll set up, and a third compressor 

for the SQ7’s 4 litre diesel engine.  Then throw in Audi’s advanced 

headlight tech, Virtual Cockpit and infotainment systems, and 

you’ve got a car that wants to be both responsive and 

technologically advanced.  

Basically, the SQ7 sounds like a V8 and goes like a V12.  The diesel 

engine absolutely dominates the experience.  The electric 

compressor exists to fill in any gaps in the response 'me of the V8’s 

two conven'onal turbos off idle, which are already plumbed in 

sequen'ally but s'll rely on exhaust gases to build boost; the EPC 

simply pulls power from the SQ7’s new 48-volt electrical system 

whenever it needs to spin up, meaning it hits 70 000 r/min in about 

a quarter of a second, sending a short pulse of mo'va'on into the 

intake to help get the party started.  And what a party it is! 

You never get bored with the near instant thro9le response and the 

accompanying torque avalanche. 

The third blower does a very good job of feeling like a V12; and 

clearly this actually works, albeit only at very low revs compared to 

conven'onal turbos.  

The noise it makes is something to behold; it’s a fantas'cally 

purposeful V8 burble at lower speeds.  Your neighbours will love it 

in the morning.  Probably.  Or not.  Who cares anyway. 

The performance 

is... mind blowing. 

Put it into Dynamic 

mode and the claimed 

4.9 second dash to 

100km/h seems extremely 

believable, which is really impressive because the car is enormous. 

This seSng also shunts the ac've roll stabilisa'on system into its 

s'ffest seSng, resis'ng the floaty effect found in ‘soKer’ modes 

freakishly well.  It corners so flatly that it’s almost inconceivable. 

As expected the car is beau'fully and comprehensively equipped 

with all the latest toys in Audi’s toy box. 

In short - this is hands down the best SUV currently in the VW 

Group stable, which is a serious statement considering who else 

dwells therein. 

POWER!!!!!! 
The mighty Audi SQ7 flexes its muscles 
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Sex does sell, we all know this and 

to be honest I can’t see anything 

wrong with it.  The dark ages have 

long ended. 

Every day we see this style of marke'ng 

being used to sell clothing, cosme'cs, 

appliances and even electronic goods, but 

does it work on selling cars? 

Well, that is what I plan to find out. 

Take the above advert for instance.  It is 

actually for Abarth, hence the scorpion, 

and is quite clearly adver'sing the fact that 

your favourite Abarth is now available in 

topless form, a conver'ble.  It is very 

clever, tastesful and will undoubtedly grab 

the a9en'on of many, many people.  So 

like that it works well. 

Then there is the 1970 advert for the 

Dodge Challenger which according to 

Chrylser, “knows how to treat a lady”. 

I must admit I don’t quite understand the 

context of that advert.  Maybe I am not 

American enough?  Or stupid?  Same thing 

I suppose.  Unless of course it was a 70’s 

thing?  I was born in the 70’s so I don’t 

really have first hand experience of being 

“treated” by a Dodge. 

I have to say that this and a whole plethora 

of other contemporary car ads promising 

vigourous ‘trea'ng’ of ladies doesn’t really 

make sense for me.  Unless... 

Maybe the car, being a Dodge, vibrates so 

violently owing to shoddy build quality that 

it works like a giant, well, vibrator? 

Sex sells… even motorcars? 
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Then there is the brilliant, and really funny advert for BMW 

Greece Premium Selec'on to the right.  Premium Selec'on of 

course is German or Greco-German for used cars… I believe that 

it is a genuine advert, and owing to BMW Hellas not replying to 

my numerous e-mail requests for authen'ca'on thereof they 

must just fall on their own swords if it is not.  The point however 

is s'll made.  It is a very clever advert, and in this context could 

represent any decent car brand on the planet. 

It reads, “You know you’re not the first.  But do you really care?” 

There was a very similar one I saw for Aston Mar'n doing the 

rounds, but they at least replied to their e-mail… and said it 

wasn’t theirs. 

Naturally this sort of advert would not have the same effect if, 

say it was trying to convince you to buy a ‘premium selec'on’ 

Chery or GWM. 

I really think that people should have more of a sense of humour 

when it comes to this sort of naughty, tongue-in-cheek 

adver'sing. 

Of course in South Africa we have religious nu9ers to contend 

with - I prefer to call them the morality police - who lodge 

objec'ons to virtually any advert which is slightly controversial, 

risqué or humourous in nature. 

Just ask Nando’s about their constant war with these idiots. 

Now what happens when you let the Bri'sh, in this instance 

Bri'sh Leyland try and sell their horrid cars to the French? 

Well they put a Triumph Dolomite Sprint, with very French 

yellow headlights, on a beach and have a naked woman run 

away from it.  And yes, she is naked and that is a nipple, or two.  

But as this is the internet we can do these things, and besides 

everyone has nipples.  Except maybe escargot. 

The heading of the advert in English means. “Be hard, I like”, 

followed by, “Dolomite Sprint 2 litres - the new genera�on of 

Triumph”.  So it would seem that the Brits at one stage actually 

had a sense of humour because the Dolomite Sprint, or Dolly 

Sprint, was a terrible, unreliable and poorly built rust bucket.  Of 

course what the ‘be hard, I like’ refers to is a total mystery. 

Built during the 'me when BL workers were huddled more 

around burning bins outside factories than actually working 

inside them it was a perfect example of what happens when cars 

are built to the lowest possible quality standards. 

So, does sex sell cars?  Well, not really, but in the same breath it 

doesn’t chase away poten'al buyers either.  Car buyers these 

days though are more inspired by drama'c statements about 

carbon emissions… how bloody boring by comparison. 

Life is supposed to be a fun thing, and anyone who can make it 

more fun wins many points in my book, and if you have to chase 

a naked lady down a beach in a rusty BL car, then so be it. 
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Megève, France:  In the world of big 

luxury performance cars the new 

BMW M760Li xDrive is right at 

home.   

Although not en'rely an ‘M’ car, it is an 

MPerformance car; sort of a second 'er 

‘M’ car, if that makes sense.  What it is 

though is the most powerful car that BMW 

makes.  By a very narrow 7kW margin, 

admi9edly, but it s'll tops the new M5. 

So I find myself in Megève in the French 

Alps behind the wheel of the Bavarian 

flagship.  Today is going to be a good day. 

The previous top-of-the-range 7 Series was 

the 750i, which was never accused of being 

slouchy, but for some eight cylinders 

simply doesn’t float their boat.  So, the 

M760Li borrows the 6.6 litre twin-turbo 

V12 from the Rolls Royce Wraith, but It has 

been slightly detuned (by 17kW) for this 

car, however 448kW s'll wouldn’t look out 

of place in any supercar. 

 And there is 802Nm of torque which peaks 

at just 1 500 r/min. 

This car is what you could easily call “fully 

loaded” - it has everything thrown at it, so 

you get four-wheel steering, ac've an'-roll 

bars, an ac've exhaust, air springs tuned 

by M Division and an xDrive four-wheel 

drive system set up to push more power 

rewards than regular xDrive 7 Series 

models.  Oh, and also massive M Sport 

brake discs front and rear, gripped by 

signature blue calipers. 

V12s are wonderful things.  I absolutely 

adore them; even star'ng them is a cause 

for celebra'on.  It’s the unearthly whine as 

those twelve compression points provide 

an almost turbine-like fluidity when 

star'ng, as opposed to the raggedy 

gruffness of lesser cylindered engines.  

Once running, the M760Li's engine se9les 

into a silent and u9erly smooth idle that 

would pass the 'me honoured full 

wineglass not spilling a drop trick with 

ease.  And that is pre9y much the way it 

remains during normal driving: relaxed and 

barely entering your consciousness. 

Switching to Sport mode enhances its 

resonance.  And, with a li9le added 

intensity as well, just the right amount of 

growl permeates the cabin, without it ever 

sounding indelicate.  Purists won’t 

appreciate that some of this noise is 

ar'ficial sound that's fed through the car's 

speakers, which admi9edly seems strange 

considering the size of the power plant, 

but owing to incredible levels of sound 

proofing does sort of make sense. 

The performance, as expected, is epic.  Not 

just the outright accelera've force that 

tries to cleave your face off, but also the 

wonderfully progressive nature by which 

this colossus delivers its surge.  Unlike the 

modified Alpina B7, which has a obvious 

amount of turbo lag, the M760Li is more 

responsive low down, and then builds with 

controlled aggression all the way to its 

near 7 000 r/min limit. 

It however decep've, and you should be 

very aware and somewhat careful when 

playing around the higher echelon of the 

rev range, because whatever gear you are 

in, you’ll already be going fast, and in the 

blink of an eye yet more pace will be added 

as the eight speed torque converter 

DAS BRUTE 

The amazing BMW M760Li xDrive  
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automa'c gearbox discretely slithers up a gear, carrying you on 

towards insane speeds. 

However, and somewhat fortunately it’s only incurring the wrath 

of the local traffic authori'es you need fear, because the M760Li 

is totally infallible whether you’re climbing a snowy Alpine pass or 

nego'a'ng a rain-soaked M3 through the Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Midlands.  It’s this ability to deliver its immense torque so 

effec'vely that separates the big 7 Series from its less surefooted, 

rear wheel driven Mercedes-AMG S 65 rival. 

Now whilst all of this may sound a bit like the sort of thing that 

BMW’s marke'ng department would have cooked up, be under 

no illusions, this car is anything but boring.  If you feel brave 

enough to turn off the trac'on control and other driver aides 

then what awaits you is something very un-7 Series-like.  This two 

ton monster will hang its tail out with incredible ease, all wheel 
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The interior is func�onal, intui�ve and wields every imaginable toy, but just doesn’t have the same imagina�ve pulse and flair as the S 65 
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drive and all.  It is quite something, when you drive it in anger 

because the car seems to shrink around you and feels barely larger 

than a 5 Series. 

This of course is all down to excep'onally precise body control, 

which in Sport mode limits roll while s'll keeping enough elas'city 

to retain stability over humps and dips.  The rear wheel steering 

plays its part as well, making the M760Li far more agile than its 

enormous propor'ons would suggest it should be.  And even 

though the steering is biased in favour of lightness, and is lacking 

any real sensi'vity, it’s quick, accurate and responsive enough to 

let you pilot the car with absolute confidence. 

However a car like this is, at the end of the day, a large luxury 

sedan, and when it comes to doing large luxury sedan things the 

M760Li is equally brilliant.  In Comfort or Comfort Plus mode, it will 

devour many kilometres with the isolated serenity of a luxury train; 

gently floa'ng along with barely any tyre noise and just the 

slightest flu9er of wind noise from across its wing mirrors to let you 

know you are s'll in mo'on. 

As you would expect the inside is packed with loads of sci-fi 

technology.  It may not be as spectacular as, say, an S 65 but it’s s'll 

a brilliant place to be.  I have tested the range of BMW gadgets 

before in other 7 Series models; some work well and others don’t. 

The iDrive infotainment system is as intui've as ever, including 

Gesture Control, and the clarity of its 10.25 inch display beyond 

reproach - as is the fidelity of the Bowers & Wilkins sound system, 

for that ma9er.  Then there are the massage seats, which on their 

own are incredibly comfortable and suppor've, and at the push of 

a bu9on can give you an erergising, full-body pummeling.  

The point of iDrive's Gesture Control is s'll unclear - other than for 

the development of future technology that, if developed heavily, 

might prove useful at some point in 'me.  And the ionising air 

freshener is another mystery. 

Now whilst no one actually needs a BMW M760Li in their life it is 

incredibly nice to have.  If for example you need a 730d, but can 

afford a bar or so more then you should have one.  To eliminate 

cars on the basis of “need” alone would kill off dozens of really 

good cars.  So the ques'on rather should be do I want one? 

Hell yes is the simple answer.  As a car for covering great distances 

in absolute comfort, it’s a rare find.  It is the sort of car which you 

could easily and painlessly drive from Johannesburg to Cape Town 

and when you get there and realize that you forgot your favourite 

swimming costume at home you could just turn around and drive 

back to fetch it.  It is effortless when you need it to be, and when 

you feel like being a bit of a hooligan and want it to misbehave it 

does that brilliantly too. 

It is a bit pricey, at R 2 700 000 odd before extras, but compared to 

a top spec Mercedes-AMG S 65 it is actually quite a bargain. 

It is also a proper drivers car, and that makes it even more special; 

because to get it right combining so many different types of car into 

one AND then to get it to do them all excep'onally well, is a hell of 

an achievement. 
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Ferrari 1959 to 1965 steering wheel 

US$ 4 200 available from The Ferrari Store 

Havit Wireless 

Bluetooth FM 

transmi9er and 

3.4A car charger 

R 349 
www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Tiergrade 3 port car 

charger 7.8 amps     

R 249 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

DJI Mavic Air Drone (black) 

R 13 899 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Ferrari Windbreaker Vest     

US$ 55 from The Ferrari Store 

Ferrari Women’s two-Tone Jersey T-

Shirt US$ 30 from The Ferrari Store 

Zenith Occasional Chair R 5 995 

www.blockandchisel.co.za 

Breitling Montbrilliant 01 

R 118 600 

Breitling Montbrilliant 01 

R 233 330 

www.breitling.com 

Mercedes Benz Unisex Cap 

“Hamilton” R 528 available from 

Mercedes Benz online store 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oKen forget just how good some of the older adver'sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seSng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein 

are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current 'mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver'sing.  All such are published with bona fides and with the reasonable assump'on that all adver'sing material 

is genuine.  We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta'ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it... 

This month we visit the adver'sing archives of BMW, and find a curious li9le print advert which 

obviously predates the awful front wheel drive 2 Series, whatever it is called, because the advert reads, 

“that’s why we don’t have front wheel drives”. 

Well all I can say is that BMW should have followed their own advice… their advert though is excellent. 
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This month we, the 

Naked Motoring 

Poets were tasked 

with wri'ng the 

opposite of what we 

wrote about last 

month.  So according 

to me, “the best day 

in motoring” was when fuel injec'on was 

invented. 

Fuel injec'on is commonplace yet mostly 

not understood.  What it is, is the 

introduc'on of fuel in an internal 

combus'on engine, most commonly 

automo've engines, by the means of an 

injector. 

All diesel engines use fuel injec'on by 

design.  Petrol engines can use direct 

injec�on, where the fuel is directly 

delivered into the combus'on chamber, or 

indirect injec�on where the fuel is mixed 

with air before the intake stroke. 

On petrol engines, fuel injec'on replaced 

carbure9ors from the 1980s onward.  The 

primary difference between carbure9ors 

and fuel injec'on is that fuel injec'on 

atomizes the fuel through a small nozzle 

under high pressure, while a carbure9or 

relies on suc'on created by intake air 

accelerated through a Venturi tube to 

draw the fuel into the airstream. 

The func'onal objec'ves for fuel injec'on 

systems can vary.  All share the central task 

of supplying fuel to the combus'on 

process, but it is a design decision how a 

par'cular system is op'mized.  There are 

several compe'ng objec'ves such as; 

power output, improved fuel efficiency, 

emissions performance, running on 

alterna've fuels, reliability, driveability and 

smooth opera'on, ini'al cost,  

maintenance cost,  diagnos'c capability 

and range of environmental opera'on. 

Modern digital electronic fuel injec'on 

systems op'mize these compe'ng 

objec'ves more effec'vely and 

consistently than earlier fuel delivery 

systems (such as carbure9ors).  

Carbure9ors have the poten'al to atomize 

fuel be9er. 

Benefits of fuel injec'on include smoother 

and more consistent transient thro9le 

response, such as during quick thro9le 

transi'ons, easier cold star'ng, more 

accurate adjustment to account for 

extremes of ambient temperatures and 

changes in air pressure, more stable idling, 

decreased maintenance needs, and be9er 

fuel efficiency. 

Fuel injec'on also dispenses with the need 

for a separate mechanical choke, which on 

carbure9or equipped vehicles must be 

adjusted as the engine warms up to normal 

temperature.  Furthermore, on spark 

igni'on engines, (direct) fuel injec'on has 

the advantage of being able to facilitate 

stra'fied combus'on which have not been 

possible with carbure9ors. 

It is only with the advent of mul�-point fuel 

injec�on certain engine configura'ons such 

as inline five cylinder gasoline engines have 

become more feasible for mass 

produc'on, as tradi'onal carbure9or 

arrangement with single or twin 

carbure9ors could not provide even fuel 

distribu'on between cylinders, unless a 

vastly more complicated individual 

carbure9or per cylinder system is used. 

Fuel injec'on systems are also able to 

operate normally regardless of orienta'on, 

whereas carbure9ors with floats are not 

able to operate upside down or in 

microgravity, such as encountered on 

airplanes. 

Herbert Akroyd Stuart developed the first 

device with a design similar to modern fuel 

injec'on, using a 'jerk pump' to meter out 

fuel oil at high pressure to an injector.  This 

system was used on the hot-bulb engine 

and was adapted and improved by Bosch 

and Clessie Cummins for use on diesel 

engines (Rudolf Diesel's original system 

employed a cumbersome 'air-blast' system 

using highly compressed air).  Fuel 

injec'on was in widespread commercial 

use in diesel engines by the mid-1920s. 

An early use of indirect petrol injec'on 

dates back to 1902, when French avia'on 

engineer Leon Levavasseur installed it on 

his pioneering Antoine9e 8V aircraK 

powerplant, the first V8 engine of any type 

ever produced in any quan'ty. 

Another early use of petrol direct injec'on 

was on the Hesselman engine invented by 

Swedish engineer Jonas Hesselman in 

1925.  Hesselman engines use the ultra 

lean-burn principle; fuel is injected toward 

the end of the compression stroke, then 

ignited with a spark plug. They are oKen 

started on petrol and then switched to 

diesel or kerosene. 

Direct fuel injec'on was used in notable 

World War II aero-engines such as the 

Junkers Jumo 210, the Daimler-Benz DB 

601, the BMW 801, the Shvetsov ASh-82FN 

(M-82FN).  German direct injec'on petrol 

engines used injec'on systems developed 

by Bosch from their diesel injec'on 

systems.  Later versions of the Rolls-Royce 

Merlin and Wright R-3350 used single 

point fuel injec'on, at the 'me called 

"Pressure Carbure9or".  Due to the 

war'me rela'onship between Germany 

and Japan, Mitsubishi also had two radial 

aircraK engines u'lizing fuel injec'on, the 

Mitsubishi Kinsei (kinsei means "Venus") 

and the Mitsubishi Kasei (kasei means 

"Mars"). 

Alfa Romeo tested one of the first 

electronic injec'on systems (Caproni-

Fuscaldo) in Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 with "Ala 

spessa" body in 1940 Mille Miglia.  The 

engine had six electrically operated 

injectors and were fed by a semi-high-

pressure circula'ng fuel pump system. 

So, as you can see without fuel injec'on 

we would be living in the stone age 

without so many things we take for 

granted being possible, such as air travel. 

Of course in current 'mes you will be hard 

pressed to find a non-injected engine, 

which is testament to its sophis'ca'on, 

effec'veness and obvious popularity. 
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What was the best day 

in motoring?  That is 

one hell of a good 

ques'on.  There are so 

many possibili'es.  The 

tubeless tyre, fuel 

injec'on, seatbelts, 

wind up or electric 

windows, turbo chargers, all-wheel drive 

and bucket seats are just some examples.  

However if you sort of throw all of those 

together you come out with one winner.  

Obviously it’s the Subaru Impreza. 

We all know that the Impreza is a compact 

family car that has been manufactured 

since 1992 by Subaru, introduced as a 

replacement for the Leone, with the 

predecessor's EA series engines replaced 

by the new EJ series. 

Now in its fiKh genera'on, Subaru has 

offered four-door sedan and five-door 

body variants since 1992; the firm also 

offered a coupe from 1995 un'l 2001, and 

a 5 door wagon from the Impreza's 

introduc'on in the form of a hatchback.  

Mainstream versions have received 

"boxer" flat-four engines ranging from 1.5 

to 2.5 litres, with the performance 

oriented Impreza WRX and WRX STI 

models uprated with the addi'on of 

turbochargers.  Since the third genera'on 

series, some markets have adopted the 

abbreviated Subaru WRX name for these 

high-performance variants.  The first three 

genera'ons of Impreza in North America 

were also available with an off-road 

appearance package called the Outback 

Sport.  For the fourth genera'on, this 

appearance package was renamed the XV 

(Crosstrek in North America), and, unlike 

the Outback Sport (which was exclusive to 

the North American market), is sold 

throughout the rest of the free world. 

The Impreza (also Impreza WRX and 

Impreza WRX STI) is a major rival to the 

Mitsubishi Lancer (and Mitsubishi Lancer 

Evolu'on). 

Subaru has offered both front and all-

wheel drive layouts for the Impreza.  Since 

the late 1990s, some markets have 

restricted sales to the all-wheel drive 

model - therefore gran'ng the Impreza a 

unique selling proposi'on in the global 

compact class characterized by front-wheel 

drive.  However, Japanese models remain 

available in either configura'on. 

There have been seven noted versions of 

the WRX da'ng back from Subaru's original 

World Rally Cross staging vehicles.  Subaru 

adopted the name "WRX" to stand for 

"World Rally eXperimental" (in some 

places WRX stands for "World Rally Cross") 

as all WRX versions (1992 to present) 

feature rally inspired technology, including 

all wheel drive, s'ffened suspensions and 

turbocharged four cylinder engines.  The 

STI versions were marketed with 

consecu've numbers.  Another way to 

determine the version of a WRX was to 

look at the chassis code.  All WRX sold 

between 1992 and 2000 have the 

beginning chassis code of GC8 sedan or 

GF8 hatchback; this is followed by a le9er 

from A to G.  Coupe versions share the 

"GC" code with sedans, except in the US, 

where they have a separate chassis code of 

"GM". 

In 1994, Subaru introduced Subaru Tecnica 

Interna'onal (STI) versions of the WRX in 

Japan. These models were upgraded from 

the standard WRX in many categories, 

including blueprinted performance-tuned 

engines, transmissions, and suspensions. 

The STI versions of the WRX were 

immensely successful in rallies and popular 

among street racers but were only sold in 

the Japanese market.  Compared to the 

WRX, the STI had mostly mechanical 

modifica'ons. 

The WRX debuted in 

November 1992 with 

177 kW. The centre 

differen'al was a viscous 

coupling type, the rear 

limited slip differen'al 

was a viscous type.  The 

WRX Type RA is a 

stripped down version of 

the WRX that was 

available in the Japanese market for 

people to purchase for motorsports and 

tuning.  Targeted for race and rally, the RA 

versions were generally lighter in weight; 

featuring reduced soundproofing, manual 

windows, no air condi'oning, no an'-lock 

brakes, and added racing features such as 

more robust engines, driver controlled 

centre differen'als, and shorter gearing.  

The WRX Type RA uses a closer ra'o 

gearbox and a three-spoke leather steering 

wheel from Nardi. 

In Europe, the WRX was introduced as the 

Impreza GT, and as the Impreza Turbo 

2000 (UK).  It came with 155 kW.  In the 

United Kingdom, Subaru offered six "WRX 

1.8 GL" in 1993.  The firm imported six 

Type RS's, the development car that led to 

the stripped-out Type RA.  Three cars went 

to Prodrive; three were retained by Subaru 

UK and were subsequently sold.  For UK 

car cer'fica'on reasons they were 

registered as "1.8 GL" despite having the 2 

litre turbocharged engine. 

And that is the story of how this fantas'c 

car came to be.  Now for the reason why I 

reckon its birth was the best day in 

motoring history. 

Its actually quite simple.  The car is 

different and breaks from the norm.  In the 

past if you wanted a performance car you 

needed to pick a German brand, all of 

which were very similar and quite boring.  

But the Impreza is anything but. 

Its styling is crazy and it just offers so much 

for rela'vely li9le money, and for these 

reasons I believe that it makes the grade. 
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My name is Rodney 

and I am really 

chuffed to be wri'ng 

for Naked Motoring.  

I have been a loyal 

reader since the 

magazine started 8 

years ago and love 

the way which the repor'ng is done. 

So now its my turn to tell things how I see 

them. 

As you may have no'ced I am of Indian 

descent, and I live in Durban which, 

factually, has the highest per capita Indian 

popula'on outside of India. 

Now my own cabby is a dolphin shape 

bo9le green 1997 BMW 328i - a classic as 

far as I am concerned - and I have done all 

the necessary things to make it much 

be9er. 

I have chipped and tuned it, I replaced the 

exhaust with a free-flow system with 

custom branches and it has a wicked sound 

system.  Then I lowered the suspension 

and put on some beau'ful mag wheels.  it 

is to me a perfect car. 

Hey, but people laugh and mock 

“Indianised” cars because they reckon that 

we overdo things.  Nonsense.  There is no 

such thing to overdo a car.  It is either 

done, or done some more.  Simple, man. 

Take mag wheels for example.  Most cars 

come standard with 16” or 17”, but the 

profile of the type is huge, like 55.  So if 

you drop the profile to 30 then you can 

also get a 20” mag in the wheel arch., and 

with a squeeze maybe even a 21”.  That’s 

not overdoing it.  You see, its just done 

some more. 

Durban is a brilliant city, and we know how 

to do things properly in Durbs.  Just look at 

our soccer stadium.  Beau'ful, and 

overshadows everything around it. 

And that my friends is the secret about 

Durban, it looks brilliant but unless it 

overshadows other places it isn't so nice. 

I am sad to say that Durban, especially the 

CBD, has gone to the dogs.  And when I say 

dogs I am of course referring to drug 

dealers and pimps, mostly of West African 

origin.  Quite why they have to come and... 

foul up our beau'ful city is something I will 

never understand. 

The Durban motoring scene however is 

unaffected by these parasites and their 

poisonous wares. 

Now, we get that our cars are modified a 

bit differently and, even our taxis are 

differently decorated, but that gives them 

a certain charm and makes them unique. 

I have been to Johannesburg and the taxis 

there are all the same; iden'cal li9le 

busses, which, once you get out of one you 

could get into another and not no'ce the 

difference.  Not in Durban though. 

Oh no, to work you could ride in the “Road 

Warrior II” and on your way home catch 

“Dark Lightning”.  It’s just so much cooler 

like this. 

My BMW, my pride and joy, is a thing of 

perfec'on.  It runs like a dream and flies 

like a chicken out of a Nandos when you 

put foot.  Now I know some people might 

look at my car and laugh, but I know it is 

very special and totally unique.  So nobody 

will ever steal it because it will cost them 

too much to make it standard again.  Or at 

least that’s how I look at it. 

And you must be asking, “what the hell is 

this man wri'ng about?”  Well, I don’t 

know either - I am flexing my wri'ng 

muscles to see what is what, and all. 

I am not a tourism promoter, but what I 

am sugges'ng is that you come down to 

Durban and see for yourself how things 

work with the car scene.  You will be 

surprised.  And its not that much of a 

secret either. 

We get together, we fellow car 

enthusiasts, from 'me to 'me to show off 

our latest toys; mags, paintjobs, sound 

upgrades, tuning and so on.  And all you 

need to do is just ask around a li9le, and 

you will find what is happening and where. 

I am so happy to be wri'ng for this 

magazine.  I have wanted to write for a 

motoring magazine for as long as I can 

remember, but un'l now all I could do was 

submit le9ers [to other magazines] and 

wait, just to not see them published. 

I don’t know why the others don’t do this?  

It is such a nice and interac've way for 

readers, who want to express themselves 

to be given that chance. 

So, this is going to be a long and very 

interes'ng ride; you, me and my green 

cabbie up and down the beachfront, with 

the tunes up high and the windows down 

low.  God bless and check you all next 

month.  And all. 
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In an effort to be as 

comprehensive as 

possible I took this 

month’s subject 

assignment, being  

what was the best 

day for motoring, 

and applied a 

liberal approach to it looking for the one 

thing which has made our lives, motoring 

lives that is, be9er.  The inescapable 

conclusion must the inven'on of the 

windscreen wiper,  or windshield wiper if 

you speak Americanish. 

This as we all know is a device used to 

remove rain, snow, ice and debris from a 

windscreen.  Almost all motor vehicles, 

including cars, trucks, train locomo'ves, 

watercraK with a cabin and some aircraK, 

are equipped with such wipers, which are 

also usually a legal requirement. 

However the history and engineering 

behind this fascina'ng life-saving device is 

not very well known and as a result, today, 

you are going to learn something new. 

Firstly it was invented, or at the first 

opera'onal one was, by a woman… so read 

on. 

As we all know a wiper generally consists 

of a metal arm, pivo'ng at one end and 

with a long rubber blade a9ached to the 

other.  The arm is powered by a motor, 

oKen an electric motor, although 

pneuma'c power is also used in some 

vehicles.  The blade is swung back and 

forth over the glass, pushing water or 

other precipita'on from its surface.  The 

speed is normally adjustable, with several 

con'nuous speeds and oKen one or more 

"intermi9ent" seSngs.  Most cars use two 

synchronized radial type arms, while many 

commercial vehicles use one or more 

pantograph arms. 

On some vehicles, a windscreen washer 

system is also used.  This system sprays 

water or an an'freeze window washer 

fluid at the windscreen using several 

nozzles.  The windscreen washer system 

helps to remove dirt or dust from the 

windscreen when it is used in concert with 

the wiper blades.  When an'freeze 

windscreen washer fluid is used, it can help 

the wipers to remove snow or ice.  For 

winter condi'ons, some vehicles have 

addi'onal heaters aimed at the windows 

or embedded hea'ng wire in the glass.  

These defroster systems help to keep snow 

and ice from building up on the 

windscreen.  In some cases, miniature 

wipers are installed on the headlights. 

The first designs for the windscreen wiper 

are credited to Polish concert pianist Józef 

Hofmann, and Mills Muni'ons, 

Birmingham who also claimed to have 

been the first to patent windscreen wipers 

in England.  At least three inventors 

patented windscreen cleaning devices at 

around the same 'me in 1903; Mary 

Anderson, Robert Douglass, and John 

Apjohn.  In April 1911, a patent for 

windscreen wipers was registered by Sloan 

& Lloyd Barnes, patent agents of Liverpool, 

England, for Gladstone Adams of Whitley 

Bay. 

American inventor Mary Anderson is 

popularly credited with devising the first 

opera'onal windscreen wiper in 1903.  In 

Anderson's patent, she called her inven'on 

a "window cleaning device" for electric 

cars and other vehicles.  Operated via a 

lever from inside a vehicle, her version of 

windscreen wipers closely resembles the 

windscreen wiper found on many early car 

models.  Anderson had a model of her 

design manufactured, then filed a patent 

(US 743 801) on 18 June 1903 that was 

issued to her by the US Patent Office on 10 

November 1903. 

A similar device is recorded 3 months prior 

to Anderson's patent, with Robert A 

Douglass filing a patent for a "locomo've-

cab-window cleaner" on 12 March 1903. 

Irish born inventor James Henry Apjohn 

(1845–1914) patented an "Apparatus for 

Cleaning Carriage, Motor Car and other 

Windows" which was stated to use either 

brushes or wipers and could be either 

motor driven or hand driven.  The brushes 

or wipers were intended to clean either 

both up and down or in just one direc'on 

on a ver'cal window.  Apjohn's inven'on 

had a priority date in the UK of 9 October 

1903. 

John R. Oishei (1886-1968) formed the Tri-

Con'nental Corpora'on in 1917.  This 

company introduced the first windscreen 

wiper, Rain Rubber, for the slo9ed, two-

piece windscreens found on many of the 

cars of the 'me.  Today Trico Products is 

one of the world's leading manufacturers 

of windscreen wiping systems, windscreen 

wiper blades and refills, with wiper plants 

on at least five con'nents.  Bosch has the 

world's biggest windscreen wiper factory in 

Tienen, Belgium, which produces 350 000 

wiper blades every day. 

Inventor William M. Folberth and his 

brother, Fred, applied for a patent for an 

automa'c windscreen wiper apparatus in 

1919, which was granted in 1922. It was 

the first automa'c mechanism to be 

developed by an American, but the original 

inven'on is a9ributed by others to 

Hawaiian, Ormand Wall.  Trico later se9led 

a patent dispute with Folberth and 

purchased Folberth's Cleveland company, 

the Folberth Auto Specialty Co.  The new 

vacuum-powered system quickly became 

standard equipment on cars, and the 

vacuum principle was in use un'l about 

1960. In the late 1950s, a feature common 

on modern vehicles first appeared, 

opera'ng the wipers automa'cally for two 

or three passes when the windscreen 

washer bu9on was pressed, making it 

unnecessary to manually turn the wipers 

on as well.  Today, an electronic 'mer is 

used, but originally a small vacuum 

cylinder mechanically linked to a switch 

provided the delay as the vacuum leaked 

off, hence the birth of intermi9ent wipers. 

Wipers save lives - fact!  And without them 

we can’t drive when it rains, or snows, or 

whatever else.  And therefore as far as I 

am concerned the discovery of anything 

which allows us to drive in adverse 

condi'ons must be the best day in 

motoring.  Hopefully? 
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Sant'Agata, Italy:  I have been a motoring journalist for over 

twenty years and in that 'me I have seen some weird, 

wonderful and wicked things.  So much so to the point where 

you believe that nothing can surprise you, and you seem to 

develop a knack for reading the marketplace and making 

reasonably accurate predic'ons. 

One thing however which pre9y much nobody, including yours 

truly, saw coming was the day when Lamborghini would make an 

SUV. 

Back in the 1980’s this Italian car maker did make a large 4x4 and 

called it the LM-002, but it was not an SUV and was actually quite 

purpose built - that purpose being to win the Paris-Dakar rally.  The 

LM-002 was powered by the same V12 unit from the Countach and 

was not only expensive but very rare.  I know of only one which 

made it to South Africa - a red one. 

SUVs on the other hand are common place - very common place.  

There was a 'me when you could say with confidence that, “every 

second arsehole drives a 3 Series BMW”, but these days that 

statement rings more true to the mighty SUV.  Ask me, I am one of 

those arseholes. 

Lamborghini makes supercars, and that’s how it was and shall 

always remain.  Or at least that’s what we all thought. 

Then five years ago a concept SUV was unveiled and we all thought 

that it was just a marke'ng stunt to win a few million website hits… 

however five years aKer which we first saw the concept, the 

produc'on version of the Lamborghini Urus is here.  

The Urus is Lamborghini’s first a9empt at a modern high-

performance crossover, and it’s going to spearhead an en'rely new 

genera'on of ul'mate sports SUVs. 

The Lamborghini Urus was unveiled at an event in the Sant’Agata 

factory late last year, and we were on hand to cover the new SUV 

with a sports car heart. 

We expect that right-hand drive sales will start around mid year, 

priced a whisker above the Huracan.  Or at least those are the 

indicators.  So you are looking at more or less in the region of about 

R 4 500 000.  Which of course is Bentley Bentayga money. 

The new Urus is a dras'c departure for a brand be9er known for 

low-slung supercars.  This is, arguably, a high-slung sports car - the 
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wedge and angular flamboyance of Lambo-ness transferred to the 

taller, top heavy look of the SUV genus. 

Underpinning it all is the Volkswagen Group’s MLB Evo pla`orm, 

used here in longer wheelbase spec as seen in sister off-roader the 

Bentley Bentayga.  It makes for a properly roomy cabin for four, 

and there's a decent, suede lined, no less, 616 litre boot with split 

fold seats, too.  Prac'cality in a Lambo!  What is the world coming 

to? 

Despite the drama'c styling changes, you may - just - detect hints 

of Audi Q7, Porsche Cayenne and VW Touareg in the hard points 

and stance of the new Urus, for they all share the fundamentals of 

the same basic architecture. 

Underneath the bonnet is the all too familiar VW Group 4 litre bi-

turbo V8, with some fairly dubious Lamborghini performance 

creden'als.  It trumps the top speed of its in house Bentayga rival 

by the narrowest of 5km/h margins, as revealed in the supplied 

Lamborghini Urus specs: 

Capacity: 3 996cc 

Power: 478kW @ 6 000 r/min 

Torque: 850Nm @ 2 250 - 4 500 r/min 

Gearbox & Drive: Eight speed automa�c, all wheel drive 

Top speed: 302km/h 

0-100km/h: 3.6 seconds 

0-200km/h: 12.8 seconds 

Economy & emissions: Not yet calibrated 

Yes, you read that right.  This is the first turbocharged Lamborghini 

produc'on car.  And the lumbering Lamborghini SUV is as quick as 

the Huracan two-door in most measures - even if it’s unlikely to 

compete with its shrieking V10. 

Braking is provided by ceramic rotors front and rear, measuring a 

whopping 440mm in diameter on the front axle.  Engineers quote a 

100km/h to zero stopping distance of 33.7 metres, which is 

impressive. 

The blown V8’s thrust is tamed here by the most sophis'cated all 

wheel drive system yet seen on a produc'on car bearing the raging 

bull badge. 

Drive is appor'oned to all four wheels via a central Torsen 

differen'al spliSng torque front and rear, while an ac've rear diff 

with torque vectoring ability shuffles drive from leK to right.  

Engineering chiefs are confident that the Urus behaves more like a 

rear wheel drive car than the occasionally dull all wheel drive 

machines produced by parent company Audi. 

Revealingly, the Urus sports rear wheel steering to lend the Urus 
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an agility that belies its size (this is a big car, at 5 112mm long 

and 2 016mm wide).  The rear wheels steer by up to 3 degrees to 

assist with agility and maneuvering, depending obviously on how 

fast you are driving.  

This is no lightweight though.   The launch model weighs a 

significant 2 200kg, despite the liberal use of aluminium and 

lightweight steel throughout. 

The Urus will be built in a brand new factory at Sant'Agata, which 

in 'me should double produc'on at the Italian car maker from 

today's 3 500 cars annually.  Clearly this is des'ned, or at least 

hoped, to be the unit mover for the exclusive brand. 

As it is an SUV it should be good off road, right?  Yes, sure… do 

you really think customers are going to risk geSng their 23 inch 

alloy wheels shod in bespoke Pirellis all dirty?  

However, if they do perhaps, even accidentally venture off the 

beaten track, they’ll probably be surprised just how far the Urus 

will actually go. 

Adjustable air suspension provides 90mm of extra ground 

clearance when set in off road mode, rising to a total 248mm 

clambering height when prepped for off-roading du'es, which 

actually is pre9y good and almost the same as a Range Rover. 

Worth no'ng inside is the new, and I promise I am not making 

this up, Tamburo Driving Dynamics Selector, leSng drivers 

programme the car’s engine, transmission and trac'on 

management systems in one of the following modes; Corsa 

(track), Sport (dynamic driving), Strada (road), Neve (snow), Terra 

(off road) and Sabbia (sand).  The system, much like that in all its 

rivals, will tailor the air suspension and electromechanical an'-

roll bars, seen for the first 'me in a Lamborghini, to make sure 

the Urus is set up for any which condi'on. 

The Urus it's certainly a more rounded proposi'on than the 

LM002 of 30 years ago; Lamborghini helpfully gathered half a 

dozen together for the occasion - and even drove one through 

the auditorium before the Urus's world debut, leaving a high-

octane tang to the air for several minutes.  A 'mely reminder of 

the excess and wild fun inherent in the greatest Lamborghinis. 

So it looks brilliant, drives beau'fully (apparently), does all the 

things that an SUV should be able to do and seems to 'ck all the 

boxes which need 'cking.  Unfortunately as this is just a launch 

report and not a road test we will all have to wait to find out if all 

their claims are accurate, so un'l then lets be kind and give the 

thing the benefit of the doubt. 

There is however one thing about it which I don’t like.  The name. 

Urus - it sounds like something medical.  Or worse a part of your 

body which requires the sort of medial treatment which would 

not make for discussion in polite company.  Lamborghini name 

their cars aKer famous figh'ng bulls, usually, so what the hell 

went wrong with this christening? 
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Cape Town:  In car circles there are a few examples of a 

proper winning formula, which no ma9er what will always be 

a very good and popular seller.  The BMW 3 Series would be 

one example.  Ferrari’s mid-engine supercars would be 

another.  And so is the Audi A7. 

When the A7 Sportback was first launched in 2010 it was essen'ally 

an A6 in a different body, but with basically the same interior and 

engines, but it worked.  The A6 is a very good sedan for execu'ves 

called Thomas, or some such, who wear grey suits and blue 'es.  

Nice, but dull. 

The A7 on the other hand is what the man who employs Thomas 

would drive.  A man who wears demins and Polo shirts to work.  It 

is a car for leaders and not followers. 

The A7 does however have one natural enemy - the Mercedes Benz 

CLS - which effec'vely created the grand touring luxury coupe 

segment in 2004, and the first genera'on A7 was a direct response 

- one that however, for all its a9ributes, never quite emerged from 

the shadow of this rival. 

The second-genera'on A7 Sportback you see here arrives just 

ahead of the third genera'on CLS, which incidentally we feature 

next month, and at first glance both machines have taken a similar 

approach to tackling a difficult market niche in which buyers 

demand a car that looks and feels spor'ng and dynamic, yet expect 

space and comfort above all else.  

Both cars share a pla`orm with mid-size sedans (the upcoming A6 

in the case of the A7, the E-Class for the CLS), and both feature new 

engines with 48 volt mild hybrid systems and both have been 

packed with technology taken from their respec've flagship 

sedans, which in the case of Audi is obviously the new A8. 

Audi then, and I must admit rather fortuitously decided to come to 

my neck of the woods to launch the all-new A7 Sportback. 

It is the second Audi model, aKer the A8, to present the company’s 

new design ethos, with the focus on ‘pure progressiveness’ rather 

than ‘pres�ge’ as on the A8, although it’s not an excep'onally vast 

departure from previous A7 design, which is in my view a good 

thing because, as they say, “if it isn’t broken then don’t fix it”. 

So saying it is an en'rely new car spor'ng all the newest design 

cues.  The front end is dominated by a single frame grille, which 

gives the vehicle a sense of presence, with sharp edges, lines and 

creases that all flow to the ostensible Sportback end.  The swooping 

Audi’s all-new A7 50TDi 

Lightning strikes... 
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design which Audi, slightly op'mis'cally and very mysteriously, calls ‘yacht-

like’ converges with a rear edge that’s a nominal 3cm higher than on the 

previous model and which houses a boot spoiler that pops out at higher 

speeds.  The ‘cut in’ underneath that rear edge, though, gives the car a 

dis'nct profile from a side or rear three-quarter angle, although it is lost 

slightly when viewed from directly behind. 

The other significant external feature of the car, shared with the A8, are the 

lights, including a flat light strip that runs across the rear.  Top-spec S-Line 

trim cars get HD Matrix LED headlights, with an ‘X’ signature unique to the 

A7. 

Although the new A7 is 5cm shorter than the previous model it s'll 

measures 4 969mm.  The wheelbase though, cleverly, has been lengthened 

by 12mm, is a negligible 3mm narrower and 2mm higher.  What this has 

done is create a bit more space (21mm legroom) for passengers in the back. 

In the back you can comfortably put two adults, but the back seats aren’t 

where the focus of this car lies, because unlike the A8 this is a car designed 

for driving rather than being driven in. 

The boot is the exact same size, being 535 litres, and the back seats s'll fold 

flat should you need more space.  Audi, rather tellingly suggest that should 

you do this then you can put two golf bags in the boot, which is perhaps 

indica've of their intended target audience. 

The cockpit draws its minimalist inspira'on from the A8 with most all 

controls being the subject of touchscreen func'oning - an upper 10.1 inch 

unit with an 8.6 inch one below it on the centre tunnel - which are ever so 

slightly angled towards the driver for be9er ergonomics.  The steering wheel 

in fact is pre9y much the only thing which s'll hosts conven'onal ‘old 

school’ bu9ons and switches. 

The seats are very comfortable, as is the clean, minimalist cabin as a whole.  

There are all the features you would hope for in a car in this class, such as 

interior ambient ligh'ng and dual zone climate control, and everything feels 
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as wonderfully well-built as you should expect from Audi.  That 

said, it’s not the warmest of environments.  Sort of a bit like the 

difference between siSng on some piece of modern-art furniture 

as opposed to a conven'onal and comfortable arm chair.  Both 

work but one has a more homely feel about it. 

At launch the A7 Sportback will offer a single petrol op'on, the 55 

TFSI; a supercharged 3 litre V6 producing 250kW and 500Nm of 

torque, processed through a seven speed S-tronic dual clutch 

gearbox.  It will be followed shortly aKer by this 50 TDi, which has 

a 3 litre V6 turbo diesel engine producing 210kW and 620Nm of 

torque, which is mated to an eight speed �ptronic gearbox. 

Both engines also feature mild hybrid drivetrains featuring a new 

48V electrical system that can deac'vate the engine when 

coas'ng at speeds between 55 and 160km/h.  And both have 

Qua9ro systems, with the 50 TDi geSng a self locking centre 

differen'al that can send up to 85% of the torque to the rear 

wheels. 

Our Sport trim test car ran on 20 inch wheels (19s are standard) 

and was fi9ed with op'onal adap've air suspension (as opposed 

to conven'onally springs).  Whilst offering a smooth ride, for the 

most part, it was slightly more anxious than you might expect on 

the bumpier roads on our test route around Cape Town, even in 

the soKest of the A7’s drive modes, accessed via the Drive Select 

func'on. 

According to Audi, they claim to have increased the differences 

between the drive modes, which range from Efficiency to 

Dynamic, reflec'ng, perhaps, the car’s broad appeal?  

Insofar as safety technology and driving assistants are concerned, 

the car wants for nothing, much like the A8.  It features a wealth 

of advanced driver assistance features and systems, including an 

auto stop/start system that reacts to the car ahead moving and 

adap've driving assistant, which makes steering inputs to follow 

lines on the road.  The combina'on of all those systems and the all 

wheel steering does result in the steering feeling a li9le 

disengaged (and that’s before extra autonomous features such as 

self-parking systems arrive later this year), although it does make 

driving the A7 a comfortable, relaxed and easy experience. 

In Dynamic mode with the heavy foot applied the car will sprint 

from 0 to 100km/h in 5.7 seconds and is governed to 250km/h. 

Like in the old A7 the new one is a beau'ful car to look at and 

equally beau'ful to drive. 

I am really impressed with how Audi have constructed their 

current range of cars when it comes to design, innova'on and 

technology 

This is in my view the best car in the Audi lineup insofar as 

package deals are concerned.  Where it counts, it is bigger than an 

A4, smaller than an A8 and nicer than an A6.  The best of all 

worlds.  I can’t wait to give this model a proper working over in a 

full road test. 
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Lightning strikes... 

twice... 

the equally all-new A7 55TFSi 
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Cape Town:  Chicken of beef?  LeK or right?  Red or white?  

Diesel or petrol?  Shoes or boots?  These are some choices 

we face, and with the new Audi A7 the la9er pertains. 

This is then the first petrol version of the second genera'on 

Audi A7 Sportsback, and it is rather oddly called the 55 TFSi.  Audi 

say - and I suspect they may have been drinking quite heavily 

when they came up with this - that the fiKy-five denotes that the 

engine will produce between 245kW and 350kW… of course the 

difference between those two numbers is 95… like I said heavy 

drinking. 

My personal view is that Audi’s naming department felt leK out of 

the naming madness being prac'ced by its rivals, and many 

others, so they thought of an even stranger system which would 

confuse everyone even more... 

The 55 will be the first of the new genera'on A7 to be launched, 

with the 50 diesel following. 

Beneath the bonnet is a 3 litre turbocharged V6 which pops out 

265kW.  It is also complemented by a 48-volt belt alternator 

starter mild hybrid system, which can recover up to 12kW of 

energy when braking or coas'ng. 

The powertrain, which uses a seven speed S tronic automa'c 

gearbox, produces 500Nm of torque at between 1 370 - 4 500 r/

min.  The engine also features a mul'-plate clutch in place of a 

limited slip differen'al, and runs in two wheel drive during 

standard running, switching on when the car’s various soothsaying 

high-tech sensors and systems detect it’s necessary - or even 

going to be necessary at some point in the near future. 

The new A7 Sportback has had a makeover to follow Audi’s new 

design language – it’s sleek and a9rac've, if not a revolu'onary 

departure from what went before.  Our test car came in top level 

S line trim, which adds special front and rear bumpers, side skirts 

and a few S line logos.  It also adds HD Matrix LED headlights at 

the front, and ‘dynamic’ LED rear lights that run across the length 

of the boot. 

And yes I have said this before, but inside, the dashboard is 

dominated by the twin touchscreen MMI system - featuring 10.1 

inch and 8.6 inch displays - as well as the 12.3 inch Virtual Cockpit 

digital instrument display. 

The A7 Sportback benefits enormously from most of the 

technology recently introduced in the flagship A8, which we 

tested a couple months ago, including a plethora of driver 

assis'ng features. 

And, in keeping with proud Audi tradi'on, the op'onal equipment 

kit is vast.  Some of those fi9ed to our test car included the Bang 

& Olufsen 3D Advanced Sound System, a smartphone interface, 

phone charging box and a night vision display. 

S line trim also includes sport suspension (10mm lower than 

standard) and 20 inch wheels (the lower sport trim has only 19 
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inch as standard), although our test car 

was also fi9ed with adap've air 

suspension and 21 inch wheels, which 

makes a hell of a statement. 

The test car was also fi9ed with Audi’s four 

wheel steering system, engineered to turn 

the rear wheels in the opposite direc'on 

as the front as low speeds to boost 

handing, and in the same direc'on at 

higher speeds to increase stability.  It 

definitely inspired confidence: the A7 

Sportback handled confidently and 

responded well, although the combina'on 

of all the driver assistance systems did 

leave something of a disconnect between 

input and ac'on, improved marginally by 

playing around with the various driving 

modes. 

The 55 TFSi engine had power in 

abundance, delivered smoothly and quietly 

in largely hassle free fashion.  In fact, it 

takes considerable effort, and using the 

manual gears, to produce any real engine 

noise.  However despite the appearance of 

the word ‘sport’ in its 'tle, the engine 

response matched the handling dynamic; it 

is a ferociously quick and capable cruise 

missile, but is best enjoyed as a relaxed 

luxury car. 

A slight disappointment is that the cruising 

pleasure is upset somewhat by a rougher 

than expected ride, even with the drive 

mode set to comfort.  The 21 inch wheels 

shod with ultra-low profile tyres 

admi9edly was, in part, to blame for this. 

According to Audi’s sales figures the vast 

bulk of first genera'on A7 buyers opted for 

the diesel version, and that’s likely to be 

the same with this new version.  And whilst 

occasionally rougher than this petrol 

model at lower speeds, I slightly preferred 

the extra charisma and torque response of 

the 50 TDi. 

If you have a preference for petrol, though, 

this is s'll an eminently capable car, 

comfortable to spend 'me in and drive.   

The remaining ques'on, of course, is how 

it will compare to the forthcoming 

Mercedes Benz CLS - for the answer to 

that, we’ll have to wait for now, but 

fortunately not too long. 

Next month in fact.  So watch this space. 
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… it is a ferociously quick and capable cruise missile, but is best enjoyed as a relaxed luxury car. 
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We have found the 

sexiest topless model 

in the known 

universe... 
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Nice, France:  This gorgeous topless 

thing is the Aston Mar'n DB11 

Volante.  It all began when Aston 

created a new architecture for the 

DB11, replacing the old aluminium 

VH pla`orm that underpinned pre9y much 

everything it made with a new aluminium 

one, which will eventually underpin pre9y 

much everything it will make.   And this is a 

very good thing. 

And it was pre9y decent when it arrived.  

Really good, in fact.  However despite this, 

ever since that first introduc'on of it, in 

the DB11 V12 coupe, Aston Mar'n’s 

engineers have been tweaking and 

sharpening it and thankfully they have also 

learned a thing or two during the journey. 

Here they have learned how to a9ach a 

soK top to it, rather beau'fully, in fact.  

The key is always geSng enough layers in 

it to insulate, but not so many that it’s 

overly prominent.  A delicate balance of 

quality over quan'ty, in essence. 

These engineers have worked damn hard 

on this aspect and have done a superb job 

of it, in fact they can be proud of how li9le 

space it takes up behind the rear seats, and 

how much room it s'll leaves in the boot, 

which are always two problems with 

conver'bles.  There is a sliding divider in 

the boot, but with the roof up, and the 

divider out of the way, there’s 206 litres of 

boot space, 20% more than in a DB9 

Volante, which all things considered isn’t 

actually too bad.  If Bond managed to 

squeeze Mr. White into the boot of a DB9 

in Quantum of Solace then you can 

certainly get luggage for two in it. 

Last month I drove the Ferrari Portofino 

and commented that this car, when it was 

available, would be the Italian’s natural 

enemy - and as it turned out not long did 

we have to wait. 

Beneath the bonnet is the all-too familiar 

Mercedes-AMG 4 litre V8 bi-turbo engine, 

which produces 375kW.  A significant 

66kW shortage over the Ferrari, yet as I 

write this I know that the same engine is 

capable of producing more power, so 

maybe something of an adjustment will 

take place.  Hopefully. 

The Aston Martin DB11 V8 Volante 
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In this regard I do stand corrected.  In my Ferrari Portofino 

review I wrote that the DB11 V8 produces 447kW - that is 

incorrect.  The DB11 V12 produces 447kW.  Old age, perhaps. 

Moving on, and without geSng too scien'fic - the DB11 V8 

Volante owing to some very clever engineering manages to 

retain pre9y much all of its rigidity found in the coupe 

version, which is good. 

All of this stuff - beams and bars - does add to the car’s 

weight.  110kg in fact which is a hell of a lot.  The result is the 

Volante is the same weight as the much more powerful V12.  

However in a car like this outright speed is not everything. 

So saying, the car isn’t exactly slow either. 

The roof operates on the move, silently, at up to 50km/h. 

Out in the real world, with rivals from the likes of the Ferrari 

Portofino and the Bentley Con'nental GTC (when it 

eventually arrives) the DB11 Volante is sort of in a very 

exclusive league and will a9ract loyal AM purveyors. 

On the open road is where this car is happiest.  And driving it 

out on the open road is where any driver will also be their 

happiest. 

It is a stunning thing to behold, and even more stunning thing 

to drive. 

The problem with launches, which is what this is, is that the 

test routes are not exactly the longest or the most diverse.  

God knows, the organisers of these things do try, but we the 

motoring journalist fraternity know be9er which is why we 

conduct our own, and extended road tes'ng of every car. 

This is one I would really like to get behind the wheel of for a 

week or so to really see what it is made of. 

At face value it is really good, and although less powerful 

than its closest and immediate rival it is s'll a wonderfully 

engineered and gorgeous car. 

The interior is magnificently laid out and everything is made 

from the nicest of the nicest stuff.  I love how they s'tch the 

seats to create flowing lines, and the two-tone leather in the 

test car looks really, really good. 

From an engineering perspec've Aston Mar'n have done 

very well.  Very, very well indeed. 

And as topless models go, this is hands down the most 

beau'ful, sexy and well propor'oned one I have seen in a 

very long 'me.  It does lack the raw sex appeal of the 

Portofino, but that would be case when comparing most 

things Bri'sh against most things Italian anyway. 

However when taking out money is concerned - and it is quite 

hard to say this - I would rather have the DB11. 
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Johannesburg:  This month, being April, and the birth month 

of my predecessor, I though it would be fiSng to present one 

of his old reviews of a car I wanted to feature this month 

anyway, what with the recent unveiling of the new Volvo 

V60. 

Personal views and other such garbage aside the man was an 

excellent motoring journalist, visionary and basically invented the 

online motoring media industry in this country.  So from this point 

on the words are not mine, but rather Carrington’s from his actual 

review of the Volvo S60 T6 AWD R-Design done in 2011 (so please 

remain mindful of the fact that the informa'on - par'cularly pricing 

- is no longer current).  This is a proper blast from the past: 

     ever before in the history of motoring has any one car been so 

long awaited and an'cipated, except maybe the first car ever. I 

know this because I actually owned the previous genera'on S60, 

which was a 2005 model, and even then there was talk of the new 

S60. 

However it has finally arrived, and our par'cular test car is the top 

of the range, of the top of the range T6 AWD R-Design and it pack a 

hell of a lot of punch! 

The engine is a 3 litre turbo charged devil that produces 

224kW and 440Nm, which is a massive amount for a car 

this size. 

In the old S60 range there was a creature called only 

the S60 R, and it was (for its 'me) biblically fast, yet 

completely refined. 

This new R-Design I believe has come, sized up and 

conquered the old R in as many ways as it is possible. 

Now to clarify… the difference between a standard T6 and the R-

Design are aesthe'cs. Dynamically and technically they are iden'cal 

in every respect. The R-Design just comes with a higher and spor'er 

trim selec'on, which admi9edly really works very well. So much so 

that in my opinion, even though the R-Design is a few Rand more, it 

is definitely the one to get. 

The new car is really nice to look at. It is sculpted and styled 

without fault and every line flows seamlessly into the next. In short 

you will enjoy walking out to it every morning. 

The test car came with very comfortable two-tone black and white 

electrically adjustable and heated seats, which admi9ed would not 

be my personal first choice, but in so saying I got used to them very 

quickly. If I was the man in charge plain black leather with the same 

white s'tching would have been my choice, but then again each to 

their own. Aesthe'cs and styling is very much a thing of personal 

choice and no person is en'tled to say what is right or wrong… 

unless of course they are bright yellow with pink s'tching! The floor 

mats were also neatly framed with the same white s'tching which 

was a really nice effect. 

N 

2011 Volvo S60 T6 AWD R-Design 
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Sea'ng in the rear is spacious and comfortable enough for two 

adults and a child, and ISOFIX child seat moun'ng points are 

standard. 

The boot is large, but the boot hinges intrude into the boot space 

by quite a bit… one of those things that just looks odd, but may not 

be of concern. 

Safety needs no introduc'on… it is a Volvo and the one thing they 

do very, very well is safety. There are umpteen airbags and 

whiplash preventa've seats, as well as side impact intrusion 

protec'on for the whole family of you, the wife and 2.4 children... 

Now that we have dispensed with the boring stuff that most Volvo 

reviews are made of, let’s get onto the stuff that makes life worth 

living. 

This is not a Volvo like any other I have driven before. Its engine is a 

power plant of note. 0 to 100km/h arrives in 5.9 seconds and top 

speed is 250km/h, but it is how quickly you get there that is also 

very interes'ng. Under accelera'on this car does not let up un'l 

YOU take your foot off the pedal. One interes'ng point of mindless 

trivia is that Sweden (from where Volvos come) is a very hilly 

country and as a result most Swedish cars are quite powerful, this 

one however just defies the Swedish odds. 

When you tell someone you drive a Volvo, like my wife does (and 

hates) people don’t say, “wow that’s such a cool car!” but instead 

mu9er some obscenity like, “well that’s a safe car”. 

Honestly who cares! Cars are meant to be fun and enjoyable, not 

safe! Don’t get me wrong safety is important, but it should not be 

the first thing that springs to mind when a car name is called out. 

I think though that this par'cular model has the power to change 

that percep'on. 

Take for instance the latest BMW Z4 3.0i. A quick and sporty car, 

but… so I heard from a distant friend… from a stands'll and 

through the corners it cannot touch the T6. However when you 

hear Z4 you think, “oh cool” and not “how safe and responsible” 

yet the Volvo is a much faster, be9er handling, preSer, spor'er, 

more composed and… safer car! Now that is the order in which we 

need to start seeing things. The T6 has all-wheel drive, and it is in 

my view one of the best AWD systems I have experienced.  

Try what you want… the car grips the road like a Gorilla with the 

last banana on earth, and thanks to a new ac've dampening system 

with three seSngs, ’comfort’, ’sport’, and ’dynamic’ its already 

good handling is further enhanced, which also unlike the old S60 R, 

this one selects the best seSng for you automa'cally. Impressive 

does not even come close to it. In this car the driver has so much 

communica'on with the driving experience that aKer a ‘good’ drive 

you will climb out sweaty palmed and smiling. The basic driving 

dynamics of this car are phenomenally good, which is another 

understatement. It is one of those experiences that cannot be 

described, but instead has to be felt. 

Trust me on this one… take yourself down to the nearest Volvo 

dealership and go find out what I am talking about. You will not be 

disappointed. 

The brakes are equally excellent and with the assistance of 

electronic witchcraK even be9er. They are super precise and 

perform well even under adverse condi'ons, with no no'ceable 

fade. 

GeSng back to performance, again, in this car you can tootle along 

with the rest of the traffic, but give the accelerator just 5% more 

and it hunkers down, drops a gear, digs in and rockets forward. It is 

a seriously, seriously quick car that can and will frighten you ini'ally 

and always your passengers. 
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Our test model also to the best of my knowledge was stock 

standard and free of any op'onal extras, which is actually quite 

nice because you can get a proper idea of what R 489 300 will get 

you. So saying it would also be nice to see what are available as 

extras, because from my own personal experience Volvo pre9y 

much throw in everything and the extras list is quite short. This too 

is nice for the same reason. The only addi'onal cost would be the 

stupid carbon dioxide tax. 

Volvo has always represented good value for money, and this car is 

no excep'on. For example the Audi A4 that compares in terms of 

power and performance is the S4 which is over R110k more. Given 

the S4 is quicker to 100km/h by 0.9 of a second, which is admi9edly 

quite a bit but is that worth R110 000? The same goes for BMW 

with the 335i which is also a frac'on quicker to 100km/h by 0.3 of a 

second but R60 000 more, and Mercedes don’t even come close 

with the C63 AMG, which is admi9edly 0.4 seconds faster to 

100km/h BUT costs a whopping R 361 000 more! This is a no 

brainer, because IF you compare prices with the rivals then the T6 

will be a be9er buy than anything else… in a Merc you would be 

looking at a C350 diesel, and I am sorry but this car is properly 

beau'ful and trumps all the others in this department. In this day 

and age of budget constraints and bungee jumping stockbrokers… 

without the bungee bit… any purchase that gives you the most 

bang for your Buck is never a bad thing. By buying this car you 

could save the life of a stockbroker. 

However, with the excep'on of the 335i which is also turbo 

charged all the other cars are naturally aspirated, and their 

performance figures are calculated at sea level, which for those of 

us who live on the Reef means that the S4 and the C63 will in fact 

lose performance on the Reef, by as much as 17% and therefore 

the S60 is in fact quicker in the civilised world than 2 out of it’s 3 

rivals, and that is something to be happy about. 

When it comes to handling you can wave the BMW and the 

Mercedes goodbye. This cars only real opponent is the S4, which is 

a hell of a statement and something Volvo should be very proud of. 

Other unique characteris'cs of the R-Design are the brushed 

aluminium door mirrors, the two-tone, dark grey and silver 18” 

alloy wheels, a special steering wheel, aluminium trimmed rear 

bumper , blue and sliver speedometer and rev counter and “R-

Design” branded seats, which together all works very nicely. 

What all of this achieves is to constantly remind its driver that they 

are in something special. In short this is a very a9rac've and 

elegant car, with a very sporty undertone. Apparently Volvo’s 

inten'on with the R-Design (which you can get in one or two other 

models) is to create a sporty package for the younger genera'on, 

which fills my heart with joy because that hopefully means the 

madness which has plagued Volvo for so long is gone. 

Volvo have however always made fast cars. My first fast Volvo was 

the old S40 T4, which was also breathed on by some fancy soKware 

and produced astounding results. I, on a number of occasions took 

the thing off the 260km/h clock, and many a Lumina SS fell vic'm to 

its unbelievable accelera'on, but the problem that all of this was 

hidden and very understated, which whilst being a not so nice 

surprise for GTi owners was a bit disheartening for the Volvo 

owner, because you paid extra money for the fast one, and only 

you know it is! Like I said, it is nice to hear that Volvo have finally 

stopped making secre've performers. 

I took the car to Green Leaves in Hartbeespoort for the photoshoot, 

and as everyone who has driven that road knows that it is plagued 

with trucks, slow moving traffic and single lane driving, but there 

was no obstacle too big or gap too far away that the T6 could not 

handle. The drive was an absolute pleasure and took no 'me at all. 

I would even say that it is actually quite difficult to drive this car 

slowly, unless you are one of those people who tucks their vest into 

their underpants and has very long hair growing out of their ears. If 

you qualify in this regard then this is not the Volvo for you, now or 

ever. 

One sacrifice required is that of any expecta'ons of really good fuel 

economy. During the test period we achieved an average of 11.3 

litres per 100 kilometre, which is not terrible but also not brilliant. 

However Volvo claims figures of around 8.04 l/100km, which I am 

sure could be achieved wearing your boring shoes, but then again… 

who wants to be boring. There is more to life than fuel efficiency, 

and yes whilst the petrol price nudges closer to the price per litre of 
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blood surely you can spend a bit for the same of enjoyment, and if 

fuel economy is right at the top of your list, along with resoling your 

old shoes, recycling old giK wrap and darning your socks, then 

might I suggest a different model, perhaps a diesel? 

Under the hammer the engine makes a very nice growling sound, 

which leaves you to no illusions of just how vicious it can be. 

However when the heavy foot is otherwise occupied you can’t even 

hear the engine. In fact the only way to check that the car is idling, 

apart from s'cking your nose into one for the two exhaust pipes is 

to check the rev counter. 

The gearbox is a 6-speed automa'c called a “geartronic”… and 

whatever that means s'll escapes me and sounds more like a 

child’s toy than a gearbox. However from behind the wheel what is 

really means is that you have a very, very smooth gearbox with the 

right amount of gears and the op'on, should the mood take you, to 

switch over to a manual seSng and control the changes yourself, 

which for what it is works well. 

Paddles as an op'on or alterna've would be nice… perhaps 

something for the future. Gear changes are precise and quick giving 

you excellent accelera'on. 

Complaints… well there are only two. The first is I only have this 

incredible car for one week, and the second is the bonnet release in 

on the passenger’s side… that’s it! 

The car comes standard with something called City Safety, which in 

essence is an emergency braking system designed to stop the car at 

under 35km/h if you forget to do so. The only problem is the only 

way to test it is to drive towards another car at about 30km/h and 

not touch the brakes at all, leaving your fate and that of the car’s 

front end to the Gods… I was not willing to do this, but fortune 

smiled and when trying to drive through an automa'c boom just a 

bit quicker than the boom was responding the system kicked in and 

stopped the car. Be it completely unnecessarily it stopped the car 

nevertheless, which for me was proof enough that it does work and 

when it counts it may just save your front bumper and some 

serious insurance hassles, because lets face it at 35km/h in this car 

the likelihood of you being injured in an accident are about the 

same as you being injured in a duel using Peacock feathers. Unless 

of course the car you hits has long spears, or at least sharpened 

swimming pool poles protruding from the boot. 

When the road is long and winding you have the choice of either 

the radio to keep you entertained or CD, MP3, iPod, USB and a 

collec'on of other connec'on types including BlueTooth for your 

cellphone. My Philips MP3 player for some reason was not 

detected but other devices were, including my daughter’s 

BlackBerry and an assortment of memory s'cks. When you 

eventually climb out of the car and press the lock bu9on the side 

mirrors fold against the windows, which is something that you can 

select. Similarly whether you want the mirror, on either side or 

both, to 'lt when reversing. You have the choice of what you want 

this car to do, and that is something that not all the luxury brands 

do. I for one think it is nice. 

The S60 is in the same motoring segment as the 3-Series BMW, and 

I have to be brutally honest here. The 3 is a very nice car, but 

compared to this, which is bigger, be9er looking, more 

comfortable, be9er handling and faster to make that choice is very 

easy. 

What Volvo has done with the S60 undoes every bad thing they 

have every done in history. Yes, it took 75 years to eventually 

launch, but clearly this was because they wanted to be sure that 

the thing was perfect before puSng it on showroom floors, and by 

God they got it right too! All those horrifically boring and dull box-

shaped Volvos of the 1990’s are a distant memory, and have been 

replaced by the future. 

The old S60 was a nice car… aKer all I bought one, but this one is 

just so much nicer! 

Having seen what can be done with the S60 range I am filled with 

op'mism as to what the future holds for Volvo in general. The 

current S40, C70 and C30 models are da'ng rapidly and are due for 

replacement… my only ques'on is what will replace them? The 

answer I believe is with something nicer and be9er, but that will in 

all seriousness cost about the same. 

The S60 T6 AWD R-Design is in my opinion quite simply the best 

Volvo ever made. It brings to the ba9leground superior firepower 

with style. This is a nuclear bomb that will level 250 city blocks, but 

at the same 'me disperse daisy seeds so that in 2 weeks 'me the 

wasteland of carnage will be pre9y. It is a Great White shark with a 

three-piece suit and a university degree that speaks 8 languages. It 

may be polite, Gentlemanly and well mannered but when the mood 

takes it you must watch out because this Volvo does not take 

prisoners… it eats them! 
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Johannesburg:  Every person wishes that they could cruise 

around in something special, and for Mr Brandt of 

Johannesburg that special something was a Rolls Royce. 

In par'cular an original spec, mint condi'on and fully 

restored 1971 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow. 

The car was built by Rolls Royce Ltd. and is of the first genera'on 

Silver Shadow’s which received the 6.75 litre V8 aKer 1969.  It also 

has a three speed automa'c gearbox. 

Mr Brandt’s beauty is finished in original spec two-tone sliver and 

grey paint.  He bought the car in 1993 from a friend who was 

emigra'ng for R 150 000.  The car was not however in very good 

condi'on as, although it had been serviced and such regularly, it 

had never been treated to a valet and there were several nicks and 

scratches on the body work.  One of the rims had also been 

damaged by a pothole. 

The interior was also showing sighs of wear and tear. 

The journey to completely restore the car back to showroom 

condi'on took 8 long years (from 1994 to 2002) as some parts had 

to be specially made for the car - such as a small bracket for the 

curved radiator. 

And of course everything had to be imported from England which 

made the whole process not only slow but quite expensive. 

When asked how much he spent in total Mr Brandt just laughs and 

says that perfec'on has no price.  However when pushed he 

admi9ed that he had lost track but guessed it to be upward of half 

a million Rand. 

The end result though is quite something. 

Mr Brandt explains that this model is very special because it was 

the first Rolls Royce to feature a lot of new technology s'll in use 

today, such as self levelling suspension, air suspension, dual circuit 

braking, independent rear suspension and disc brakes. 

He also makes it very clear that this car is his pride and joy and that 

he has no interest whatsoever of showing the car.  He comments 

that, “… the thought of strangers poking and prodding at the car 

gives me nightmares, and for that reason I could never show her…” 

He is however, and thankfully so, prepared to share it with us. 

The car is kept in pris'ne condi'on and its cleaning is almost 

ritualis'c.  Mr Brandt cleans the car himself and it takes an en're 

weekend.  He explains that with a car like this there are so many 

small and intricate details which require a9en'on.  One example 

given is the cleaning of the brush hairs for the headlight cleaners, 

for which he uses a light bleach solu'on to keep them white and 

spotless. 

He recalls of how he first saw the Silver Shadow in the UK in the 80s 

when there on a business seminar, and how he fell in love with the 

car’s gorgeous curves and lines.  From that day forth he wanted 

one. 

Sunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday Cruiser    
62 
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When he eventually got the car he was ecsta'c and could not believe he 

finally had one.  This excitement however changed to frustra'on when he 

began closely inspec'ng the car and realised that to restore it would be a 

sizable job.  “A labour of love”, as he puts it. 

“One of the bigger problems was the leather”, he adds, “because it is a very 

specific type of leather and quite hard to find”.  The original leather 

apparently was cracked and had been irreparably scuffed in several places. 

Fortunately Mr Brandt connected with a French based leather supplier who 

was able to provide the bits he needed.  The next big job was geSng the 

seats and other interior trim reupholstered to factory spec. 

The car is massive even by today’s big car standards, measuring a very 

healthy 5 169m long and 1 803m wide.  It also weighs 2 100kg. 

“It is built like a tank, and goes as fast as one”, jokes Brandt.  However one 

thing that can never be scoffed at is its refinement. 

Mr Brandt tells us, “… quite oKen I check the gauges to make sure the car is 

s'll running… it is incredibly quiet and smooth”. 

On the subject of memories, Mr Brandt recalls how just aKer the car was 

restored he decided to take it down to the coast and spend three days 

meandering through the Natal Midlands stopping off and overnigh'ng.  “The  

wife and I sort of saw it as a second honeymoon”, and adds that, “it was a 

trip which will always remain with us in our fondest memories”. 

AKer that, as Mr Brandt explains, the car only comes out of its garage once a 

fortnight for a drive, usually to some rus'c lunch spot, and then is washed 

and polished before returning to its garage un'l the next 'me. 

Clearly Mr Brandt loves his classic Rolls Silver Shadow, and from the way in 

which he explains its restora'on process it is patently obvious that this car is 

not just a car, but rather an old friend. 

If you would like us to feature your Sunday Cruiser please write to us. 
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Kitzbühel, Austria:  In our November 

2017 issue we drove and reviewed 

the Bentley Bentayga V8 diesel, 

which was the model that followed 

the introductory W12.  Now there is 

another, and its also a V8. 

This may well be the most convincing 

engine in the range; a 4 litre petrol, 90-

degree V8 with its two twin-scroll 

turbochargers siSng within the V of the 

cylinders.  The engine though, like the 

diesel, is not unique to Bentley as you will 

also find it in the Porsche Cayenne Turbo, 

and it’s des'ned to serve in the third 

genera'on Con'nental GT, who’s arrival is 

imminent.   

The engine produces 405kW, which is only 

50kW less than the 6 litre twin turbo W12 

variety, and torque peaks at 770Nm which 

is a lot.  Not as much as the W12 though 

which has about 135Nm more. 

This Bentley is predictably outgunned by 

its bigger brother though it gains some 

ground in the admi9edly more boring 

world of fuel efficiency claims.  With the 

help of stop-start and cylinder deac'va'on 

technology that turns V8 into a V4 when 

you are basically hardly touching the 

thro9le, it manages a combined 11.1 

litres/100km to the W12’s 13.2 

litres/100km.  The diesel of course puts 

both to shame with its 7.8 litres/100km.   

On paper, at least, the V8 does have a 

weight advantage of 25kg over the W12, 

however in reality this is actually a 

disadvantage because it’s s'll nearly 2.4 

tons. 

It means the V8 reaches 100km/h almost 

half a second aKer the W12, taking 4.4 

seconds, and will bludgeon its way to 

290km/h - 20km/h short of you know who.  

However let us not lose perspec've here, 

because both sets of figures denote quite 

obscene pace for what are, first and 

foremost, towering examples of ul'mate 

luxury. 

Crewe has also taken the opportunity to 

introduce some new op'ons to the 
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Bentayga.  You can now get the car with carbon-ceramic brakes, 

for example, which at 440mm on the front axle are vast - 20mm 

larger than those found on the BugaS Chiron, and the biggest 

found on any produc'on car, claims Bentley.  You can, if the 

mood grabs you, also have the calipers painted red, which 

strangely isn’t possible on the W12. 

Visually, whilst being very similar there are some differences 

with set the V8 apart from the W12.  A gloss black exterior trim 

instead of chrome, for example - more sporty that way 

apparently.  There’s also a new two tone alloy wheel design in 

the size most W12 owners have opted for - the maximum 22 

inches - and redesigned exhaust 'ps, which make two appear 

like four. 

The engine is very versa'le and sounds good.  When cruising 

along it is silky smooth, but can also when needed turn the 

speed up and reel in road at an alarming rate.  A redline set at 

7000 r/min means this is the highest revving Bentley road car 

ever, and that’s reflected in the way the V8 goes about its 

business.  The torque curve is a table-top job, with peak 

delivered between 1 960 r/min and 4 500 r/min, though 

maximum power arrives sa'sfying high up, at 6 000 r/min.  This 

engine possesses a levity that will have you running it right up to 

that redline.  And lets be honest, when it comes to V8s that 

exactly how it should be, even in a Bentley. 

The delivery is incredibly hassle free too because this par'cular 

eight speed ZF transmission is, as we seem be discovering with 

more regularity, almost impossible to fault.  In fact, if there’s one 

cri'cism of this powertrain, it’s that despite the supposedly 

clever placement of the turbos, there’s just as much lag as with 

the W12.  And whilst, it’s not a huge delay between ac'on and 

reac'on, it’s just a li9le longer than is desirable in a more 

spor'ng orientated model, which is exactly how Bentley will 

market the V8 Bentayga. 

Another small cri'cism.  Bentley has spoken about developing 

the V8 exhaust note to achieve a dis'nc'vely quirky muscle car 

tone but, in truth though, the noise this engine makes is a bit 

soK by the standards of the supposed genre.  It’s s'll 

considerably more dis'nc've than the W12, which admi9edly 

has the propensity to sound a bit like a fa9er V6.  However there 

is some hope - an Akrapovic developed sports exhaust is in the 

works too.  Undoubtedly that will deliver the goods.  The 

ques'on is in a car like this, do you need that? 

In dynamic terms, there is no change to the adap've air 

suspension set-up of the W12, with its four selectable ride 

heights and mul'ple modes ranging from Comfort to Sport via 

the generally very well composed ‘Bentley’ seSng.  You also get 

the same ac've roll bars, which keep the body faithfully flat un'l 

you surpass cornering forces of 0.6G, at which point a li9le pitch 

is permi9ed as a polite reminder that you are leaning on in a 

very sizeable car. 

Bentley says it has introduced more feel into the steering, but on 
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the damp roads of the car’s Austrian launch - and with 

winter tyres to contend with - that wasn’t really no'ced.  

Then again, expec'ng a car that does luxury almost 

without peer, can demonstrate laudable off-road 

adroitness, and also has the pace to see off bona fide 

sports cars to also possess a talka've chassis is perhaps 

asking the impossible. 

And this brings me to a very relevant point.  When a 

company like Bentley, or any other premium brand for 

that ma9er, launch a new car everyone expects the poor 

thing to do the unthinkable.  It must be fast but frugal, 

solid but nimble, spacious yet compact, comfortable but 

sporty, and so on.  For any manufacturer to deliver any 

combina'on of any of these obviously contradictory 

quali'es is commendable, yet when they get 99% of it 

right we will s'll complain about something small and 

stupid.  Perspec've must be maintained. 

Rendering your flagship model redundant is not something 

many marke'ng departments will even think of doing, but 

that is exactly what Bentley have done here.  Whether 

inten'onally or otherwise is unknown, but they have 

created one product which competes with their others. 

The W12 remains a substan'al machine and delivers a 

propulsive whack not only mighty by the standards of the 

class but by those of any class, excluding perhaps the 

more serious supercars. 
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This V8 won’t knock the breath out of you in 

quite the same way, but with it the Bentagya is 

a more complete car - and one that costs a 

decent amount less.  There’s more character 

here with no sacrifice in capability or panache.  

And, if this is a considera'on, don’t forget 

lower opera'ng costs too. 

On the subject of cost, a word or two of 

cau'on.   

Bentley reckons the “average” Bentayga 

customer will 'ck op'ons boxes to the tune of 

around R 600 000.  Given that a very nice 

looking carbon fibre exterior trim packs costs 

about R 240 000 and the Touring pack, which 

includes rela'vely basic ameni'es such as 

adap've cruise control, a head-up display and 

lane-keeping assist, comes in at R 100 000, it’s 

very easy to see why they make this statement. 

There is now somewhat of a quandary.  I have 

purposefully avoided men'oning this cars 

biggest rival - the Bentayga V8 diesel.  Firstly it 

is almost iden'cally priced.  And secondly It is 

an astonishingly quiet car, with a responsive 

engine, and an ideal op'on if you see the 

Bentayga for what it is;  a big luxurious SUV, 

and not as a sports car, which it obviously is 

not. 
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Maranello, Italy:  These days things have become quite 

expensive.  I can remember the days when a million 

Rand was considered to be a massive amount of money, 

but these days you will struggle to find a half decent 

house in a very average area for that much. 

So what then would you be able to buy for around R 125 

million?  Well, obviously a very nice house in Johannesburg 

and a pre9y decent one in the right side of Cape Town.  You 

could buy a very reasonable sized business, or even a dozen 

game farms.  But how about cars? 

Well, you could go mad and get 230 VW Golf GTis or, rather 

and more wisely, 16 Lamborghini Aventador S’ at R 7.5 million 

a pop.  Or, you could just buy ONE Ferrari LaFerrari Aperta.  

That’s because that is how much the last one recently sold for 

on auc'on.  That’s it, there are no more to buy. 

It also makes it the most valuable new modern produc'on car 

to have been ever sold on auc'on.  An interes'ng accolade. 

My test car, well that one belongs to the factory.  Of course 

they kept one - they aren’t crazy. 

The LaFerrari Aperta is a 210 unit only limited version of the 

LaFerrari.  Ini'ally, 200 cars were sold with an addi'onal nine 

reserved for use during the Ferrari 70th Anniversary 

celebra'ons.  One more model, as men'oned, was later sold 

by auc'on. 

The LaFerrari Aperta comes with a removable carbon-fibre 

hard top and a removable soK top.  Other changes include 

more efficient powertrain's control electronics, re-angled 

radiators to direct air flow out along the underbody rather 

than over the bonnet, a longer front air dam to help boost 

downforce, a L-shaped flap on the upper corner of each 

windscreen pillar to reduce compression on the rear of the 

cabin in the absence of a roof, different bu9erfly door angles 

with different wheel arches and a new carbon fibre insert 

allowing the doors to rotate. 

The vehicle was unveiled in 2016 Paris Auto Show.  Like past 

conver'ble Ferrari models, it uses the Aperta label to denote 

its retractable roof.  According to Ferrari, all units were already 

sold to “very special customers” via invita'on.  In the second 

quarter of 2017 the first Ferrari LaFerrari Aperta hit the market 

at prices of more than US$ 6 million.  The luxury marketplace 

JamesEdi�on apparently has four vehicles on sale from Saudi 

Arabia and the Emirates. 

And that is the car’s story… but you aren’t interested in that, I 

would imagine.  What you want to know about is what is it like 

to drive. 

Well before we get to that, the powerplant needs to be 

introduced and explained, because that aKer all is what makes 

the LaFerrari so incredible. 
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LaFerrari is the first mild hybrid from 

Ferrari, providing the highest power output 

of any Ferrari whilst decreasing fuel 

consump'on by 40 percent.  LaFerrari's 

internal combus'on engine is a mid-rear 

mounted Ferrari F140 65° V12 with a 6.3 

litre (6262 cc) capacity producing 588 kW 

@ 9 000 r/min and 700 Nm of torque @ 

6750 r/min, supplemented by a further 

120 kW KERS unit (called HY-KERS), which 

will provide short bursts of extra power.  

The KERS system adds extra power to the 

combus'on engine's output level for a 

total of 708 kW and a combined torque of 

900 Nm.  It is all connected to a 7-speed 

dual-clutch gearbox, and the car is rear 

wheel drive. 

The car is equipped with carbon-ceramic 

Brembo discs on the front (398 mm) and 

rear (380 mm), with the car siSng on 

Pirelli P Zero Corsa tyres measuring 265/30 

R 19 and 345/30 R 20 respec'vely. 

LaFerrari uses a carbon fibre monocoque 

structure developed by Ferrari's F1 

technical director Rory Byrne, with a 

claimed 27 percent more torsional rigidity 

and 22 percent more beam s'ffness than 

the Enzo.  It has a double wishbone 

suspension in the front and a mul'-link 

suspension in the rear. 

LaFerrari has a number of electronic 

controls including ESC, high performance 

ABS/EBD (an'-lock braking system/

electronic brake distribu'on), EF1-Trac F1 

electronic trac'on control integrated with 

the hybrid system, E-Diff 3 third genera'on 

electronic differen'al, SCM-E Frs 

magnetorheological damping with twin 

solenoids (Al-Ni tube), and ac've 

aerodynamics, which are controlled by 21 

of the LaFerrari's on-board computers, to 

enable maximum performance. 

Ferrari states that the car has a top speed 

“exceeding” 349 km/h, similar to the 

Enzo's top speed, however, it is capable of 

reaching 100 km/h in 2.4 seconds, 200 km/

h in under seven seconds, and a speed of 

300 km/h in 15 seconds.  Ferrari also 

claims that the car has lapped its Fiorano 

Test Circuit in 1:19.70 which is faster than 

any other road-legal car Ferrari has ever 

produced. 

However all of that is academic.  When you 
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climb into it and press the start bu9on the sound which follows is 

goose bump inducing. 

Select first gear using the right paddle and press the accelerator 

pedal.  At first the Aperta glides off the line with about as much 

drama as a family SUV, and should you drive it in a calm and 

civilised manner it is a very unfussed and uncomplicated car.  

However should you drop three gears and floor it, well that’s 

where things change significantly. 

With so much power under foot to call the Aperta fast is a bit of a 

stupid statement.  It is incredibly fast.  Mind blowing fast even. 

I am familiar with Ferrari, and have driven some of their craziest 

cars, but this one is different.  Very different. 

Its not just that it is quick, but rather they way in which it is quick.  

Ferraris are fast, we all know this, but what most people don’t get 

is that to get them to go fast takes some effort.  You have to drive 

them hard, using the revs to the max - keeping them right on the 

ragged edge. 

In this car however it is effortless.  You don’t need to drive it hard 

to make it perform.  It was born to perform.  Think of it then like 

an Olympic athlete who sleepwalks.  They could walk 100km in 

their sleep, then wake up and walk back without breaking a 

sweat. 

And then there is the way it sounds.  The V12 from inside the car 

is a symphony of power, but from the outside with the roof open 

it cleaves the atmosphere like a lumberjack spliSng a log with a 

huge axe with every gear change. 

The ac've aero is brilliant too.  I know how to drive these cars 

hard, but I also know they have limits - usually defined by physics.  

The Aperta however seems to defy even those and pushes you 

like a red devil on your shoulder to push it harder and faster. 

Is it worth R 125 odd million?  Well that is obviously a ma9er of 

subjec've opinion, but to me it is worth every single cent.  Un'l 

you drive it you, in my view, are not en'tled to an opinion insofar 

as value is concerned, because experience and price are 

connected with a golden thread, devilishly interwoven. 

It offers an intoxica'ng ride, the likes of which can hardly be 

comprehended or accurately described. 

All the maths, technology and science - most of which I s'll don’t 

understand - manifests in a very uncomplicated and unscien'fic 

way.  Through emo'ons and white knuckles. 

And if you think I have lost the plot just close your eyes and put 

yourself behind the wheel of the ul'mate Ferrari hypercar, in 

Italy, on empty back-roads to do with what you want, and then 

tell me that that thought alone doesn’t s'r something deep inside 

you. 

Now imagine actually doing it.  Enough said.  Don’t think, just feel. 
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Cambridge, England:  There are at 

least 22 different Range Rover Velar 

models available in South Africa.  And 

now there is another. 

This is the P300 which not slots in between 

the P240 and P380.  And somewhere in 

between some of the diesels too. 

On a recent trip to the UK I found myself 

standing in for one of my colleagues 

a9ending this car’s launch.  My first 

thought, much like most people, was, “do 

we really need another Velar model, and 

what possibly could make it stand out?”  

But regardless of my reserva'ons I rocked 

up and went with the flow. 

The Velar is a very nice looking Range 

Rover which is situated, product line-up 

wise, between the Evoque and the Sport, 

offering, in theory more space than the 

Evoque and less pace than the Sport. 

In Range Rover yuppie land it is probably 

the best buy available because the Evoque 

is basically a Freelander repackaged as the 

result of clever marke'ng and the Sport is 

a bit too hardcore and expensive. 

So saying, the top-of-the-range Velar P380 

HSE costs somewhere in the region of R 1.4 

million and the top-spec Sport a 

significantly more R 2 million odd.  

The Evoque by comparison, in top-trim 

comes in at about R 1.1 million. 

Now the problem with their being so many 

Velars available is that it’s enough to have 

you panning down the price list wondering 

which would be the least compelling 

engine you can get away with.  And, 

frankly, there’s nothing to stop you from 

saving quite a bit and choosing the entry-

level D180.  Nothing, that is, except the 

fact that the overall allure of the Velar is 

unusually predisposed to what hides 

beneath its long aluminium bonnet. 

Its sensa'on of luxurious, long-legged vigor 

invoked by a seriously a9rac've design 

both inside and out demands performance 

of a certain level and nature, and it should 

ideally be served with as li9le drama as 
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possible. 

In short, the Velar has so far needed six cylinders to make a 

genuinely convincing case for itself and stand out in the 

compe''ve luxury SUV category.  But that could change with the 

introduc'on of the four-cylinder petrol P300? 

Perhaps the most important figure here is the price - which, by the 

standards of the Velar, qualifies the P300 as being reasonably 

priced.  Unfortunately no South African pricing is available, but in 

the UK it costs around £ 55 000, before of course adding a single 

op'onal extra.  And the list of those extras is long.  Very long. 

Keep that outlay in mind, because while the 280kW, 450Nm, 3 litre 

V6 of the P380 is in every subjec've way a more rewarding device, 

it’s this boosted 2 litre Ingenium unit that hits a sweet spot for the 

Velar in terms of cost, performance and refinement. 

On the road, it’s difficult to escape the feeling that this engine's 

220kW is delivered with too much of a pra9ling presence to be 

considered truly refined, but it does give the Velar the effortless, 

largely imperturbable thrust it needs. 

Pace is just off that of a class-leading front wheel drive hot hatch, 

with 0 to 100km/h delivered in 6 seconds, although in truth this 

Velar, owing to its size and presence, never feels as quick as the 

numbers suggest.  

The mid-range power however is acutely robust and peak torque of 

400Nm arrives at just 1 500 r/min and lasts un'l 4 500 r/min.  The 

lack of fireworks beyond 5 000 r/min is of less concern here than 

it would be in a purer sports car. 

One noted frustra'on is that the eight speed automa'c gearbox, a 

ZF jobbie, can take longer than you would like to select and engage 

the best suited gear when you need kickdown, but it is beau'fully 

smooth in normal driving.  In fact, my only consequen'al cri'cism 

would be that step-off can be unsmooth, with the first por'on of 

thro9le travel provoking li9le in the way of mo'on before a rush of 

power arrives.  It is a minor concern,  however these things do 

ma9er with these type of cars. 

Engine aside, I’d advise selec'ng the op'onal air suspension.  It’s 

really good and almost en'rely immune to the hollow bounciness 

for which such systems are notorious, and it combines good grip 

and body control for the detached, slightly loKy ride quality that’s 

expected of a Range Rover. 

This familiar twin-scroll turbo engine already obliges several other 

Jaguar Land Rover products - not least the Jaguar F-Type, where it’s 

beneficially light, yet sounds a bit miserable and is physically short 

on power - and yet it suits an SUV applica'on surprisingly well.   

Fundamentally, by lessening the sacrifices in pace and finesse that 

would normally be suffered by op'ng for four cylinders instead of 

six, it adds an element of logic into a purchasing decision that 

ul'mately will be anything but.  Perhaps very clever marke'ng too? 

You might s'll consider instead the similarly powerful diesel D300 

Velar, which returns a combined 6.4l/100km to the P300’s 

7.8l/100km and does so despite that addi'onal pair of cylinders. 

If there’s a curveball, which there usually is, it is that this P300 

engine is also be found in the Jaguar F-Pace, which admi9edly 

necessarily can’t match the insulated ride of its corporate cousin 

but whose chassis offers catlike reflexes, poise and precision that’s 

a cut above - and for quite a bit less money. 

To buy or not to buy.  Well, that is unfortunately a difficult ques'on 

which clearly the marke'ng geniuses didn't think of when they 

upped the model variant number to at least 26. 
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When the name Cuba is men'oned 

many things come to mind.  Exo'c 

beaches, Fidel Castro, premium 

cigars, beau'ful women, old 

buildings, refugees, Kennedy’s 

missile crisis, and of course old classic cars. 

There are more classic cars in Cuba, per 

capita than any other country in the world, 

now and ever.  But firstly, why is that, and 

secondly with the advent of Cuban-

American rela'ons improving will this 

incredible car scene survive the next 

decade?  We inves'gate. 

As the first US-market cars make their way 

to the island, Cuba’s motorists are braced 

for change. 

Today’s visitors to Cuba return with fond 

memories of a “Jurassic Park for cars”, 

where Soviet-era Ladas drive alongside 

Macmillan-era Aus'ns.  But by far and 

away the most striking cars on the streets 

of Cuba are the huge luxury sedans 

imported by wealthy Americans in the 50s, 

many of which sport the dis'nc've “tail 

fins” that were all the rage in space-

obsessed America at the 'me. 

With Miami just 150km away, Cuba under 

dictator Fulgencio Ba'sta was a popular 

holiday des'na'on for Americans in the 

1950s.  They imported a staggering 125000 

Detroit made cars to Cuba, only to 

abandon them following the Castro led 

communist takeover in 1959.  

Though it may be renowned for its car 

fleet, actual car ownership in Cuba is 

rela'vely low, with only 60 000 cars 

between 11 million Cubans.  This makes 

the sight of America’s most luxurious 

classics rolling around the rundown streets 

all the stranger, even more so when you 

consider that the average daily salary in 

Cuba is just US$ 22. 

As the Cuban-American rapprochement 

progressed there had been some 

specula'on that American car collectors 

would jump at the chance to buy up 

examples of 40s and 50s classics, and bring 

them back to the States for restora'on.  

But while on the surface Cuba appears to 

be an Aladdin’s Cave of American classics, 

the provenance of most of these vehicles is 

very poor.  Although many of their owners 

have an enormous fondness for their cars, 

the vehicles aren’t being maintained as 

vintage pieces and instead they have been 

run on a day-to-day basis for decades, 

receiving only the most prac'cal repairs. 

Diesels have replaced the American V6 and 

V8s, and parts have been replaced with 

whatever could be found on the island.  

Coches Clásicos Viva Cubana 
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With very li9le specialist automo've parts available, there has been 

no ques'on of keeping these cars even close to their original 

condi'on.  Consequently, the Cuban fleet is less of an Aladdin’s 

Cave and more of a “Galapagos Island” for cars, as McKeel Hagerty 

of Hagerty Insurance told CNBC recently.  "Because they've been 

cut off for so long, they've morphed into their own species.  It's not 

a Cadillac. It's something else." 

Most professionals in the classic car market seem to agree with 

him.  “I can see [interest] in the first couple of cars that are shiny 

and have some sort of interes'ng drive-train” Keith Mar'n of 

Sports Car Market magazine told The Guardian recently.  “Russian 

tractor diesel, for instance – bringing $50 000 or so at a Barre9-

Jackson auc'on, if they are the first Cuban cars to sell publicly in 

the US”. 

“But once the frenzy dies down, these will just be junky old cars 

whose existence is a tes'mony to the ingenuity of Cuban 

mechanics.”  

Shortly aKer coming to power in 1959, Cuba’s communist 

government led by Fidel Castro banned imports on both foreign 

cars and car parts.  One of the inevitable effects of this policy was 

the deep-freeze of Cuba’s cars scene.  

Given the country’s median income, and their starva'on from 

foreign car parts, few collectors are expec'ng any miraculous “barn 

finds” from the garages of Havana.  If anything, car collectors are 

an'cipa'ng an increase in interest amongst sen'mental American 

Cubans who want to purchase heavily modified “Cuban cars” for 

what they are, rather than aiming to find perfect examples of cars, 

or even poor models for restora'on in the US.   

The Miami-based car collector and entrepreneur known as “Elo” 

works with Cuban-American clients on both car purchases and 

customisa'ons. 

“They like new cars because they’ve been starved from all these 

new cars for years”, he told me. “They tend to buy the newest 

Ferraris and Lamborghinis. But one or two of them will have 

something in their collec�on that reminds them of home, when they 

were struggling and they aspired to have this car”. 

“It’s like the collectors in England going aEer Sierra Cosworths.  

You’re now talking upwards of £50 000.  One sold the other day for 

£75 000.  The hard-working Bri�sh want the cars they grew up 

admiring in their youth.  It’s exactly the same with the Cubans”. 

Cuban ci'zens can now buy foreign cars, albeit for a heKy fee.  The 

very first US-market vehicle to reach the island for 58 years 

appeared in the former communist enclave last year in the form of 

the Infini' Q60.  A report in Fortune magazine suggested it had 

taken four months to nego'ate having the vehicle on the island in 

an effort masterminded by Fortune and Infini'’s global Director of 

Design, Alfonso Albaisa. 

Albaisa is a Cuban-American, born to Cuban parents who were 

exiled aKer the Castro takeover.  He had never set foot on the 

island un'l last year.  Now based in Miami, Albaisa used the Cuban 

opportunity to visit his extended family, as well as test out his Q60 

on the streets of Havana. 

With its striking styling, the Q60 was met with great interest and 

enthusiasm in Cuba, but some are concerned that its arrival marks 

the beginning of the end for Cuba’s reputa'on as the “Jurassic Park 

for cars”. 

“People will be queuing up to buy them”, Elo says, “but don’t forget, 

it’s s�ll a very touch-and-go country.  It’s not a very liberal country 

yet and it’s not going to be a transi�on overnight”.  
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“I have a Cuban collector who has bought a load of top-of-the-range sports 

cars.” 

“None of this stuff is going to the old country, all of it is going to the new 

country, which is Miami.  Why?  He’s been allowed to take his money out, so 

he’s taken it all out and he doesn’t want to show off his cars in the face of all 

those old guys that are s�ll in power”. 

One way in which motoring in Cuba can change for the be9er is an 

improvement in the quality of fuel on the island.  For all the affec'on 

a9ached to the 50s relics, Cuba’s cars emit vastly more poisonous gases 

than would ever be allowed in Europe or America, as the Telegraph’s 

Andrew English discovered on a recent trip. 

“With an average sulphur content of 4 000 parts per million, Cuban diesel 

would quickly poison most modern turbodiesel engines”, says English.  “The 

EU limits sulphur in diesel to 350ppm, while Cuban limits are up to 8000ppm 

and you can see the results in the form of noxious black smoke from the 

exhausts of buses and trucks”.  

As Cuba’s motoring scene will undoubtedly change over the next few 

decades, the island’s enthusiasts are racing to record the cars and street 

scenes as they appear today.  In 2015, a photographer called Piotr Degler 

began a month long exercise to catalogue Cuba’s vintage cars, capturing 

25000 photos recording everything from the rus'ng hulk of a gullwing 

Mercedes to the litany of old sedans by Dodge and Chrysler.  A crowd-

funded project to get the photo project turned into coffee table book 

(Carros de Cuba) raised about R 750 000. 

The Cuban Thaw may yet be stalled by the new US administra'on, but in 

the mean'me Cubans are braced for at least a degree of change on their 

roads.  While many Cuba enthusiasts may lament the end of a motoring era, 

for most Cubans living on the island, it should be a posi've step for both 

their working lives and the environment. 
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The Geneva Interna'onal Motor Show 

is one of the biggest on the annual 

motor show calendar, and as a result a 

significant number of the Naked 

Motoring team were in a9endance to 

cover the proceedings. 

From the 8th to 18th of March, the 

show is the place for virtually every 

motor manufacturer in the world to 

come and showcase their amazing 

products.  As a result thereof we obviously can’t show you every car 

displayed there, but will instead show you what we think are the more 

important, interes'ng and ground-breaking products launched and 

revealed. 

Star'ng with the Bentley Bentayga plug-in hybrid, which is the first 

produc'on electrifica'on for the exclusive brand.  This of course also means 

that this technology will undoubtedly spill over into the rest of the brand 

and soon we may see PHEV Con'nental GT’s and Mulsannes?  Or not? 

Then from Bavaria comes the BMW M8 Gran Coupe concept, which enjoys 

some really new and aggressive design cues - hopefully these will actually 

make it to produc'on.  Of course this s'll doesn’t explain the car; the 8 

Series is a two-door version of the four-door 7 Series, and the 8 Series Gran 

Cabrio is a four-door version of the two-door version of the four-door 7… 

This admi9edly makes about as much sense as nipples on male animals, but 

regardless the car looks really wicked. 

It is rumoured to be powered by the 6.6 litre V12 which is found in the Rolls 

Royce Wraith, which originally was a 6 litre V12 found in the 7 Series, which 

Rolls Royce swiped and now as it seems BMW are swiping back the 

improved engine.  Confusing? 

This is of course what happens when cars within a group ownership 

scenario start using one another’s bits and pieces. 

GENEVA 

INTERNATIONAL 

MOTOR SHOW 2018 
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One of the bigger stars of the show was the Ferrari 488 Pista, which 

translates to ‘race track’.  No guesses as to what this car was designed to do 

very well. 

Whether in red or silver the car is gorgeous.  

At every motor show there is a regular visitor, the Buga> Chiron, but this 

'me there is actually a ‘new’ version of it and they have called it the 

“Sport”, as if the normal one wasn’t sporty… what it is in essence is a lighter 

and therefore marginally faster version of the non-sporty one. 

Another an'cipated release was the four-door Mercedes-AMG GT4, 

presented here in 63 S guise.  Personally we don’t get it - a four door version 

of their iconic two-door sports car.  That would be a bit like adding back 

doors on a Porsche 911.  And if nobody minds Mercedes Benz have just 

launched the new CLS which is their iconic four-door sporty coupe. 

Then from our friends at David Brown Automo've comes the all-new high 

performance Speedback Silverstone Edi�on, which is inspired by the Aston 

Mar'n DB4.  We reviewed the standard Speedback last year, and found it to 

be a really impressive machine, albeit carrying a £ 600 000 price tag.  We 

suspect the new car may cost even more, but it appeals to a very select 

audience who undoubtedly will find fair value in its price. 
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One thing though that can not be 

denied is that the Speedback is a 

sensa'onal looking retro car, 

which pushes all the right 

emo've bu9ons to those who 

remember the classic era of 

gentlemen racers. 

Then for something in the completely opposite direc'on.  The future.  The 

third millennium, or as the Italian’s call it Terzo Millennio.  This is of course 

the Lamborghini which everyone is talking about, and is the cover feature of 

our May magazine.  Fully electric but powered by super-capacitors instead 

of ba9eries, the Terzo Millennio quite literally has rewri9en the book which 

in its own right wasn’t even finished yet.  The future looks very interes'ng. 

Rolls Royce have launched a 

collec'on of bespoke, and 

obviously very special versions of 

the Phantom and Dawn to offer 

their rather exclusive clientele 

something nicer than just a 

standard Rolls Royce.  This is of 

course something which most 

people will never understand, but 

at least the ultra-wealthy now 

have a few more choices to add to 

their busy lives. 

So saying, and no ma9er how 

much fun we poke at them, these 

are seriously nice cars, and their 

overall aesthe'c and finish is 

beyond reproach. 

Of course nothing says you have made it than a hand built supercar which 

nobody can buy.  Behold the Italdesign Zerouno Duerte in both coupe and  

spyder versions.  All we know is that it is gorgeous. 

Japan is not in the wings, oh no, and here is the all-new Supra which has the 

promise of bringing a serious fight to the European sports car market, which 

up to now has been only a9acked by the Nissan GTR. 

Not very exci'ng, but interes'ng 

at least is the new Mercedes Benz 

C-Class diesel hybrid. 

I suspect the consump'on figures 

on this car will be astounding.  

Told you it wasn’t exci'ng. 
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Mercedes-Maybach have a new flagship model, the S 650.  Which when 

displayed in the more classic Maybach two-tone paint at least has some 

presence.  In one colour however, its just a big S-Class.  Regre9ably the 

Maybach can no longer compete against the likes of Rolls Royce and 

Bentley.  It does however boast lots of luxury and technology, but is too 

similar to the equally priced standard S-Class to be regarded as ‘special’. 

Another car on everyone’s wish list is the hugely an'cipated Jaguar i-Pace.  

A fully electric SUV, intended to set the benchmark in this new segment.  

We were afforded an opportunity to drive one around the parking area, and 

its not bad at all in a parking area.  Let’s reserve judgment for a full road 

test. 

Another imagina'on capturer 

and quite a popular a9rac'on 

was the Cupra e-Racer.  A full 

race spec super-hot hatch 

racing model powered by the 

stuff Eskom makes.  Perhaps 

this is the technology that the 

VW Group will have in the next 

genera'on Golf or Polo? 

On the subject of electric 

performance cars, at the top of 

the tree lives a strange Croa'an 

brand called Rimac, whose new 

car, dubbed the Concept Two 

boldly claims a 0 to 100km/h 

'me of just under 1.9 seconds. 

Richard Hammond, of The Grand 

Tour (and formerly Top Gear) 

was almost killed when he 

crashed the previous genera'on, 

the Concept One… of which there 

were only 8 ever built.  In a drag 

race the Concept One out 

performed a Lamborghini 

Aventador S and the new Honda 

NSX supercar. 

Then in a complete departure from the established norm, but oddly 

returning to its roots is a two-door version of the Range Rover SV, aptly 

named the SV Coupe.  Expected to be produced in limited numbers, or 

perhaps strictly to order this is a prefect all-rounder for a special and 

discerning sort of playboy. 

German sports car maker Porsche had 

two models on offer.  The new 911 

GT3 RS, which is now their meanest 

and certainly greenest car available - 

of course I am referring to the paint 

job.  The other was had blue wheels. 

The GT3 RS boasts a naturally 

aspirated four litre, six cylinder engine producing 383kW and has a top 

speed of 312km/h and can accelerate from 0 to 100km/h in 3.2 seconds. 
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From the French comes the new 

Peugeot 508.  A large sedan 

presumably designed to compete 

against the likes of the Hondas, 

Toyotas and Nissans of the 

world.   

A BMW compe'tor we suspect it 

is not. 

Then in the above photograph is the Subaru Viziv Concept Tourer.  It looks 

brilliant, but like most concepts by the 'me it makes it to produc'on, and 

rather sadly, all the lovely angular and beau'ful body work will be 

bludgeoned to death by the firm’s accountants.  At least you got to see it 

first here before that calamity befalls it. 

Another strange, yet quite cool car (pictured below) is the Skoda Vision X 

Concept, which from what we could gather, apart from being the same 

colour as a high-visibility jacket, is a funky cross-over, perhaps slightly 

ho'sh, to compete against the likes of the VW T-Roc 2.0TSi. 

Above is the all-new Audi A6 which is their execu've sedan for the masses, 

as such.  Having tested, in this issue, the A7 50TDi and 55TSFi we can expect 

the A6 to sport the same engines, gearboxes and trim op'ons. 

It is typical of the current design architecture and admi9edly, whilst not 

being very exci'ng, is a very nice looking car. 

Now for a trip down memory lane.  The Lancia Stratos which was a classic 

sports car from the 1970’s.  And now there is a new one, which very cleverly 

resembles the original in many ways but hosts all the newest technology.  

This is a huge step forward for Lancia, who un'l now were making the most 

disgus'ng li9le ‘city cars’ imaginable. 

And lastly the hardcore track 

version of the Zenvo TS1 GT, 

called the Zenvo TSR-S. 

More power, more speed 

and a lot more aero to make 

it more be9er. 
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The BMW 02 Series is perhaps the most significant model  

range ever produced.  Is a range of compact execu've cars 

produced by German automaker BMW between 1966 and 

1977, based on a shortened version of the New Class Sedans. 

The 02 Series caught enthusiasts' a9en'on and established 

BMW as an interna'onal brand. 

The first 02 Series produced was the 1600-2 (later renamed 1602) 

in 1966.  In 1975, the 02 Series was replaced by the E21 3 Series 

(except for the 1502 model which con'nued un'l 1977). 

The 1600-2, as the first "02 Series" BMW was designated, was an 

entry-level BMW, and was smaller, less expensive, and less well-

appointed than the New Class Sedan on which it was based.   

BMW's design director Wilhelm Hofmeister 

assigned the two-door project to staff 

designers Georg Bertram and Manfred 

Rennen.  The 23 cm shorter length
 
and 

wheelbase and lighter weight of the two-

door sedan made it more suitable than the 

original New Class Sedan for spor'ng 

applica'ons.  As a result, the two door 

sedan became the basis of the spor'ng 02 

Series. 

Beginning in 1968, a conver'ble based on 

the 02 body was built by Karosserie Baur.  A 

hatchback, called the Touring model, was 

developed from the 02 body, being available 

from 1971.  Only 25 827 Touring models 

were ever sold, and therefore the models were discon'nued in 

1974. 

At the Paris Motor Show in 1969, BMW unveiled a fastback 2002 

GT4 concept car.  This model however never made it to produc'on. 

Helmut Werner Bönsch, BMW's director of product planning, and 

Alex von Falkenhausen, designer of the M10 engine, sneakily each 

had a two-litre engine installed in a 1600-2 for their respec've 

personal use.  When they realized they had both made the same 

modifica'on to their own cars, they prepared a joint proposal to 

BMW's board to manufacture a two-litre version of the 1600-2.  At 

the same 'me, American importer Max Hoffman was asking BMW 

for a spor'ng version of the 02 series that could be sold in the 

80 

The unforgettable 

BMW 2002 
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United States. 

As per the larger coupe and 4-door sedan models, the 2 litre engine 

was sold in two states of tune; the base single-carbure9or 2002 

producing 75 kW and the dual-carbure9or high compression 2002 

' producing 89 kW .  The 2002 Automa'c, with the base engine and 

a ZF 3HP12 3 speed automa'c transmission, became available in 

1969. 

In 1971, the Baur cabriolet was switched from the 1.6 litre engine 

to the 2 litre engine to become the 2002 cabriolet, the Touring 

hatchback version of the 02 Series became available with all engine 

sizes available in the 02 Series at the 'me and the 2002 'i was 

introduced as the replacement for the 2002 '.  The 2002 'i used 

the fuel-injected 97 kW engine from the 2000 'i, which resulted in 

a top speed of 185 km/h.  A 2002 'i Touring model was available 

throughout the run of the 'i engine and the Touring body, both of 

which ended produc'on in 1974. 

The 2002 Turbo was launched at the 1973 Frankfurt Motor Show. 

This was BMW's first turbocharged produc'on car and the first 

turbocharged car since General Motors' brief offerings in the early 

1960s.  It produced 127 kW at 5800 r/min, with 240 Nm of torque.  

The 2002 Turbo used the 2002 'i engine with a KKK turbocharger 

and a compression ra'o of 6.9:1 in order to prevent engine 

knocking. Kugelfischer mechanical fuel injec'on was 

used, with integrated boost enrichment feature.  The 

2002 Turbo was introduced just before the 1973 oil 

crisis, therefore only 1 672 were built. 

The car as a result is an incredibly rare and prized find 

in the world of BMW collectors. 

Although a rare occurrence, the BMW 2002 has been 

used by professional driKers, although featuring more 

powerful engines coming from different 

manufacturers. 

As a sign of a serious tribute, die-cast versions of this 

car are available from various manufacturers, 

including as HotWheels, a company that has so far 

released mul'ple colour and livery varia'ons of the 

2002. 

In 1971, the 02 Series received a faceliK. The 3-door 

hatchback "Touring" body style and the 1802 model 

were introduced as part of the faceliK, and the 2002' 

was replaced by the 2002'i.  Other changes included 

wraparound bumpers for all models, a 2-piece 

instrument cluster and new seats. 

To celebrate the marriage of racer Hubert Hahne to 

Diana Körner, twelve custom 2002 ' models were 

built with changes including twin headlights (from the 

2800 CS) a leather interior and Italian aluminium 

wheels.
 
 Each of the twelve cars were painted in a 

different colour.  There are only four known remaining 

2002 ' Diana cars each understandably worth their 

weight in gold. 

The BMW 2002 competed in the Trans Am Series under two litre 

class, although it saw li9le success as the class was dominated by 

Alfa Romeo, Porsche, and Datsun.  In the golden age of Trans Am 

(1966–1972), BMW only garnered two race wins (Bryar and 

Bridgehampton in 1970). 

The 2002' was successful in racing, with Hans Stuck won the 

Nurburgring 24-hour race in 1970, and the model also winning 

many hill-climbs and rallies. 
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Cardiff, Wales:  Since the advent of 

the Sport U'lity Vehicle (SUV) almost 

every manufacturer jumped on the 

band wagon and produced one of 

these SUVs. 

An SUV of course, as we all know, is a large 

all-wheel drive, family type car usually 

li9ered with luxury refinements. 

There however have been some 

manufacturers who have doggedly refused 

to make such a car as it, in their view, 

would be completely wrong for the brand. 

Two such examples are Lamborghini and 

Ferrari. 

Well, Lamborghini as we all know now 

succumbed to pier pressure and the Urus 

was born.  Ferrari dug their heels in and 

refused. 

However as it would seem pier pressure is 

a powerful thing. 

Behold then the Ferrari LaVerita. 

An almost two ton SUV of enormous, and 

surprisingly not very nice looking 

propor'ons. 

The car is in fact very ugly and its body a 

mixture of materials; aluminium, plas'c 

composites and carbon fibre. 

In the past Ferrari made use of companies 

such as Bertone and Pinninfarina to do 

their design work, however in recent years 

- star'ng with the 488GTB - Ferrari have 

started and con'nue to do their own 

design work, in-house. 

The results speak for themselves. 

Compared to the 458 Italia the 488GTB is  

quite dull looking, and this thing is just 

nasty.  Miraculously they did manage to 

get the Portofino and 812 right, though. 

The car in fact looks more like a Porsche 

Cayenne gone-wrong than what you would 

expect to burst forth from the Maranello 

stables. 

Beneath the monstrous bodywork is the 

same quite complicated all-wheel drive 

system found in the GTC4Lusso (and FF) 

and the engine (and gearbox) is the same 
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6.5 litre V12 unit from the 812 superfast, albeit slightly detuned 

and differently geared.  Detuned is however a rela've term; the 

engine whilst having less power than the 812 s'll produces 550kW 

(and 700Nm) as opposed to 599kW.  And that is a hell of a lot. 

The results however are very typically Ferrari.  This large SUV will 

sprint from a stands'll to 100km/h in 3.7 seconds and has a top 

speed of 322km/h.  This I believe also makes it the fastest SUV in 

current produc'on. 

Ferrari confirm that they will by mid-2019 launch a V8 version, 

which will in all likelihood be the same 4 litre turbocharged unit 

shared with the 488 and Portofino. 

LaVerita will be built on a carbon fibre reinforced plas'c space 

frame, which is supposed to make it lighter… than what we are 

unsure because the car despite this s'll manages to 'p the scales at 

1 875kg, making it slightly lighter than a Porsche Macan. 

Of course the almost 200 extra kilowa9s does place it significantly 

ahead of the Porsche and in a performance league of its own. 

The space frame underpinnings are also apparently an 

improvement over the an'quated aluminium tub structure used in 

the 812 and 488, and word around the campfire is that future 

Ferraris may benefit from this new and somewhat revolu'onary 

technology. 

Ferrari call it doppio aero uno, or DAA-01. 

Admi9edly the project has received some cri'cism from 

tradi'onalists who feel that a large SUV will do more harm to the 

brand than good, however the project’s chief designer, Gerhardt 

von Jonnker said, “… bringing a brand into an era where it can 

compete with all its rivals is of paramount significance, and the 

LaVerita does exactly that…” he added, “… Ferrari can’t afford to be 

leE behind in these troubling financial �mes of uncertainty… this 

type of car will appeal to our customers” 

von Jonnker, a German, incidentally cut his design teeth in the 

Porsche stable on the Cayenne and later led the Cayman and then 

Panamera concept design project. 

The all-wheel drive system has also been revised and apparently 

offers a handling dynamic second to none.  Rear wheel steering is 

also standard.  Other clever equipment includes ac've aero flaps 

underneath the car which deploy at high speed to create up to 

145kg down force. 

Ac've HD matrix LED laser headlights are also standard and the 

interior is configurable to individual tastes with no less than 18 

different sea'ng op'ons available.  Exterior colour choices, 

staggeringly, number over 300. 

Pirelli also developed bespoke P-Zero tyres for the car for the 

standard 21 inch rim (and op'onal 22 inch rims). 

The LaVerita is expected to be officially launched in July 2018 

amidst mixed reac'ons, and price es'ma'ons are in the mid 4 

million Rand mark, which would place it in the same range as the 

much be9er looking Lamborghini Urus. 

Personally I am of the view that von Jonnker and his team of 

designers have been drinking too much grappa and should drive it 

straight into a river and let is sink silently to the bo9om. 

For me Ferrari represents supercars - that’s it.  And nowhere in this 

does a gargantuan SUV decorated in black fins and insane 

performance figures feature. 

Of course there is a posi've side to this story - its is our April Fools 

joke, and if you were believing this then… gotcha!! 
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Wake	up	to	life	
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We live in Africa, and Africa is made up of 

sand.  So if you live in Africa you need to 

understand off-road driving. 

Off-roading is the ac'vity of or riding a 

vehicle on roads or tracks, made of 

materials such as sand, gravel, riverbeds, 

mud, snow, rocks, and other natural 

terrain.  Types of off-roading range in 

intensity, from leisure drives with 

unmodified vehicles to compe''ons with 

customized vehicles and professional 

drivers.  Off-roaders have been met with 

cri'cism for the environmental damage 

incurred by their vehicles.  There have also 

been extensive debates, in the US, over the 

role of their government in regula'ng the 

sport, including a case brought against the 

Bureau of Land Management. 

Traveling on off-road terrains require 

vehicles capable of accommoda'ng off-

road driving such as 4x4s.  These vehicles 

accommodate off road condi'ons with 

extended ground clearance, off-road tyres 

and drive-train.  Some manufacturers offer 

vehicles specifically designed for off-road 

use.
 

Some examples of recrea'onal off-roading 

include the following: 

Dune bashing is a form of off-roading on 

sand dunes. 

A large sport u'lity vehicle such as the 

Toyota Land Cruiser is an example of 

vehicle used (however, light weight 

vehicles oKen fare be9er in the extremely 

soK sand found on sand dunes).  Vehicles 

driven on dunes may be equipped with a 

roll cage in case of an overturn; similar to 

car racing, experience and skill is required 

to manoeuvre the car and prevent 

accidents.  Before entering the desert in an 

everyday-use SUV or bakkie, it is essen'al 

to reduce the tyre pressure.  This is done 

to gain more trac'on by increasing the 

footprint of the tyre and, therefore, 

reducing the ground pressure of the 

vehicle on the sand as there is a greater 

surface area (much like a person wearing 

snowshoes can walk on a soK surface 

without sinking, but a person without 

them cannot).  For example, tyres with a 

recommended pressure of 35 psi would be 

reduced to approximately 12-14 psi. 

A common modifica'on is to fit beadlock 

rims, which allow tyre pressure to be 

lowered even further, without risking 're 

and rim separa'on.  Upon entering the 

desert, it is common to meet with a pack 

of vehicles and a group leader before 

proceeding.  The group leader then leads 

the pack through the stunts in single file. 

The main reason for this technique is to 

prevent vehicles from losing track of 

direc'on and geSng lost. 

High speed racing in the open desert or 

bush includes chases and racing on a rough  

terrain with numerous pots and bumps at 

the maximum speed.  Drivers mostly use 

RWD and 4WD trucks with long travel 

suspension, wide stance on the front and 

large tyres (typically 33” - 39”) which 

allows to maintain op'mal stability at the 

high speed.  This type of trucks is oKen 

called a Prerunner. 

Rock Racing is very similar to rock crawling 

in the fact that the vehicles are driven over 

rocks, the difference is that there are no 

penal'es for hiSng cones, backing up or 

winching as is done in rock crawling.  Rock 

racing also involves a degree of high-speed 

racing not seen in typical rock crawling. 

Cross country driving, unlike sta'onary 

dune bashing that tends to revolve around 

a single star dune or one obstacle, cross 

country off-roading is an ac'vity that lasts 

several days on routes with desert or other 
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terrains.  Routes in Africa generally have obstacles in largely 

uninhabited and uncharted terrain.  These circuit routes are over 

50 km and usually around 300 km long. 

Raid is a type of travel undertaken with a 4x4 that mostly goes over 

tracks and contains some bits of off-roading.  Tradi'onally these 

trips are going through rela'vely uninhabited areas.  Popular are 

the deserts in Tunisia, Morocco and other North African countries, 

con'nent crossing trips through Africa, trips through Mongolia or 

Northern Scandinavia.  Typical modifica'ons to vehicles for this 

kind of travel are the addi'on of extra fuel tanks, roof rack tents, 

and elaborate storage systems in the back for food, water/drinking, 

spare parts, tools and other cargo.  Due to the extra weight the 

suspension is oKen reinforced with stronger springs, shock 

absorbers, etc...
 

Green Laning (or two-tracking) is a leisure pursuit, generally 

suitable for any four-wheel-drive vehicle, even those without 

modifica'ons or addi'onal equipment.  The term green lane refers 

to the fact that the routes are predominantly along unsurfaced 

tracks, forest tracks, or older roadways that may have fallen into 

disuse.  In the UK they are usually roads which are not maintained 

in any way and will oKen include river crossings. 

Mudding is off-roading through an area of wet mud or clay.  The 

goal is to drive through as far as possible without becoming stuck, 

which is incredibly difficult.  There are many types of tyres that are 

recommended for this ac'vity.  Some tyres are balloon tyres, mud-

terrain tyres and paddle tyres.  This ac'vity is very popular in the 

United States, although it is illegal on public land due to the 

environmental impact. 

Rock crawling is a category of off-roading. Vehicles used for rock 

crawling are usually modified with different tyres, suspension 

components that allow greater axle ar'cula'on, and changes in the 

differen'al gear ra'o in order to obtain characteris'cs suitable for 

low speed opera'on for traversing obstacles.  It is common for a 

rock crawler to have a "spo9er", who is an assistant on foot by the 

vehicle to provide informa'on to the driver about the areas out of 

sight to the driver. 

All progress is made at low speed and the emphasis is on skill, 

rather than finishing first although 'me trials can be highly 

compe''ve.  And there are many more types of off-roading 

ac'vi'es and sport disciplines which you can partake it, but before 

you even a9empt this you should at least know what to do. 

Driving off-road is tricky because your surface contact and trac'on 

is ever-changing and can differ at the same 'me on all 4 wheels. 

There are a few basic guidelines.  Firstly speed wins track races, but 

when you are crawling up a mountain it is very bad.  Slow is good.  

Steady is good too. 

Learn how your vehicle responds to different situa'ons.  Prac'ce 

makes perfect. 

Your brakes are not your friend.  That is a general rule of off-

roading.  Use your engine, and gearing to slow you down.  For 

example if you have to stop in soK sand never use your brakes 

because a pile of sand will build up in front of the front wheels 

which you will need to climb over to move forward.  Rather just let 

the car slow on its own, and if you absolutely have to use the 

brakes then before driving off turn your wheels leK and right a few 

'mes to clear the obstacle.  

 Please mail your comments about this ar'cle to 

the_savage@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Mobile phone use while driving is common, but it is widely 

considered dangerous due to its poten'al for causing 

distracted driving and accidents.  Due to the number of 

accidents that are related to conduc'ng calls on a phone and 

tex'ng while driving, some jurisdic'ons have made the use 

of calling on a phone while driving illegal.  Many jurisdic'ons have 

enacted laws to ban handheld mobile phone use.  Nevertheless, 

many jurisdic'ons allow use of a hands-free device.  Driving while 

using a hands-free device is not safer than using a handheld phone 

to conduct calls, as concluded by case-crossover studies, 

epidemiological, simula'on, and meta-analysis.  In some cases 

restric'ons are directed only at minors, those who are newly 

qualified license holders (of any age), or to drivers in school zones. 

In addi'on to voice calling, ac'vi'es such as tex'ng while driving, 

web browsing, playing video games, or phone use in general can 

also increase the risk of an accident. 

The Société de l'assurance automobile du Québec (SAAQ), the 

provincial automobile insurance associa'on in Quebec, Canada, 

conducted a study on driving and cellphones in 2003.  

Ques'onnaires were sent to 175 000 drivers and analysis was done 

on the 36 078 who responded.  The ques'onnaire asked about 

driving habits, risk exposure, collisions over the past 24 months, 

socio-demographic informa'on, and cellphone use.  Ques'onnaires 

were supported with data from cellphone companies and accident 

records held by police.  The study found that the overall rela�ve 

risk (RR) of having an accident for cellphone users when compared 

to non-cellphone users averaged 1.38 across all groups.  When 

adjusted for distance driven per year and other crash risk 

exposures, RR was 1.11 for men and 1.21 for women.  They also 

found that increased cellphone use correlated with an increase in 

RR. When the same data were reanalysed using a Bayesian 

approach, the calculated RR of 0.78 for those making less than 1 

call/day and 2.27 for those with more than 7 calls/day was similar 

to cohort analysis.  When the data were reanalysed using case-

crossover analysis, RR was calculated at a much higher 5.13.  The 

authors expressed concern that misclassifica'on of phone calls due 

to repor'ng errors of the exact 'me of the collisions was a major 

source of bias with all case-crossover analysis of this issue. 

In March 2011 a US insurance company, State Farm Insurance, 

announced the results of a study which showed 19% of drivers 

surveyed accessed the Internet on a smart phone while driving.  In 

September 2010, the US Na'onal Highway Traffic Safety 

Administra'on (NHTSA) released a report on distracted driving 

fatali'es for 2009.  The NHTSA considers distracted driving to 

include some of the following as distrac'ons; other occupants in 

the car, ea'ng, drinking, smoking, adjus'ng radio, adjus'ng climate 

control, reaching for object in car, and cellphone use.  In 2009 in 

the US, there was a reported 5 474 people killed by distracted 

drivers.  Of those 995 were considered to be killed by drivers 

distracted by cellphones.  The report doesn't state whether this 

under or over represents the level of cellphone use amongst 

drivers, and whether there is a causal rela'onship. 

A 2003 study of US crash data states that driver ina9en'on is 
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es'mated to be a factor in 20% to 50% of all police-reported 

crashes.  Driver distrac'on, a sub-category of ina9en'on, has been 

es'mated to be a contribu'ng factor in 8% to 13% of all crashes.  

Of distrac'on-related accidents, cellphone use may range from 1.5 

to 5% of contribu'ng factors.  However, large unknowns in each 

category may increase the inaccuracy of these es'mates.  A 2001 

study sponsored by the American Automobile Associa'on recorded 

"Unknown Driver A9en'on Status" for 41.5% of crashes, and 

"Unknown Distrac'on" in 8.6% of all distrac'on related accidents.  

According to NHTSA, "There is clearly inadequate repor'ng of 

crashes". 

Currently, being distracted by an "outside person, object, or 

event" (commonly known as rubbernecking) is the most reported 

cause of distrac'on-related accidents, followed by "adjus'ng radio/

casse9e/CD".  "Using / dialling cellphone" is eighth.  A 2003 study 

by the University of Utah psychology department measured 

response 'me, following distance, and driving speed of a control 

group, subjects at the legal blood alcohol content (BAC) limit of 

0.08%, and subjects involved in cellphone conversa'ons. 

As the study notes; "... this is the third in a series of studies that we 

have conducted evalua�ng the effects of cellphone use on driving 

using the car following procedure (see also Strayer & Drews, 2004; 

and Strayer et al., 2003).  Across these three studies, 120 

par�cipants performed in both baseline and cellphone condi�ons.  

Two of the par�cipants in our studies were involved in an accident 

in baseline condi�ons, whereas 10 par�cipants were involved in an 

accident when they were conversing on a cellphone."  However, no 

drunk driver had an accident in any test.  AKer controlling for 

driving difficulty and 'me on task, the study concluded that 

cellphone drivers exhibited greater impairment than drunk drivers. 

A 2009 review by the Hawaiian legislature en'tled "Cellphone Use 

and Motor Vehicle Collisions: A Review of the Studies" contains an 

analysis of studies on cellphone / motor vehicle accident causality. 

 A key finding was that, "No studies were found that directly 

address and resolve the issue of whether a causal rela�on exists 

between cellular telephone use while opera�ng a motor vehicle and 

motor vehicle collisions."
 
 Meta-analysis by the Canadian 

Automobile Associa'on and the University of Illinois found that 

response 'me while using both hands-free and hand-held phones 

was approximately 0.5 standard devia'ons higher than normal 

driving (i.e. an average driver, while talking on a cellphone, has 

response 'mes of a driver in roughly the 40th percen'le). 

In the US, the number of cellphone subscribers has increased by 

1262.4% between the years 1985 and 2008.  In approximately the 

same period the number of crashes has fallen by 0.9% (1995–2009) 

and the number of fatal crashes fallen by 6.2%.  It has been argued 

that these sta's'cs contradict the claims that mobile phone use 

impairs driving performance.  Similarly, a 2010 study from the 

Highway Loss Data Ins'tute published in February 2010 reviewed 

auto claims from three key states along with Washington D.C. prior 

to cellphone bans while driving and then aKer.  The study found no 

reduc'on in crashes, despite a 41% to 76% reduc'on in the use of 

cellphones while driving aKer the ban was enacted. 

Driving while using a hands-free cellular device is not safer than 

using a hand held cellphone, as concluded by case-crossover 

studies, epidemiological, simula'on, and meta-analysis.  The 

increased cogni've workload involved in holding a conversa'on, 

not the use of hands, causes the increased risk.  For example, a 

Carnegie Mellon University study found that merely listening to 

somebody speak on a phone caused a 37% drop in ac'vity in the 

parietal lobe, where spa'al tasks are managed.  The consistency of 

increased crash risk between hands-free and hand held cellphone 

use is at odds with legisla'on in many loca'ons that prohibits hand 

held cellphone use but allows hands-free use. 

The scien'fic literature is mixed on the dangers of talking on a 

cellphone versus those of talking with a passenger.  The common 

concep'on is that passengers are able to be9er regulate 

conversa'on based on the perceived level of danger, therefore the 

risk is negligible.  A study by a University of South Carolina 

psychology researcher featured in the journal, Experimental 

Psychology, found that planning to speak and speaking put far 

more demands on the brain’s resources than listening.  

Measurement of a9en'on levels showed that subjects were four 

'mes more distracted while preparing to speak or speaking than 

when they were listening.  The Accident Research Unit at the 

University of NoSngham found that the number of u9erances was 

usually higher for mobile calls when compared to blindfolded and 

non-blindfolded passengers across various driving condi'ons.  The 

number of ques'ons asked averaged slightly higher for mobile 

phone conversa'ons, although results were not constant across 

road types and largely influenced by a large number of ques'ons 
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on the urban roads. 

A 2004 University of Utah simula'on study that compared 

passenger and cellphone conversa'ons concluded that the driver 

performs be9er when conversing with a passenger because the 

traffic and driving task become part of the conversa'on.  Drivers 

holding conversa'ons on cellphones were four 'mes more likely to 

miss the highway exit than those with passengers, and drivers 

conversing with passengers showed no sta's'cally significant 

difference from lone drivers in the simulator.  A study led by 

Andrew Parkes at the Transport Research Laboratory, also with a 

driving simulator, concluded that hands-free phone conversa'ons 

impair driving performance more than other common in-vehicle 

distrac'ons such as passenger conversa'ons.  However, some have 

cri'cized the use of simula'on studies to measure the risk of 

cellphone use while driving since the studies may be impacted by 

the Hawthorne effect.  This is type of reac'vity in which individuals 

modify or improve an aspect of their behaviour in response to their 

awareness of being observed. 

In contrast, the University of Illinois meta-analysis concluded that 

passenger conversa'ons were just as costly to driving performance 

as cellphone ones.  AAA ranks passengers as the third most 

reported cause of distrac'on-related accidents at 11%, compared 

to 1.5% for cellular telephones.  A simula'on study funded by the 

American Transporta'on Research Board concluded that driving 

events that require urgent responses may be influenced by in-

vehicle conversa'ons, and that there is li9le prac'cal evidence that 

passengers adjusted their conversa'ons to changes in the traffic.  It 

concluded that drivers' training should address the hazards of both 

mobile phone and passenger conversa'ons. 

The scien'fic literature on the dangers of driving while sending a 

text message from a mobile phone, or tex�ng while driving, is 

limited.  A simula'on study at the Monash University Accident 

Research Centre has provided strong evidence that both retrieving 

and, in par'cular, sending text messages has a detrimental effect 

on a number of cri'cal driving tasks.  Specifically, nega've effects 

were seen in detec'ng and responding correctly to road signs, 

detec'ng hazards, 'me spent with eyes off the road, and (only for 

sending text messages) lateral posi'on.  Surprisingly, mean speed, 

speed variability, lateral posi'on when receiving text messages, and 

following distance showed no difference.  A separate, yet 

unreleased simula'on study at the University of Utah found a six-

fold increase in distrac'on-related accidents when tex'ng. 

The low number of scien'fic studies may be indica've of a general 

assump'on that if talking on a mobile phone increases risk, then 

tex'ng also increases risk, and probably more so.  Market research 

by Pinger, a company selling a voice-based alterna've to tex'ng 

reported that 89% of US adults think that text messaging while 

driving is "distrac'ng, dangerous and should be outlawed."  The 

AAA Founda'on for Traffic Safety has released polling data that 

show that 87% of people consider tex'ng and e-mailing while 

driving a "very serious" safety threat, almost equivalent to the 90% 

of those polled who consider drunk driving a threat.  Despite the 

acknowledgement of the dangers of tex'ng behind the wheel, 

about half of drivers aged 16 to 24 say they have texted while 

driving, compared with 22% of drivers aged 35 to 44. 

Tex'ng while driving received greater a9en'on in the late 2000s, 

corresponding to a rise in the number of text messages being sent.  

Over a year approximately 2 000 teens die from tex'ng while 

driving.  Tex'ng while driving a9racted interest in the media aKer 

several highly publicised car crashes were caused by tex'ng drivers, 

including a May 2009 incident involving a Boston trolley car (tram) 

driver who crashed while tex'ng his girlfriend.  Tex'ng was blamed 

in the 2008 Chatsworth train collision which killed 25 passengers. 

Inves'ga'ons revealed that the engineer of that train had sent 45 

text messages whilst opera'ng the train. 

In a 2011 study it was reported that over 90% of univerisity 

students surveyed text (ini'ate, reply or read) while driving.  On 27 

July 2009, the Virginia Tech Transporta'on Ins'tute released 

preliminary findings of their study of driver distrac'on in 

commercial vehicles.  Two studies, comprising about 200 long-haul 

trucks driving 3 million combined miles, used video cameras to 

observe the drivers and road; researchers observed "4 452 safety-

cri'cal events, which includes crashes, near crashes, crash-relevant 

conflicts, and unintended lane devia'ons."  81% of the safety 

cri'cal events had some type of driver distrac'on.  Text messaging 

had the greatest rela've risk, with drivers being 23 'mes more 

likely to experience a safety-cri'cal event when tex'ng.  The study 

also found that drivers typically take their eyes off the forward 

roadway for an average of four out of six seconds when tex'ng, and 

an average of 4.6 out of the six seconds surrounding safety-cri'cal 

events. 
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In 2013 it was reported that, according to a na'onal survey in the 

US, the number of drivers who reported using their cellphones to 

access the internet while driving had risen to nearly one of four. 

A study conducted by the University of Vienna using the theory of 

planned behaviour iden'fied two key determinants of high-level 

mobile phone use.  Those two factors, subjec've norm (i.e. 

perceived social norms) and self-iden'ty (i.e. the degree to which 

individuals see mobile phones as a part of their self), might be 

promising targets for the development of persuasive strategies and 

other interven'ons aimed at reducing inappropriate and 

problema'c use of mobile phones, such as using mobile phones 

while driving. 

Accidents involving a driver being distracted by talking on a mobile 

phone have begun to be prosecuted as negligence similar to 

speeding.  In the United Kingdom, from 1 March 2017, motorists 

who are caught using a hand-held mobile phone while driving will 

have six penalty points added to their license in addi'on to the fine 

of £200.  This increase was introduced to try to stem the increase in 

drivers ignoring the law.  Japan prohibits all mobile phone use while 

driving, including use of hands-free devices.  New Zealand has 

banned hand held cellphone use since 1 November 2009.  Many 

states in the United States have banned tex'ng on cellphones while 

driving.  Illinois became the 17th American state to enforce this 

law.   As of July 2010, 30 states had banned tex'ng while driving, 

with Kentucky becoming the most recent addi'on on 15 July 2010. 

Public Health Law Research maintains a list of distracted driving 

laws in the United States.  This database of laws provides a 

comprehensive view of the provisions of laws that restrict the use 

of mobile communica'on devices while driving for all 50 states and 

the District of Columbia between 1992, when first law was passed, 

through on 1 December 2010.  The dataset contains informa'on on 

22 dichotomous, con'nuous or categorical variables including, for 

example, ac'vi'es regulated (e.g., tex'ng versus talking, hands-

free versus handheld), targeted popula'ons, and exemp'ons. 

In 2014, various state police forces in Australia have trialled 

cameras which have the ability to pick up errant drivers from more 

than 500 metres away.  Police in Western Australia makes use of 

undercover motorcycles to keep an eye on other motorists and any 

offence will be recorded on the officer's helmet camera.  Other 

countries with high levels of car crashes rela'ng to distracted 

driving are also considering similar measures. 

New South Wales, Australian road rules were changed on 1 

December 2016 for P2 drivers.  Learner, P1 and P2 drivers must not 

use mobile phones for any func'on while driving or riding or while 

sta'onary (at traffic lights). You must be parked out of traffic to use 

your phone. 

The Road Transport Legisla'on Amendment (Mobile Phones—P2 

Licences) Regula'on 2016 under the Road Transport Act 2013 

enforces this new rule and the objects of this Regula'on sought: (a) 

to amend the Road Rules 2014 to extend the restric'on on drivers 

who are holders of learner or provisional P1 licences from using a 

mobile phone while driving a vehicle (whether or not the mobile 

phone is held by the driver) to include drivers who are holders of 

provisional P2 licences, and (b) to make consequen'al amendments 

to the Road Transport (Driver Licensing) Regula'on 2008. 

This Regula'on was made under the Road Transport Act 2013. 

Prior to the introduc'on of this new law on 1 December 2016, only 

learner and P1 provisional licence-holders were barred from using 

mobile phones in any capacity while driving, as P2 drivers faced the 

same restric'ons as other licence-holders. 

In South Africa, there have been no meaningful studies on the 

subject, yet it is legislated in terms of the Road Traffic Act that it is 

illegal to use a cellphone whilst driving, but it is legal to make use of 

a hands-free device.  There are however some exemp'ons, such as 

policemen who, in the performance of their du'es, may drive 

whilst using a hand-held cellphone. 

So there you have it, the long, the short and the ugly truth.  Views 

differ but there is a resounding commonality. 

Do not use your cellphone whilst driving! 
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MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

500 595 1.4T 107 206  299 950 

500 595 AT 1.4t 107 206  324 950 

500C 595 1.4T 107 206  339 950 

500C 595 AT 1.4T 107 206  364 950 

500 595 Turismo 1.4T 121 230  369 950 

500 595 Turismo AT 1.4T 121 230  394 950 

500 595 Comte'zione 1.4T 132 250  443 450 

595 Comte'zione AT 1.4T 132 250  468 450 

124 Spider Turismo  125 250  649 900 

Alfa Romeo      

Giulie9a 1.4TB 1.4T 88 215  319 900 

Giulie9a Super 1.4T 88 215  362 900 

Giulie9a Super AT 1.4T 125 250  412 900 

Giulie9a 1750TBi 1.8T 170 340  479 900 

4C Coupe  177 350  1 162 900 

4C Spider  177 350  1 340 900 

Giulia 2.0T 2.0T 147 330  555 000 

Giulia 2.0T Super 2.0T 147 330  625 000 

Giulia QV  375 600  1 400 000 

Aston Mar/n      

Vantage S V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Abarth      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish S Coupe V12 433 630  POA 

Vanquish S Volante V12 433 630  POA 

Audi      

Audi A1 / S1      

A1 3-door 1.0TFSi S 1.0T 70 160  286 000 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  303 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  310 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  319 000 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  327 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE Auto 1.4T 92 200  345 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  419 500 

A1 Sportback 1.0TFSi  1.0T 70 160  293 500 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  311 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  309 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  326 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  335 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  427 000 

S1 3-door Qua9ro  170 370  499 000 

S1 Sportback Qua9ro  170 370  506 500 

Audi Q2      

Q2 1.0TFSI AT 1.0T 85 200 10.5 453 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport 1.4T 110 250 8.5 511 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport AT 1.4T 110 250 8.5 529 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Q2 2.0TDi Sport 2.0D 105 340 8.1 565 000 

Audi A3 / S3 / RS3      

3-door 1.4TFSi  1.4T 110 250 8.1 412 000 

3-door 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.1 430 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 429 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.7 448 000 

3-door 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.2 481 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 419 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 438 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 437 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 455 500 

Sportback 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 489 000 

Sedan 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 429 500 

Sedan 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 448 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 447 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.8 465 500 

Sedan 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 499 000 

Cabriolet 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.2 566 500 

S3 3-door Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 638 500 

S3 Sportback Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 646 000 

S3 Sedan Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 656 000 

S3 Cabriolet Qua9ro  228 400 5.1 758 000 

RS 3 Sedan Qua9ro 2.5T 294 480 4.1 925 500 

Audi Q3 / RS Q3      

1.4TFSi S 1.4T 110 250 9.2 476 000 

2.0TDi S 2.0D 110 340 9.3 523 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 132 320 7.6 576 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 135 380 7.9 597 000 

RS Q3 Qua9ro 2.5T 250 450 4.8 882 500 

Audi A4      

1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.7 476 500 

NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 
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of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.5 494 500 

Audi A4 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 536 500 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 559 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 5.8 666 000 

Audi TT      

Coupe 1.8TFSi 1.8T 132 250 7.0 563 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi 2.0T 169 370 6.0 601 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 169 370 5.3 691 000 

TTS Coupe 2.0T Qua9ro 2.0T 228 380 4.6 750 500 

Audi A5 / S5 Sportback      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.5 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.9 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Sportback Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi A5 / S5 Coupe      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Coupe Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi Q5 / SQ5      

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.9 698 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.3 747 500 

SQ5 Qua9ro  250 500 5.4 1 028 000 

Audi A6 / S6 / RS 6      

1.8TFSi SE 1.8T 140 320 7.9 662 000 

2.0TDi SE 2.0D 140 400 8.2 695 500 

3.0TDi SE 3.0D 160 400 7.1 733 500 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.7 822 000 

S6 Qua9ro  331 550 4.4 1 161 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

RS6 Avant Qua9ro 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 554 500 

Audi Q7      

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.9 970 000 

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 183 600 6.9 1 027 000 

Audi A7 / S7 / RS7      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 200 580 5.7 1 039 500 

3.0TDi BiT Qua9ro 3.0D 235 650 5.2 1 145 500 

S7 Sportback Qua9ro  331 550 4.6 1 295 000 

RS7 Sportback 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 757 000 

Audi A8 / S8      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 5.9 1 369 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.7 1 753 500 

S8 Qua9ro 4.0T 382 650 4.1 1 788 000 

A8L       

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 6.1 1 563 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.9 1 950 500 

6.3 W12 Qua9ro 6.3 368 625 4.6 2 376 000 

Audi R8      

5.2 V10 Qua9ro 5.2 397 540 3.5 2 735 500 

5.2 V10 Qua9ro Spyder 5.2 397 540 3.6 2 905 500 

5.2 V10 Plus Qua9ro 5.2 449 560 3.2 3  890 000 

Bentley      

Con/nental      

GT V8 4.0T 373 660 4.8 3 562 000 

GTC V8 4.0T 373 660 5.0 3 764 000 

GT V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.5 3 791 000 

GTC V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.7 4 168 000 

GT W12 6.0T 434 720 4.5 3 909 000 

GTC W12 6.0T 434 720 4.7 4 165 000 

GT Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.2 4 163 000 

GTC Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.4 4 577 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Supersports 6.0T 522 1017 4 450 000 

Supersports Conver'ble  6.0T 522 1017 4 850 000 

Flying Spur     

V8 4.0T 373 660 3 622 000 

V8S 4.0T 388 680 3 861 000 

W12 6.0T 460 800 4 009 000 

Bentayga     

W12 6.0T 447 900 3 987 000 

Mulsanne     

Mulsanne V8T 377 1020 6 152 000 

Mulsanne Speed V8T 395 1100 6 739 000 

Mulsanne EWB V8T 337 1020 7 384 000 

BMW     

1-Series     

118i  100 220 417 942 

118i Auto  100 220 438 400 

120i  135 290 438 400 

120i Auto  135 290 463 784 

120d 2.0D 140 400 484 800 

120id Auto 2.0D 140 400 505 600 

125i Auto  185 310 525 140 

M140i 3.0T 250 500 540 725 

M140i Auto 3.0T 250 500 562  102 

2-Series Ac/ve Tourer     

218i Ac've Tourer  100 220 450 614 

218i Ac've Tourer Auto  100 220 471 528 

220i Ac've Tourer  141 280 478 380 

220i Ac've Tourer Auto  141 280 498 382 

220d Ac've Tourer 2.0D 140 400 507 400 

220d Ac've Tourer Auto 2.0D 140 400 528 200 

225i Ac've Tourer Auto  170 350 530 452 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

220i Coupe  135 290 7.1 486 554 

220i Coupe Auto  135 290 7.2 506 784 

220d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.1 522 100 

220d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.0 542 900 

230i Coupe 3.0T 185 350 5.8 531 508 

230i Coupe Auto 2.0T 185 350 5.6 550 940 

220i Conver'ble  135 290 7.5 573 066 

220i Conver'ble Auto  135 290 7.7 592 954 

230i Conver'ble 3.0T 185 350 6.1 617 506 

230i Conver'ble Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.9 636 893 

M240i Coupe 3.0T 250  500 4.8 660 026 

M240i Coupe Auto 3.0T 250 500 4.6 681 402 

M240I Conver'ble 3.0T 250 450 4.9 754 866 

M240i Conver'ble Auto 3.0T 250 450 4.7 775 786 

M2 Coupe  272 465 4.5 898 206 

M2 Coupe Auto  272 465 4.3 952 610 

X1      

sDrive 18i  100 220 9.7 498 342 

sDrive 18i Auto  100 220 9.7 519 484 

sDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.7 562 852 

sDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 7.9 546 700 

sDrive 20d Auto  140 400 7.8 567 500 

xDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.4 615 592 

xDrive 20d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.6 633 540 

xDrive 25i Auto  170 350 6.5 684 934 

3-Series / M3      

318i  100 220 8.9 488 600 

318i Auto  100 220 9.1 509 400 

320i  135 290 7.2 527 612 

320i Auto  135 270 7.3 547 956 

BMW 2-Series / M2      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

BMW 320d 2.0D 140 400 7.3 559 500 

320d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.2 580 300 

330i 3.0T 185 350 5.9 611 222 

330i Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.8 630 426 

330d Auto 3.0D 190 560 5.6 700 126 

330e eDrive  185 420 6.1 767 400 

340i 3.0T 240 450 5.1 770 448 

M3  317 550 4.1 1 199 636 

M3 Compe''on  331 550 4.0 1 335 536 

3-Series Gran Turismo      

320i GT  135 270 7.9 581 466 

320i GT Auto  135 270 7.9 601 468 

320d GT 2.0D 135 380 8.0 613 800 

320d GT Auto 2,0D 135 380 7.9 634 600 

340i GT 3.0T 240 450 5.1 816 746 

i3      

eDrive  125 250 7.3 606 800 

eDrive REx  125 250 8.1 683 600 

X3      

xDrive 20i  135 270 8.4 628 843 

xDrive 20i Auto  135 270 8.2 648 274 

xDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 8.1 660 826 

xDrive 28i 2.0T 180 400 6.5 737 888 

xDrive 35i 3.0T 225 400 5.6 859 022 

4-Series / M4      

420i Gran Coupe  135 290 7.5 595 896 

420i Gran Coupe Auto  135 270 7.7 615 898 

420d Gran Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.5 629 800 

420d Gran Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.3 650 600 

430i Gran Coupe  185 350 5.9 682 722 

430i Gran Coupe Auto  185 350 5.8 701 926 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 440i Gran Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Coupe  135 290 595 896 

420i Coupe Auto  135 270 615 898 

420d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 629 800 

420d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 650 600 

430i Coupe  185 350 682 722 

430i Coupe Auto  185 350 701 926 

440i Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Conver'ble  135 290 707 750 

420i Conver'ble Auto  135 270 727 524 

430i Conver'ble  185 350 819 276 

430i Conver'ble Auto  185 350 838 252 

440i Conver'ble  240 450 974 946 

M4 Coupe  317 550 1 257 436 

M4 Coupe Compe''on  331 550 1 393 336 

M4 Conver'ble  317 550 1 419 062 

M4 Conver'ble Comp.  331 550 1 554 962 

X4     

xDrive 20i  135 270 752 474 

xDrive 20d  140 400 754 926 

xDrive 28i  180 350 822 588 

xDrive 30d  190 560 915 706 

xDrive 35i  225 400 926 422 

5-Series     

520d  140 400 780 156 

530i  185 350 850 294 

530d  195 620 963 296 

540i  250 450 990 316 

X5     

xDrive 25d  170 500 991 664 

xDrive 30d  190 560 1 075 804 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.9 1 209 918 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.9 1 309 856 

M50d  280 740 5.3 1 374 942 

X5 M  423 750 4.2 1 938 932 

X6      

xDrive 35i  225 400 6.4 1 151 592 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.8 1 270 302 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.8 1 380 370 

M 50d  280 740 5.2 1 565 756 

X6 M  423 750 4.2 1 978 232 

6-Series / M6      

640i Coupe  235 450 5.3 1 216 228 

640d Coupe  230 630 5.3 1 261 322 

650i Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 618 906 

640i Gran Coupe  235 450 5.4 1 269 156 

640d Gran Coupe  230 630 5.4 1 314 364 

650i Gran Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 665 706 

640i Conver'ble  235 450 5.5 1 316 384 

650i Conver'ble  330 650 4.6 1 705 632 

M6 Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 902 468 

M6 Coupe Compe''on  441 700 3.9 2 064 768 

M6 Gran Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 983 268 

M6 Gran Coupe Comp.  441 700 3.9 2 130 668 

M6 Conver'ble  412 680 4.3 2 029 966 

M6 Conver'ble Comp.  441 700 4.0 2 192 266 

7-Series      

740i  240 450 5.5 1 445 576 

730d  195 620 6.1 1 471 654 

740e eDrive  240 500 5.4 1 496 500 

750i  330 650 4.7 1 896 896 

BMW xDrive 40e eDrive  230 450 6.8 1 188 600 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 750Li  330 650 2 046 838 

M 760Li xDrive  448 800 2 719 736 

i8     

eDrive Coupe  266 570 2 015 300 

Chery     

QQ3     

0.8TE  38 70 99 995 

08TX  38 70 104 995 

1.1TXE  50 90 114 995 

J2     

1.5TX  72 140 149 995 

1.5 Swag  72 140 159 995 

J3     

1.6TXE  93 160 209 995 

Tiggo     

1.6TXE  93 160 239 995 

Chevrolet     

Spark     

1.2 Curve  60 108 140 700 

1.2 Campus  60 108 141 200 

1.2L  60 108 157 700 

1.2LS  60 108 168 200 

1.2LT  60 108 173 500 
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U/lity      

1.4  68 120 12.8 163 900 

1,4 UteSpaza Edi'on  68 120 12.8 171 000 

1.4 UteSurf Edi'on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 UteForce Edi'on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 Club  68 120 12.8 192 500 

1.4 Sport  68 120 12.8 217 400 

1.8  77 161 9.8 182 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Club  77 161 196 600 

1.8 Sport  77 161 224 300 

Cruze     

Sedan 1.6L  86 155 252 700 

Sedan 1.6LS  86 155 286 000 

Sedan 1.4TLS  103 200 292 100` 

Sedan 1.4TLS Auto  103 200 301 900 

Cap/va     

2.4LT  123 230 409 100 

2.4LT Auto  123 230 428 600 

2.2D LT  135 400 444 900 

Trailblazer     

2.5D LT  120 380 458 400 

2.5D LT Auto  132 440 476 500 

2.8 D LTZ  144 500 562 800 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ  144 500 624 300 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ Z71  144 500 624 300 

Datsun     

Go     

1.2 Mid  50 104 106 900 

1.2 Lux  50 104 126 900 

1.2 Remix  50 104 159 900 

Go +     

1.2 Lux  50 104 139 900 

Dodge     

Journey     

3.6 R/T  206 353 512 900 

Crossroad 3.6  206 353 533 900 

Ferrari     

California T     

California T  412 755 4 392 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

488 GTB  492 760 3.0 5 122 000 

448 Spider  492 760 3.0 5 692 000 

GTC4 Lusso      

GTC4 Lusso T  448 760 3.5 5 372 000 

GTC4 Lusso  507 697 3.4 6 218 000 

Fiat      

500      

0.9 TwinAir Pop  63 145 11.0 179 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Auto  63 145 11.0 190 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 204 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 215 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  63 145 11.0 226 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  63 145 11.0 237 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 233 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 267 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 288 400 

500C      

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 240 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 251 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 262 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  77 145 10.0 273 900 

0.9 TwinAir 77 Lounge  77 145 10.0 269 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 303 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 319 400 

Tipo      

sedan 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 229 900 

sedan 1.4 Easy  70 127 11.5 249 900 

sedan 1.3 Mul'jet Easy  70 200 11.8 274 900 

sedan 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 11.2 274 900 

hatch 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 249 900 

Ferrari 488      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Tipo hatch 1.4 Easy  70 127 269 900 

hatch 1.4 Lounge  70 127 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 294 900 

500X     

1.6 Pop  81 152 279 900 

1.6 Pop Star  81 152 299 900 

1.4T Cross  103 230 347 900 

1.4T Cross Auto  103 230 364 900 

Fullback     

2.4  97 202 232 900 

2.5Di-D  100 324 269 900 

2.5Di-D Double Cab SX  100 324  402 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 LX  131 400 468 900 

2.4Di-D D/C 4x4 LX Auto   113 380 499 000 

Ford     

Figo     

Hatch 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 175 700 

Hatch 1.5 Trend  82 136 187 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium  82 136 203 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 215 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Ambiente  74 215 197 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Trend  74 215 207 900 

Sedan 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 176 900 
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Sedan 1.5 Trend  82 136 11.8 188 900 

Sedan 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 12.0 217 900 

Fiesta      

5-door 1.4 Ambiente  71 128 12.2 226 400 

5-door 1.0T Ambiente  74 170 11.2 225 300 

1.0T Ambiente Auto  74 170 10.8 239 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend  92 170 9.4 240 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend Auto  72 170 10.8 250 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

5-door 1.0T Titanium  92 170 264 900 

1.0T Titanium Auto  74 170 374 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Ambiente  55 185 247 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Trend  55 185 254 900 

ST  134 290 325 900 

ST200  147 320 339 900 

B-Max     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 241 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 265 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 291 200 

EcoSport     

1.5 Ambiente  82 138 252 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 280 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 307 900 

1.5 Titanium Auto  82 138 312 900 

1.5TDCI Trend  74 205 283 900 

1.5TDCI Titanium  72 205 308 900 

Focus     

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 254 900 

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 267 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend  92 170 271 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 285 900 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 296 300 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 301 300 

Sedan 1.5T Trend  132 240 307 900 

Sedan 1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 324 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 259 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 272 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend  92 170 278 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 290 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 315 300 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.5T Trend  132 240 8.6 313 900 

Hatch !.5T Trend Auto  132 240 8.9 330 900 

ST1  184 360 6.5 440 000 

ST3  184 360 6.5 481 900 

RS  257 440 4.7 699 900 

Ranger      

Single Cab      

2.5  122 226 N/A 227 900 

2.2  88 285 N/A 239 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 319 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 335 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 377 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 N/A 361 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 N/A 385 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 N/A 429 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 444 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 392 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 449 900 

SuperCab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 272 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 354 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 369 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 410 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 424 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 487 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 416 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 474 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 N/A 535 900 

Double Cab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 299 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 10.5 326 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 394 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 409 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 432 900 

2.2 4x4 XL Auto  118 385 447 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 455 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 447 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 518 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 534 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT  118 385 482 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  118 385 497 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT  147 470 519 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  147 470 534 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT  147 470 578 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4 Auto  147 470 608 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak  147 470 549 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak AT  147 470 566 900 

3.2 4x4 Wildtrak Auto  147 470 619 900 

Tourneo Connect     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 318 900 

1.0T Trend  74 170 328 900 

1.0T Titanium  74 170 398 900 
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Kuga      

1.5T Ambiente  110 240 9.7 383 900 

1.5T Ambiente Auto  132 240 9.9 399 900 

1.5T Trend  110 240 9.7 421 900 

1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 9.9 437 900 

1.5T AWD Trend  132 240 10.1 467 900 

2.0T AWD Titanium  177 240 7.8 516 900 

2.0TDCI AWD Trend  132 400 10.4 499 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDCI AWD Titanium  132 400 543 900 

Fusion     

1.5T Trend  132 240 419 900 

2.0T Trend  149 300 433 900 

2.0T Titanium  177 340 508 900 

2.0TDCI Titanium  132 400 553 900 

Tourneo Custom     

2.2TDCI SWB Ambiente  74 310 511 400 

2.2TDCI LWB Ambiente  74 310 521 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Trend  92 350 532 900 

2.2TDCI LWB Trend  92 350 539 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Limited  114 385 577 900 

Everest     

2.2 XLS  118 385 459 900 

2.2 XLS Auto  118 385 477 900 

2.2 XLT  118 385 489 900 

2.2 XLT Auto  118 385 509 900 

2.2 4WD XLS  118 385 537 900 

3.2 XLT  147 470 569 900 

3.2 4WD XLT  147 470 639 900 

3.2 4WD Limited  147 470 699 900 

Mustang     

2.3T fastback  233 430 713 900 

2.3T fastback Auto  233 430 734 900 

2.3T conver'ble Auto  233 430 795 900 

5.0 GT fastback  306 530 852 900 

5.0 GT fastback Auto  306 530 873 900 

5.0 GT conver'ble Auto  306 530 935 900 

Honda     

Brio     

Hatch 1.2 Trend  65 109 151 600 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.2 Comfort Auto  65 109 14.6 179 700 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Trend  65 109 12.4 165 300 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Comf.  65 109 12.5 177 200 

Amaze sedan 1.2 C A/T  65 109 15.7 190 600 

Jazz      

1.2 Trend  66 110 13.5 205 700 

1.2 Comfort  66 110 13.6 234 400 

1.2 Comfort Auto  66 110 14.3 252 100 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.9 268 600 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145 10.6 284 000 

1.5 Dynamic  88 145 9.9 285 600 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  88 145 10.7 301 000 

Ballade      

1.5 Trend  88 145 9.6 238 800 

1.5 Trend Auto  88 145 11.1 254 200 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.6 267 800 

1.6 Elegance Auto  88 145 11.1 283 200 

1.5 Execu've Auto  88 145 11.1 307 200 

BR-V      

1.5 Trend  88 145  238 900 

1.5 Comfort  88 145  252 900 

1.5 Comfort Auto  88 145  268 300 

1.6 Elegance  88 145  272 900 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145  288 300 

Civic Sedan      

1.8 Comfort  104 174 10.4 330 000 

1.8 Elegance  104 174 10.4 370 000 

1.5T Sport  127 220 8.2 430 000 

1.5T Execu've  127 220 8.2 460 000 

Civic Hatch      

Hatch 1.2 Comfort  65 109 12.1 166 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Execu've  104 174 354 800 

1.8 Execu've Auto  104 174 370 200 

Type R  228 400 615 900 

HR-V     

1.5 Comfort  88 145 334 200 

1.8 Elegance  105 172 395 400 

CR-V     

2.0 Comfort  114 192 394 400 

2.0 Comfort Auto  114 192 409 800 

2.0 Elegance  114 192 447 900 

2.0 Elegance Auto  114 192 463 300 

2.4 Execu've AWD  140 220 568 100 

2.4 Exclusive AWD  140 220 608 400 

Hyundai     

i 10     

1.1 Mo'on  50 99 154 900 

1.1 Mo'on Auto  50 99 179 900 

1.25 Glide Limited Ed.  64 119 179 900 

Grand i 10     

1.25 Mo'on  64 120 186 900 

1.25 Mo'on Auto  64 120 203 900 

1.25 Fluid  64 120 202 900 

i 20     
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1.2 Mo'on  61 115 13.6 224 900 

1.2 Fluid   61 115 13.6 236 900 

1.4 Mo'on Auto  74 133 13.2 249 900 

1.4 Fluid  74 133 11.4 261 900 

1.4 Fluid Auto  74 133 13.2 279 500 

1.4 Sport  85 160  292 900 

Accent      

sedan 1.6 Mo'on  91 156 10.2 249 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Fluid  91 156 269 900 

sedan 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 284 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide  91 156 279 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide Auto  91 156 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid  91 156 276 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 294 900 

Elantra     

1.6 Execu've  93 155 299 900 

1.6 Execu've Auto  93 155 314 900 

2.0 Elite  115 195 349 900 

1.6 turbo Elite Sport  150 265 399 900 

Creta     

1.6 Execu've  90 150 319 900 

1.6 Execu've Auto  90 150 339 900 

1.6 CRDi Execu've  94 260 369 900 

i 30     

1.6 Premium  95 157 339 900 

1.6 Premium Auto  95 157 365 900 

1.8 Execu've  110 178 365 900 

Veloster     

Turbo Elite  150 265 419 900 

Turbo Elite Auto  150 265 444 900 

Tucson     

2.0 Premium   115 196 379 900 

2.0 Premium Auto  115 196 399 900 

2.0 Elite Auto  115 196 469 900 

1.7 CRDi Execu've  85 280 449 900 

2.0 CRDi Elite  131 400 539 900 

1.6 turbo Execu've  130 265 449 900 

1.6 turbo Exec Sport  150 295 499 900 

1.6 turbo 4WD Elite Auto  130 265 534 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.4 wagon  126 224 17.1 499 900 

2.5 CRDi wagon  125 441 14.4 629 900 

Santa Fe      

2.2 CRDi Elite  145 436 9.8 699 900 

2.2 CRDi 4WD Elite  145 436 10.0 739 900 

Infinity      

Q50      

2.2d  125 400 8.7 475 200 

2.2d Premium  125 400 8.5 524 800 

2.2d Sport  125 400 8.5 565 000 

2.0T Premium  155 350 7.2 512 400 

2.0T Sport  155 350 7.2 570 790 

S-Hybrid  261 536 5.1 709 100 

S-Hybrid AWD  261 536 5.4 736 700 

QX50      

3.0d  175 550 7.9 596 949 

3.0d GT  175 550 7.9 637 824 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 7.9 679 230 

3.7 GT  235 360 6.4 629 070 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.4 670 476 

Q70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.2 651 154 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.2 708 205 

3.7 S Premium  235 360 6.2 732 426 

3.0d GT  175 550 6.9 672 539 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 6.9 729 590 

3.0d S  175 550 6.9 696 759 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 6.9 753 810 

QX70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.8 829 200 

H-1      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.7 S Premuim  235 360 938 800 

3.7 S Black  235 360 952 900 

3.0d GT  175 550 851 700 

3.0d S  175 550 899 700 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 961 300 

3.0d S Black  175 550 975 400 

5.0 S Premium  287 500 995 200 

QX80     

5.6  298 560 1 440 700 

Isuzu     

KB     

250  58 170 236 500 

250 Fleetside  58  170 258 800 

250D-Teq Fleetside  100 320 285 600 

250D-Teq LE  100 320 334 500 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320 392 700 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 384 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 445 100 

Extended Cab     

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320 337 400 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 418 200 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380 432 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 479 200 
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Double Cab      

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320  358 400 

250D-Teq X-Rider  100 320  388 400 

250D-Teq LE  100 320  439 600 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320  462 000 

300D-Teq LX  130 380  486 900 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380  501 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380  549 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX Auto  130 380 563 500 

Jaguar     

XE     

20d Pure  132 430 599 500 

20d Pres'ge  132 430 657 500 

25t Pres'ge  184 365 713 636 

S  280 450 1 055 436 

XF     

20d Pres'ge  132 430 772 500 

25t Pres'ge  184 365 813 076 

25d R-Sport  177 500 924 400 

35t R-Sport  250 450 1 126 992 

S  280 450 1 289 692 

F-Pace     

20d AWD Pure  132 430 802 066 

25t Pure  184 365 869 102 

25t AWD Pure  184 365 898 500 

25d AWD Pure  177 500 889 562 

30d AWD Pure  221 700 969 946 

35t AWD Pure  250 450 1 021 046 

35t AWD S  280 450 1 233 646 

F-Type     

coupe 221kW  221 400 958 302 

coupe 250kW  250 450 1 076 896 

coupe 250kW Auto  250 450 1 090 206 

coupe 280kW  280 460 1 195 196 

coupe 280kW Auto  280 460 1 208 962 

coupe 280kW AWD  280 460 1 228 274 

coupe 294kW 400 Sport  294 460 1 493 473 

coupe 400 Sport AWD  294 460 1 511 974 

conver'ble 221kW  221 400 975 902 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

conver'ble 250kW Auto  250 450 5.3 1 107 806 

conver'ble 280kW  250 460 5.5 1 212 796 

conver'ble 280kW Auto  280 460 4.9 1 226 662 

conver'ble AWD  280 460 5.1 1 245 874 

conver'ble 400 Sport  294 460 4.9 1 510 162 

conver'ble 400 S AWD  294 460 5.1 1 529 674 

R Coupe AWD  405 680 4.1 2 074 286 

R Conver'ble AWD  405 680 4.1 2 091 986 

SVR Coupe AWD  423 700 3.7 2 350 786 

SVR Conver'ble AWD  423 700 3.7 2 368 386 

XJ      

i4 Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 142 902 

30d Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 489 896 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 634 796 

30 S/C R-Sport  250 450 5.9 1 864 874 

XJR  405 680 4.5 2 540 916 

XJL      

i4 Premium Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 404 702 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 739 896 

30 S/C {Por`olio  250 450 5.9 1 935 774 

50 S/C Autobiography  375 625 4.9 2 783 816 

Jeep      

Renegade      

1.6L Sport  81 152 11.0 299 900 

1.6L Longitude  81 152 11.0 360 900 

1.4L T Limited  103 230 10.9 420 900 

1.4L T Limited Auto  103 230 11.0 446 900 

1.6L Mul'jet Limited  88 320 10.2 432 900 

2.4 L 4x4 Trailhawk  137 232 9.8 498 900 

1.4L T 4x4 Limited  125 250 8.8 501 900 

conver'ble 250kW  250 450 5.7 1 094 496 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4L T 4x4 LTD 75 Ann Ed  125 250 543 900 

Wrangler     

3.6L Sahara  209 347 603 900 

3.6L Rubicon  209 347 633 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara  209 347 657 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara 75  209 347 695 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Rubicon  209 347 689 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara  147 460 731 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara 75th  147 460 769 900 

Cherokee     

2.4L Longitude  130 229 595 900 

3.2L Limited  200 315 658 900 

3.2L Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 689 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited  200 315 717 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 747 900 

3.2L 4x4 Trailhawk  200 315 777 900 

Grand Cherokee     

3.6L Laredo  210 347 735 900 

3.0CRD Laredo  179 569 880 900 

3.6L Limited  210 347 862 900 

3.6L Limited 75th Ed.  210 347 983 900 

3.6L Overland  210 347 924 900 

3.6L Summit  210 347 1 060 900 
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5.7L Overland  259 520 7.3 965 900 

3.0CRD Limited  179 569 8.2 1 017 900 

3.0CRD Limited 75th Ed.  179 569 8.2 1 138 900 

3.0CRD Overland  179 569 8.2 1 070 900 

3.0CRD Summit  179 569 8.2 1 224 900 

SRT  344 624 5.0 1 313 900 

KIA      

Picanto      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

KIA Picanto 1.0LS  51 94 129 995 

1.0LX  51 94 164 995 

1.0LX Auto  51` 94 177 995 

1.2LS  65` 120 144 995 

1.2LS Auto  65 120 157 995 

1.2EX  65 120 183 995 

1.2EX Auto  65 120 196 995 

Rio Sedan     

1.2  65 120 219 995 

1.4  79 135 248 995 

1.4 Auto  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  79 135 274 995 

Rio Hatch     

1.2LS  62 120 219 995 

1.4LX  74 135 234 995 

1.4LX Auto  74 135 247 995 

1.4EX  74 135 249 995 

1.4EX Auto  74 135 262 995 

1.4 Tec  74 135 274 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  74 135 287 995 

Soul     

1.6 Start  91 152 309 995 

1.6 Start Auto  91 152 322 995 

1.6 CRDi Start  94 260 329 995 

2.0 Street  116 192 347 995 

2.0 Smart Auto  116 192 391 995 

1.6 CRDi Street  94 260 376 995 

1.6 CRDi Smart Auto  100 300 431 995 

Cerato     

hatch 1.6 EX  95 157 299 995 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

hatch 1.6SX  95 157 10.1 344 995 

hatch 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

hatch 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

sedan 1.6EX  95 157 10.1 299 995 

sedan 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

sedan 1.6SX Auto  95 157 11.6 357 995 

sedan 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

sedan 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

koup 1.6T  152 265 7.7 390 995 

koup 1.6T Auto  152 265 7.4 403 995 

Sportage      

2.0 Ignite  114 192 10.5 369 995 

2.0 Ignite Auto  114 192 11.1 382 995 

1.7CRDi Ignite Plus  85 280 11.5 406 995 

2.0EX  114 192 11.1 429 995 

2.0CRDi EX  130 400 9.3 487 995 

2.0CRDi SX AWD  130 400 9.5 567 995 

2.4 GDI SX AWD  135 237 9.6 557 995 

1.6T GT Line AWD  130 265 9.1 599 995 

Sorento      

2.4LS  127 225 10.5 457 995 

2.2CRDi LS  147 440 9.3 489 995 

2.2CRDi LX  147 440 9.3 582 995 

2.2CRDi AWD EX  147 440 9.3 686 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SX  147 440 9.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SXL  147 440 9.6 733 995 

Grand Sedona      

2.2CRDi EX  147 440 13.6 584 995 

2.2CRDi SX  147 440 13.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi SXL  147 440 13.6 760 995 

hatch 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.3 V6 SX  199 318 693 995 

3.3 V6 SXL  199 318 740 995 

Lamborghini     

Huracan     

LP580-2 coupe  426 540 4 300 000 

LP580-2 spyder  426 540 4 750 000 

LP610-4 coupe  449 560 4 990 000 

LP610-4 Avio coupe  449 560 POA 

LP610-4 Spyder  449 560 5 490 000 

LP640-4 Performante  470 600 5 838 500 

Aventador     

LP740-4 S Coupe  544 690 7 488 000 

Land Rover     

Discovery Sport     

Pure TD4  110 380 630 466 

Pure TD4  132 430 685 966 

Pure Si4  177 340 692 578 

SE TD4  132 430 741 866 

SE Si4  177 340 748 478 

HSE TD4  132 430 807 566 

HSE Si4  177 340 814 178 

HSE Luxury TD4  132 430 856 866 

HSE Luxury Si4  177 340 863 478 
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Range Rover Evoque      

SE TD4  132 430 9.0 782 648 

SE Si4  177 340 7.6 816 354 

HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 954 

HSE Dymanic TD4 Ember  132 430 9.0 990 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4 Ember  177 340 7.6 1 024 154 

coupe HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 048 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

coupe HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 854 

Autobiography TD4  132 430 9.0 1 017 248 

Autobiography Si4  177 340 7.6 1 051 054 

conver'ble HSE Dy. Si4  177 340 8.6 1 031 643 

Discovery 5      

S  TD6   190 600 8.1 989 918 

S Si6  250 450 7.1 1 034 802 

SE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 119 168 

SE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 143 052 

HSE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 232 918 

HSE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 256 802 

HSE Luxury TD6  190 600 8.1 1 323 918 

HSE Luxury Si6  250 450 7.1 1 347 802 

First Edi'on TD6  190 600 8.1 1 449 918 

First Edi'on Si6  250 450 7.1 1 473 802 

Range Rover Velar      

Velar      

D180  132 430 8.9 947 700 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 010 400 

P250  184 365 6.7 947 700 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 089 000 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 099 400 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 028 600 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 091 300 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 028 600 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 169 800 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 180 300 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 077 900 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 140 600 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 077 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 229 600 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 172 400 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 235 100 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 172 400 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 313 700 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 324 100 

Velar R-Dynamic      

D180  132 430 8.9 980 500 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 043 200 

P250  184 365 6.7 980 500 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 121 800 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 132 200 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 061 300 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 124 000 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 061 300 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 202 600 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 213 100 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 110 600 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 173 300 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 110 600 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 251 900 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 262 400 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 205 200 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 267 900 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 205 200 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 346 400 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 356 900 

First Edi/on      

D300  221 700 6.5 1 529 300 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 539 800 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 219 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Range Rover Sport     

S SC V6  250 450 1 152 032 

S TDV6  190 600 1 180 918 

SE TDV6  190 600 1 214 418 

SE SCV6  250 450 1 240 732 

SE SDV6  225 700 1 337 810 

HSE TDV6  190 600 1 376 818 

HSE SCV6  250 450 1 470 332 

HSE SDV6  225 700 1 600 210 

HSE Dynamic S/C  375 625 1 750 086 

HSE Dynamic SDV8  250 740 1 762 526 

Dyn Autobiography SCV6  250 450 1 632 632 

Dyn Autobiography S/C  375 625 1 920 886 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 1 934 026 

SVR  405 680 2 212 286 

Range Rover     

Vogue TDV6  190 600 1 824 498 

Vogue SE SDV8  250 740 2 189 626 

Vogue SE S/C  375 625 2 255 128 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 2 455 826 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 2 521 228 

SV Autobiography Dyn.  405 680 3 082 128 

LWB     
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Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 2 558 726 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 5.8 2 624 128 

SV Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 3 523 226 

SV Autobiography S/C  405 680 5.5 3 688 128 

Lexus      

CT      

200h S  100 142 10.3 519 100 

ES      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Lexus ES 250 EX  135 235 554 200 

300h EX  151 213 664 100 

IS     

200t E  180 350 601 900 

200t EX  180 350 659 100 

350 F-Sport  233 378 728 800 

NX     

200t E  175 350 631 500 

200t EX  175 350 677 300 

200t F-Sport  175 350 786 600 

300h EX  145 210 746 700 

RC     

200t EX  180 350 748 900 

350 F-Sport  233 378 859 000 

GS     

200t EX  180 350 786 000 

350 F-Sport  233 378 897 100 

RX     

350 EX  221 370 907 700 

450h SE  230 335 1 181 500 

LX     

450d   195 650 1 600 700 

570  270 530 1 648 200 

LS     

460  285 493 1 709 600 

LC     

500  351 540 1 729 600 

Masera/     

Ghibli     

350  258 500 1 616 836 

Diesel  202 600 1 647 360 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Levante      

Diesel  202 600 6.9 1 652 360 

Qua2roporte      

Diesel  202 600 6.4 2 223 360 

Diesel GranLusso  202 600 6.4 2 423 360 

S  302 550 5.1 2 476 376 

S GranLusso  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

S GranSport  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

GTS GranLusso V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GTS GranSport V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GranTursimo / Cabrio      

GT Sport Special Ed.  338 520 4.8 3 317 448 

GC Sport Special Ed.  338 520 5.0 3 557 488 

Mazda      

Mazda 2      

1.5 Ac've  82 145 9.6 215 100 

1.5 Dynamic  82 145 9.6 230 200 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  82 145 10.4 243 200 

1.5 Individual   82 145 9.6 243 400 

1.5 Individual Auto  82` 145 10.4 257 500 

1.5 Individual Plus Auto  82 145 10.4 286 200 

1.5 DE Hazumi Auto  77 220 10.9 331 400 

Mazda 3      

hatch 1.6 Original   77 144 13.0 264 000 

hatch 1.6 Ac've  77 144 13.0 277 200 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 13.0 290 500 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 13.6 302 200 

hatch 2.0 Individual  121 210 8.3 338 500 

hatch 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 9.0 350 700 

hatch 2.0 As'na  121 210 9.0 385 900 

S V6 301 550 5.0 1 982 836 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

hatch 2.0 As'na Plus  121 210 415 900 

sedan 1.6 Original  77 144 258 500 

sedan1.6 Ac've  77 144 271 700 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 285 000 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 296 700 

sedan 2.0 Individual  121 210 333 000 

sedan 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 345 200 

sedan 2.0 As'na  121 210 380 400 

sedan 2.0 As'na Plus  121 210 410 400 

CX-3     

2.0 Ac've  115 204 284 800 

2.0 Ac've Auto  115 204 302 100 

2.0 Dynamic  115 204 310 700 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  115 204 322 700 

2.0 Individual Auto  115 204 365 400 

2.0 Individual Plus Auto  115 204 380 600 

BT-50 Double Cab     

2.2 SLX  110 375 441 600 

2.2 SLE  110 375 477 700 

2.2 SLE Auto  110 375 497 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE  147 470 541 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE Auto  147 470 555 700 

CX-5     
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2.0 Ac've  121 210 10.9 379 900 

2.0 Ac've Auto  121 210 10.4 391 900 

2.0 Dynamic  121 210 10.9 404 900 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  121 210 10.4 416 900 

2.2DE Ac've  129 420 9.1 459 400 

2.5 Individual  143 257 8.8 491 900 

2.2DE AWD Akera  129 420 9.5 557 500 

MX-5      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0 Roadster-Coupe  118 200 441 700 

2.0 RF Auto  118  200 532 500 

McLaren     

540 / 570     

540 C  397 540 POA 

570 GT  419 600 POA 

570 S   419 600 POA 

720 S     

720 S Coupe  527 770 POA 

Mercedes Benz     

A-Class     

A200  115 250 439 480 

A200 Auto  115 250 462 984 

A200d  100 300 466 200 

A200d Auto  100 300 491 300 

A220d  130 350 514 500 

A250 Sport  160 350 554 822 

A45 AMG 4Ma'c  280 475 773 914 

A45 AMG 4Ma'c YN Ed.  280 475 878 914 

B-Class     

B200  115 250 442 896 

B200 Auto   115 250 463 326 

B200d  100 300 470 200 

B200d Auto  100 300 491 200 

B220d  130 350 518 500 

B250  155 350 530 978 

CLA     

CLA200  115 250 473 882 

CLA200 Auto  115 250 509 212 

CLA200d  100 300 506 000 

CLA200d Auto  100 300 541 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

CLA250 Sport 4Ma'c  160 350 6.4 668 060 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma'c  280 475 4.2 880 314 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma'c YNE  280 475 4.2 985 315 

GLA      

GLA200  115 250 8.9 487 566 

GLA200 Auto  115 250 8.8 508 452 

GLA200d  100 300 9.5 513 000 

GLA200d Auto  100 300 9.1 513 000 

GLA220d 4Ma'c  130 350 7.7 593 640 

GLA250 4Ma'c  155 350 7.1 658 576 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma'c  280 475 4.4 862 628 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma'c YNE  280 475 4.4 967 628 

C-Class Sedan      

C180  115 250 8.2 496 798 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.3 521 068 

C200  135 300 7.5 522 068 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.2 544 742 

C220d  125 400 8.1 547 400 

C220d Auto  125 400 7.5 571 100 

C250  155 350 6.5 600 312 

C250d  150 500 6.6 628 100 

C300  180 370 5.9 641 322 

C350e  205 600 5.9 804 900 

C-Class Estate      

C180  115 250 8.4 535 168 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.5 559 210 

C200  135 300 7.7 560 210 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.3 583 226 

C250d  150 500 6.9 665 900 

C43 AMG 4Ma'c  270 520 4.7 865 582 

CLA220d  130 350 7.7 545 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

C63 AMG  350 650 1 211 908 

C63 AMG S  375 700 1 360 250 

C-Class Coupe     

C200  135 300 580 524 

C200 Auto  135 300 600 726 

C220d  125 400 622 300 

C220d Auto  125 400 643 300 

C300  180 370 695 922 

C-Class Cabriolet     

C200  135 300 709 522 

C200 Auto  135 300 731 320 

C220d  125 400 783 056 

C300  180 370 818 674 

C43 AMG 4Ma'c Coupe  270 520 935 282 

C63 AMG Coupe  350 650 1 342 246 

C63 AMG S Coupe  375 700 1 461 246 

C43 AMG 4Ma'c Cabrio  270 520 1 058 736 

C63 AMG Cabriolet  350 650 1 465 472 

C63 AMG S Cabriolet  375 700 1 586 672 

Vito     

111 CDI Tourer Pro  84 270 600 096 

114 CDI Tourer Pro  100 330 628 026 

114 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  100 330 652 342 
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116 CDI Tourer Pro  120 380 11.5 665 418 

116 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  120 380  689 848 

116 CDI Tourer Select  120 380 11.5 786 030 

116 CDI Tourer Select AT  120 380  810 460 

119 CDI Tourer Select  140 440  865 374 

GLC      

GLC220d  125 400 8.3 676 622 

GLC250  155 350 7.3 684 844 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLC250d  150 500 699 122 

GLC300  180 370 742 198 

GLC350d  190 620 855 986 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 969 406 

GLC Coupe     

GLC220d  125 400 775 322 

GLC250  155 350 782 600 

GLC250d  150 500 795 222 

GLC300  180 370 841 098 

GLC350d  190 620 945 186 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 1 080 362 

SLC     

SLC200  135 300 718 476 

SLC200 Auto  135 300 736 222 

SLC200 RedArt Edi'on  135 300 743 476 

SLC200 RedArt Ed. Auto  135 300 761 222 

SLC300  180 370 793 836 

SLC300 RedArt Edi'on  180 370 818 836 

SLC43 AMG  270 520 1 044 012 

V-Class     

V200d  100 330 820 572 

V220d  120 380 856 368 

V250d  140 440 921 918 

V220d Avantgarde  120 380 1 117 086 

V250d Avantgarde  140 440 1 158 696 

E-Class Sedan     

E200  135 300 716 706 

E220d  143 400 766 700 

E250  155 350 769 208 

E350d  190 620 970 636 

E400 4Ma'c  245 480 1 006 126 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

E63 S 4Ma'c AMG  450 850 3.4 1 878 318 

E-Class Coupe      

E200  135 300 7.8 756 034 

E200 Edi'on 1  135 300 7.8 766 700 

E220d  143 400 7.4 806 500 

E220d Edi'on 1  143 400 7.4 1 031 500 

E300  180 370 6.4 847 060 

E300 Edi'on 1  180 370 6.4 1 072 060 

E400 4Ma'c  245 480 5.3 1 029 366 

E400 4Ma'c Edi'on 1  245 480 5.3 1 254 366 

E-Class Cabriolet      

E250  155 350 7.5 802 720 

E250 Sport Edi'on  155 350 7.5 828 520 

E400  245 480 5.3 1 050 910 

E400 Sport Edi'on  245 480 5.3 1 076 710 

E500  300 600 4.9 1 225 902 

E500 V8 Edi'on  300 600 4.9 1 262 702 

CLS      

CLS250d  150 500 7.5 906 542 

CLS350d  190 620 6.5 1 067 208 

CLS400  245 480 5.3 1 065 426 

CLS500  300 600 4.8 1 344 306 

CLS63 S AMG  430 800 4.1 1 920 254 

GLE      

GLE250d  150 500 8.6 973 704 

GLE350d  190 620 7.1 1 089 826 

GLE400  245 480 6.1 1 088 230 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 5.7 1 215 706 

GLE500e  325 650 5.3 1 310 000 

GLE500  335 700 5.3 1 324 478 

E43 4Ma'c AMG  295 520 4.6 1 174 008 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLE63 AMG  410 700 1 938 964 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 083 884 

GLE Coupe     

GLE350d  190 620 1 187 238 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 1 308 766 

GLE500  335 700 1 430 776 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 170 312 

GLS     

GLS350  190 620 1 354 826 

GLS500  335 700 1 531 876 

GLS63 AMG  430 760 2 378 352 

AMG GT     

Coupe 4.0T 340 600 1 961 844 

Coupe S 4.0T 375 650 2 218 756 

Roadster 4.0T 350 630 2 211 186 

Roadster C 4.0T 410 680 2 615 746 

Coupe R 4.0T 430 700 2 705 746 

SL     

SL400  270 500 1 484 470 

SL500  335 700 1 830 590 

SL63 AMG  430 900 2 540 896 

SL65 AMG  463 1000 3 231 626 

S-Class     
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S350d  190 620 6.8 1 461 190 

S400h  245 370e 6.8 1 477 246 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 898 904 

S63 AMG  430 900 4.4 2 605 338 

S-Class L      

S400h L  245 370e 6.8 1 517 746 

S400  245 480 5.3 1 514 308 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 949 604 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

S63 AMG  430 900 2 646 538 

S65 AMG  463 1000 3 280 126 

S-Class Coupe / Cabrio     

S500 coupe  335 700 2 120 276 

S500 cabriolet  335 700 2 333 388 

S63 AMG coupe  430 900 2 770 736 

S63 AMG cabriolet 4Mtc  430 900 2 943 036 

S65 AMG coupe  463 1000 3 406 126 

S65 AMG cabriolet  463 1000 3 553 368 

Mercedes—Maybach     

S500  335 700 2 337 618 

S600  390 830 2 912 956 

Mini     

Hatch     

One 3-door  75 180 290 500 

One 3-door Auto  75 180 308 500 

Cooper 3-door  100 230 352 000 

Cooper 3-door Auto  100 230 370 000 

Cooper S 3-door  141 300 411 052 

Cooper S 3-door Auto  141 300 427 798 

One 5-door  75 180 300 500 

One 5-door Auto  75 180 318 500 

Cooper 5-door  100 230 362 000 

Cooper 5-door Auto  100 230 380 000 

Cooper S 5-door  141 300 421 280 

Cooper S 5-door Auto  141 300 438 026 

John Cooper Works  170 320 471 104 

John Cooper Works Auto  170 320 492 596 

Clubman     

Cooper  100 230 376 070 

Cooper Auto  100 230  394 070 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 475 052 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.3 558 612 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.3 584 516 

Conver/ble      

Cooper  100 230 8.8 405 000 

Cooper Auto  100 230 8.7 423 456 

Cooper S  141 300 7.2 476 622 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 483 710 

Countryman      

Cooper  100 230 9.6 423 824 

Cooper Auto  100 230 9.6 442 052 

Cooper S  141 300 7.5 493 306 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.4 512 806 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.5 600 586 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.5 626 832 

Mitsubishi      

Mirage      

1.2 GL  57 100 11.7 149 900 

1.2 GLX  57 100 11.7 159 900 

1.2 GLS  57 100 11.7 169 900 

ASX      

2.0 GL  110 197 9.6 364 900 

2.0 GL Auto  110 197 11.5 399 900 

2.0 GLX  110 197 9.6 399 900 

2.0 GLS  110 197 9.6 414 900 

2.0 GLS Auto  110 197 11.5 434 900 

Triton (double cab)      

2.4Di-D  133 430  479 900 

2.4Di-D Auto  133 430  499 900 

2.4Di-D 4x4  133 430 10.4 539 900 

Clubman Cooper S  141 300 7.2 456 692 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.4Di-D 4x4 Auto  133 430 559 900 

Outlander     

2.4 GLS Exceed  123 222 549 900 

Pajero Sport     

2.5Di-D Auto  131 350 539 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4  131 350 574 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Auto  131 350 589 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Shogun Auto  131 350 589 900 

Pajero     

3-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 689 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 719 900 

5-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 769 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 819 900 

5-dr 3.2di-D GLS Exceed  140 441 789 900 

Nissan     

Micra     

1.2 Vista +  56 104 159 900 

1.5 Tekna  73 134 196 900 

NP 200     

1.6i  64 128 162 900 

1.6i pack  64 128 179 900 

1.6i ICE  64 128 194 900 

1.6i 16v S  77 149 192 900 
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1.6i 16v SE  77 149 N/A 222 900 

1.5dCi pack  63 200 N/A 225 900 

1.5dCi ICE  63 200 N/A 240 900 

1.5dCi SE  63 200 N/A 244 900 

Almera      

1.5 Acenta  73 134 N/A 198 900 

1.5 Acenta Auto  73 134 N/A 208 900 

NP 300 Hardbody      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

NP300 2.0  84 169 202 900 

2.5TDi  98 304 233 900 

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 319 900 

2.4 4x4  105 205 311 900 

2.5TDi 4x4  98 304 342 900 

Double Cab     

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 344 900 

2.4 Hi-Rider  105 205 324 500 

2.4 4x4  105 205 388 900 

Juke     

1.2T Acenta  85 190 296 900 

1.2 Acenta +  85 190 317 900 

1.5dCi Acenta +  81 260 332 900 

1.6T Tekna  140 240 359 900 

1.6T 4WD Tekna  140 240 399 900 

NV200     

Combi 1.6i Visia  81 153 333 900 

Combi 1.5dCi Visia  66 200 363 900 

Qashqai     

1.2T Visia  85  190 330 900 

1.2T Acenta  85 190 354 900 

1.2T Acenta Auto  85 165 371 900 

1.5dCi Acenta  81 260 362 900 

1.6T Acenta  120 240 427 900 

1.6dCi Acenta Auto  96 320 454 900 

X-Trail     

2.0XE  106 200 374 900 

2.5 4x4 SE  125 233 421 900 

1.6dCi XE  96 320 412 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 SE  96 320 464 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 LE  96 320 529 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Leaf  80e 254e 11.5 500 550 

Navara      

Double Cab      

2.3D 4x4 SE  140 450  514 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE  140 450  565 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE Auto  140 450  594 900 

370Z      

coupe  245 363 5.3 661 900 

coupe Auto  245 363 5.6 680 900 

Patrol      

3.0TD pick-up  110 371  583 900 

3.0TD GL  110 380  699 900 

4.8 GRX  190 420  809 900 

GT-R      

Premium Edi'on  408 632 2.9 2 150 000 

Black Edi'on  408 632 2.9 2 250 000 

Opel      

Adam      

1.4  74 130 11.5 206 500 

1.0T Jam  85 170 9.9 230 700 

1.0T Glam  85 170 9.9 254 000 

Rocks 1.0T  85 170 9.9 287 100 

S 1.4T  110 220 8.5 320 000 

Corsa      

1.0T Essen'a  85 170 10.3 201 800 

1.0T Enjoy  85 170 10.3 324 800 

1.0T Cosmo  85 170 10.3 255 800 

1.4 Enjoy Auto  66 130 13.9 235 100 

1.4 Turbo Sport  110 220 9.6 276 200 

Mokka X      

Leaf      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy  103 200 317 500 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy Auto  103 200 328 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo  103 200 357 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo Auto  103 200 368 400 

Astra Hatch     

1.0T Essen'a  77 170 264 300 

1.0T Enjoy  77 170 295 800 

1.4T Enjoy  110 230 341 300 

1.4T Enjoy Auto  110 245 351 700 

1.4T Sport  110 230 368 400 

1.4T Sport Auto  110 245 389 200 

1.6T Sport  147 300 402 700 

1.6T Sport Plus  147 300 423 600 

Astra Coupe     

OPC  206 400 582 600 

Peugeot     

208     

1.0 Pop Art  50 95 174 900 

1.2 Ac've  60 118 224 900 

1.2T GT Line  81 205 284 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 304 900 

2008     

1.6HDi Ac've  68 230 274 900 
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11.5 

1.6HDi Allure  68 230 11.5 299 900 

1.2T Allure Auto  81 205 10.1 324 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 10.1 349 900 

308      

1.2T Ac've  81 205 11.1 304 900 

3008      

1.6T Ac've  121 240 8.9 399 900 

1.6T Allure  121 240 8.9 444 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Peugeot 3008     

1.6 GT Line  121 240 499 900 

2.0HDi Allure  133 400 TBA 

2.0HDi GT Line  133 400 TBA 

Porsche     

718 Cayman     

718 Cayman  220 380 870 000 

718 Cayman S  257 420 950 000 

718 Boxster     

718 Boxster  220 380 884 000 

718 Boxster S  257 420 965 000 

Macan     

S diesel  180 580 1 098 000 

S  250 460 1 122 000 

GTS  265 500 1 351 000 

turbo  294 550 1 420 000 

turbo Performance  324 600 1 540 000 

Cayenne     

Cayenne  220 400 990 000 

Cayenne Pla'num Ed.  220 400 1 031 000 

diesel  180 550 1 084 000 

diesel Pla'num Edi'on  180 550 1 129 000 

S  309 550 1 154 000 

S Pla'num Edi'on  309  550 1 171 000 

S diesel  283 850 1 347 000 

S diesel Pla'num Edi'on  283 850 1 362 000 

GTS  324 600 1 324 000 

S e-hybrid  306 590 1 531 000 

S e-hybrid Pla'num Ed.  306 590 1 572 000 

turbo  382 750 1 975 000 

turbo S  419 800 2 504 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Panamera  243 450 5.7 1 361 000 

4  243 450 5.5 1 390 000 

4S  324 550 4.4 1 586 000 

turbo  404 770 3.8 2 481 000 

Execu/ve      

4 Execu've  243 450 5.6 1 498 000 

4S Execu've  324 550 4.5 1 823 000 

turbo Execu've  404 770 3.9 2 684 000 

Sport Turismo      

4 Sport Turismo  243 450 5.5 1 431 000 

4S Sport Turismo  324 550 4.4 1 667 000 

turbo Sport Turismo  404 770 3.8 2 522 000 

911      

Carrera coupe  272 450 4.4 1 410 000 

Carrera 4 coupe  272 450 4.3 1 535 000 

Carrera S coupe  309 500 4.1 1 572 000 

Carrera 4S coupe  309 500 4.0 1 697 000 

Carrera GTS coupe  331 550 3.7 1 768 000 

Carrera 4 GTS coupe  331 550 3.6 1 892 000 

Carrera cabriolet  272 450 4.6 1 557 000 

Carrera 4 cabriolet  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

Carrera S cabriolet  309 500 4.3 1 719 000 

Carrera 4S cabriolet  309 500 4.2 1 844 000 

Carrera GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.8 1 914 000 

Carrera 4 GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.7 2 099 000 

targa 4  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

targa 4S  309  500 4.2 1 844 000 

targa 4 GTS  331 550 3.7 2 039 000 

GT3  368 460 3.9 2 750 000 

GT3 Auto  368 460 3.4 2 750 000 

Panamera      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo coupe  397 710 2 762 000 

turbo cabriolet  397 710 2 909 000 

turbo S coupe  427 750 3 231 000 

turbo S cabriolet  427 750 3 379 000 

turbo S coupe Exclusive  446 750 4 072 000 

Renault     

Kwid     

1.0 Expression  50 91 124 900 

1.0 Dynamic   50 91 134 900 

Sandero     

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 159 900 

Stepway Expression  66 135 174 900 

Stepway Dynamique  66 135 189 900 

Clio     

66kW turbo Authen'que  70 150 206 900 

66kW turbo Expression  70 150 224 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  70 150 239 000 

turbo Expression Auto  88 190 259 900 

turbo GT Line  88 205 264 900 

RS 200 Lux  147 260 379 900 

RS 220 Trophy  162 280 419 900 

Duster     

1.6 Expression  77 148 239 900 
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1.6 Dynamique  77 148 11.5 259 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique  80 240 12.2 279 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique 4WD  80 240 12.8 304 900 

Captur      

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 12.9 249 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  66 135 12.9 264 900 

66kW dCi Dynamique  66 220 13.1 289 900 

dCi Dynamique Sunset  66 220 13.1 298 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo Dynamique Auto  88 190 304 900 

Megane     

84kW turbo Dynamique  84 156 292 900 

97kW turbo GT Line  97 205 348 900 

97kW turbo GT Line A/T  97 205 268 900 

151kW GT  151 280 457 900 

Kadjar     

96kW TCe Expression  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe XP Limited Ed.  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique  96 205 389 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique A  96 205 399 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique  81 260 394 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique AT  81 260 414 900 

96kW dCi Dynamique AT  96 320 454 900 

Rolls Royce     

Ghost     

Ghost  420 780 POA 

Ghost Black Badge  450 840 POA 

Extended Wheelbase  420 780 POA 

Wraith     

Wraith  465 800 POA 

Wraith Black Badge  465 870 POA 

Dawn     

Dawn  420 780 POA 

Smart     

fortwo     

coupe base  52 91 174 900 

coupe passion  52 91 194 400 

coupe prime  52 91 203 400 

coupe proxy  52 91 207 400 

Brabus fortwo coupe  80 170 308 200 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

base  52 91 15.9 179 900 

passion  52 91 15.9 199 400 

prime  52 91 15.9 210 900 

proxy  52 91 15.9 212 400 

base Auto  66 135 11.9 210 400 

passion Auto  66 135 11.9 229 900 

prime Auto  66 135 11.9 241 400 

proxy Auto  66 135 11.9 242 900 

Brabus forfour  80 170 10.5 313 300 

Ssangyong      

Korando      

2.0  110 197  324 995 

Subaru      

XV      

2.0i  110 196 10.5 360 000 

2.0i Auto  110 196 10.7 381 000 

2.0i S Auto  110 196 10.7 419 000 

Impreza      

2.0i-S  115 196 N/A 399 000 

Forester      

2.0 X  110 198 10.6 389 000 

2.5 X  126 235 9.9 429 000 

2.5 XS  126 235 9.9 475 000 

2.5 XS Premium  126 235 9.9 536 000 

2.0 XT  177 350 7.5 597 000 

Outback      

2.5i-S Premium  129 235 10.2 550 000 

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.6 617 000 

Legacy      

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.2 595 000 

forfour      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

WRX     

WRX Premium  197 350 539 000 

WRX Premium Auto  197 350 559 000 

WRX STi Premium   221 407 719 000 

Suzuki     

Celerio     

1.0 GA  50 90 132 900 

1.0 GL  50 90 149 900 

1.0 GL Auto  50 90 163 900 

SwiS     

DZire sedan 1.2 GA  63 113 153 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 GA  63 113 152 900 

hatch 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

hatch 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 RS  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS  70 130 222 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS Auto  70 130 239 900 

hatch 1.6 Sport  100 160 264 900 

Ignis     

1.2 GL  61 113 169 900 

1.2 GLX  61 113 189 900 
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1.2 GLX Auto  61 113 13.0 204 900 

Er/ga      

1.4 GA  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 229 900 

1.4 GL Auto  70 130 N/A 244 900 

Ciaz      

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GLX  70 130 N/A 229 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 GLX Auto  70 130 244 900 

Baleno     

1.4 GL  68 130 199 900 

1.4 GLX  68 130 229 900 

1.4 GLX Auto  68 130 244 900 

Jimny     

1.3  63 110 256 900 

1.3 Auto  63 110 274 900 

Vitara     

1.6 GL  86 151 267 900 

1.6 GL+  86 151 303 900 

1.6 GL+ Auto  86 151 321 900 

1.6 GL+ AllGrip  86 151 327 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 151 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 151 356 900 

SX4     

1.6 GL  86 156 282 900 

1.6 GLX  86 156 313 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 156 336 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 156 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip Auto  86 156 359 900 

Grand Vitara     

2.4 Dune  122 225 369 900 

2.4 Dune Auto  122 225 384 900 

2.4 Summit  122 225 442 900 

2.4 Summit Auto  122 225 459 900 

Tata     

Indica     

1.4 LGi  55 110 118 995 

1.4 LGi Flash  55 110 124 995 

Vista     
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 154 995 

Bolt      

hatch 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 157 995 

hatch 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 177 995 

Manza      

1.4 ini  66 116 13.5 156 995 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 177 995 

Xenon      

XT 2.2L  110 320 N/A 219 995 

XT 2.2L double cab  110 320 N/A 269 995 

XT 2.2L d cab Evolve  110 320 N/A 279 995 

Toyota      

Aygo      

1.0   51 95 14.2 159 100 

1.0 X-Play  51 96 14.2 161 500 

1.0 X-Cite  51 95 <15.0 189 500 

E/os      

hatch 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 163 900 

sedan 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 172 200 

hatch 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 172 600 

sedan 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 180 500 

Cross 1.5 Xs  66 132 11.3 194 300 

Yaris      

1.0 Pulse  51 95 15.3 199 000 

1.5 Pulse  82 136 11.0 228 700 

1.5 Pulse Auto  82 136 11.2 241 400 

1.5 Pulse Plus Auto  82 136 11.2 249 800 

Hybrid Pulse  74e 111e 11.8 307 200 

Vista 1.4 ini Bounce  55 114 14.0 134 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Corolla Quest      

1.6 1.6 90 154 10.5 208 500 

1.6 Auto 1.6 90 154 11.1 224 400 

1.6 Plus 1.6 90 154 10.5 224 900 

Avanza      

1.3 S 1.3 70 121 N/A 220 200 

1.3 SX 1.3 70 121  N/A 237 100 

1.5 SX 1.5 77 137 N/A 244 300 

1.5 SX Auto 1.5 77 137 N/A 262 900 

1.5 TX 1.5 77 137 N/A 278 500 

Corolla      

1.3 Esteem  73 128 12.6 261 300 

1.3 Pres'ge  73 128 12.6 281 300 

1.6 Esteem  90 154 10.5 280 200 

1.6 Pres'ge  90 154 10.5 299 900 

1.6 Pres'ge Auto  90 154 11.1 314 000 

1.4D-4D Esteem  66 205 12.5 294 400 

1.4D-4D Pres'ge  66 205 12.5 307 500 

1.8 Pres'ge  103 173 N/A 313 500 

1.8 Exclusive  103 173 N/A 336 300 

1.8 Exclusive Auto  103 173 10.2 349 400 

Auris      

1.3 X  73 128 12.6 268 300 

1.6 Xi  97 160 10.0 298 800 

1.6 XS ` 97 160 10.0 311 800 

1.6 XR  97 160 10.0 345 100 

1.6 XR Auto  97 160 10.8 361 100 

Hybrid XR  100 142e 10.9 413 600 

Hilux      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hilux 2.0  102 183 12.0 268 300` 

2.4GD  110 343 12.4 272 100 

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 332 700 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 343 200 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 406 100 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 400 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 395 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 456 300 

Xtra Cab      

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 354 800 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 430 000 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 492 900 

double cab      

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 385 800 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 442 700 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 468 800 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 462 500 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 490 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider Auto  130 420 10.8 508 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 554 600 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider A/T  130 420 10.8 573 500 

4.0 V6 Raider  175 376 9.4 527 400 

4.0 V6 Raider Auto  175 376 9.4 621 600 

C-HR      

1.2T  85 185 10.9 318 500 

1.2T Plus  85 185 10.9 345 000 

1.2T Plus Auto  85 185 11.1 356 000 

RAV 4      

2.0 GX  107 187 N/A 368 500 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.2D-4D AWD GX  110 340 N/A 461 300 

2.2D-4D AWD VX  110 340 N/A 549 700 

2.5 AWD VX  132 233 N/A 515 600 

86      

2.0 standard  147 205 7.6 449 600 

2.0 high  147 206 7.6 494 900 

2.0 high Auto  147 206 8.2 519 400 

Prius      

Hybrid  90e 142e 10.6 457 600 

Fortuner      

2.7 Auto  122 245 12.4 438 000 

2.4GD-6   110 400 13.2 456 300 

2.4GD-6 Auto  110 400 12.7 474 200 

2.8 GD-6   130 420 11.2 538 500 

2.8 GD-6 Auto  130 420 10.8 557 200 

2.8 GD-6 4x4  130 420 11.2 559 100 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Auto  130 420 10.8 617 900 

4.0 V6 4x4  175 376 9.4 663 900 

Land Cruiser 70 Series      

79 4.0 V6  170 360 12.6 551 600 

79 4.2D  96 285 18.0 586 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8  151 430 N/A 671 400 

79 4.0 V6 double cab  170 360 12.6 623 800 

79 4.2D double cab  96 285 18.0 654 300 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 d/cab  151 430 N/A 734 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 s/w  151 430 N/A 751 400 

FJ Cruiser      

FJ Cruiser 4.0 200 380 7.6 616 500 

Land Cruiser Prado      

3.0 DT TX  120 400 11.7 801 900 

RAV 4 2.0 GX Auto  107 187 N/A 381 400 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Prado 4.0 VX  202 381 913 000 

30 DT VX  120 400 915 700 

Land Cruiser 200     

4.5D-4D V8 GX  173 615 970 900 

4.5D-4D V8 VX  173 615 1 304 200 

Volkswagen     

up!     

take up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 168 800 

move up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 180 400 

up! beats 5-door 1.0  55 95 196 800 

cross up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 198 800 

Polo Vivo     

hatch 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 173 800 

hatch 1.4 CiTi Vivo  55 132 178 800 

hatch 1.4 Street  55 132 185 800 

hatch 1.4 Trendline  55 132 183 500 

hatch 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 199 500 

hatch 1.4 Storm  55 132 191 300 

hatch 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 203 000 

hatch 1.6 GTS  77 155 207 200 

Maxx 1.6  77 155 207 000 

sedan 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 186 000 

sedan 1.4 Trendline  55 132 195 200 
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sedan 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 17.5 211 200 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 132 10.6 203 000 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 132 10.6 211 600 

Polo      

sedan 1.4 Trendline  63 132 12.8 217 400 

sedan 1.4 Comfortline  63 132 12.8 240 500 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 155 11.1 236 700 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 11.1 255 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline A  77 155 271 900 

sedan 1.5TDi Comfort  81 250 287 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Trendline  66 160 226 900 

hatch 1.2TSi Comfortline  66 160 253 100 

hatch 1.2TSi beats  66 160 267 300 

hatch 1.2TSi BlueMo'on  70 160 263 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline  81 175 276 300 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline A/T  81 175 292 300 

hatch 1.0TSi R-Line Auto  81 200 294 400 

hatch 1.4TDi Trendline  55 210 253 600 

hatch 1.4TDi Highline  77 250 286 400 

CrossPolo 1.2TSi  81 175 284 800 

CrossPolo 1.4TDi  77 250 295 000 

GTi  141 320 360 000 

GTi Auto  141 320 376 000 

Je2a     

1.6 Conceptline  77 153 278 300 

1.2TSi Trendline  77 175 314 400 

1.4TSi Trendline  92 200 335 400 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 352 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 368 700 

1.4TSi Highline Auto  110 250 397 200 

1.6TDi Comfortline  77 250 370 700 

1.6TDi Comfortline Auto  77 250 386 700 

2.0TDi Highline Auto  103 320 424 900 

Beetle     

1.4TSi R-Line Limited Ed.  110 250 419 000 

Golf     

1.0TSi Trendline  81 200 289 900 

1.0TSi Comfortline  81 200 304 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 356 400 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Golf SV      

1.2TSi Trendline  81 175 10.7 339 300 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 9.9 363 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 9.9 379 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 10.5 403 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline Auto  81 250 10.5 419 200 

Caddy      

2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.4 389 700 

Alltrack 2.0TDi  81 250 12.4 405 100 

Alltrack 2.0TDi Auto  103 320 10.6 437 900 

Maxi 2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.8 410 400 

Maxi 2.0TDiTrendline A  103 320 10.9 442 200 

Transporter      

2.0TDi  75 250 15.2 333 900 

2.0TDi double cab  75 250 15.9 374 200 

2.0TDi d/cab 4Mo'on  103 340 13.5 423 600 

2.0BiTDi double cab A/T  132 400 10.2 459 600 

Amarok      

2.0TDi  103 340 13.2 304 800 

2.0TDi 4Mo'on  103 340 13.2 358 800 

2.0TDi Trendline  103 340 13.2 388 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline  132 400 10.3 424 400 

2.0TDi Trendline 4Mo  103 340 13.2 438 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline 4Mo  132 400 10.3 474 400 

Double Cab      

2.0TDi Comfortline  103 340 13.3 487 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline 4Mo  103 340 13.3 544 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 10.7 521 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline Auto  132 420 11.0 539 400 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot  132 400 11.3 573 000 

VW Golf GTi  169 350 6.4 545 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4M AT  132 420 590 600 

2.0BiTDi Extreme 4M AT  132 420 673 600 

3.0 V6 TDi Highline 4Mot  165 550 665 700 

3.0 V6 TDi Extreme 4Mot  165 550 748 600 

Tiguan     

1.4TSi Trendline   92 200 390 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 432 100 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  110 250 472 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 477 000 

2.0TDi 4M Comfortline  105 340 532 200 

2.0TDi 4Mo'on Highline  130 380 558 300 

2.0TSi 4Mo'on Highline  162 350 550 900 

Scirocco     

2.0TSi Highline  132 280 431 700 

2.0TSi Highline Auto  132 280 448 200 

GTS 2.0T 162 350 512 200 

R 2.0T 188 350 571 300 

Passat     

1.4TSi Luxury  110 250 475 200 

2.0TDi Luxury  130 350 503 800 

2.0TDi Execu've R-Line  130 350 532 800 

2.0TSi Execu've R-Line  162 350 532 800 

Kombi     
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2.0TDi SWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 529 400 

2.0TDi LWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 537 400 

2.0TDi SWB Trendline AT  103 340 14.7 561 900 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline  103 340 14.7 622 400 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 639 900 

2.0TDi LWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 647 900 

2.0BiTDi SWB Cmfrtline A/T 132 400 10.2 669 500 

California Beach      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDi 4Mo'on  103 340 833 700 

Caravelle     

2.0BiTDi Comfortline  132 400 847 900 

2.0BiTDi Comfortline 4M  132 400 880 000 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 937 100 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot.  132 400 972 300 

Toureg     

V6 TDi Luxury  180 550 938 600 

V6 TDi Escape  180 550 1 003 500 

V8 TDi Execu've R-Line  250 800 1 232 500 

Volvo     

V40     

T3 Kine'c  112 250 358 998 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 421 626 

D2 Kine'c  88 280 372 400 

T4 Momentum  140 300 425 298 

T4 Momentum Auto  140 300 446 712 

D3 Momentum  110 320 458 700 

D4 Momentum  140 400 469 200 

T5 Momentum  180 350 489 538 

S60     

T3 Kine'c  112 250 412 254 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 449 611 

T4 Momentum  140 300 486 996 

D4 Momentum  140 400 515 900 

T5 Momentum  180 350 552 220 

D5 Inscrip'on  165 470 597 700 

T6 AWD Inscrip'on  225 400 634 274 

T6 AWD Polestar  270 470 764 526 

V60     

T3 Momentum  112 250 468 852 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

D4 Momentum  140 400 7.7 526 800 

T5 Momentum  180 350 6.4 566 606 

D5 Inscrip'on  165 470 6.5 612 270 

T6 AWD Inscrip'on  225 400 6.0 647 302 

V60 Cross Country      

D4 AWD Momentum  140 420 8.9 556 006 

T5 AWD Momentum  187 360 7.1 589 972 

XC60      

T5 Momentum  180 350 7.2 630 416 

T5 AWD Momentum  180 350 7.2 661 770 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.1 635 656 

D5 AWD Momentum  162 440 8.2 704 906 

T6 AWD Momentum  225 400 6.9 723 426 

S90      

T5 Momentum  187 350 6.8 685 206 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.2 705 500 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.0 786 666 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 5.9 841 830 

V90 Cross Country      

T5 AWD Momentum  187 350 7.4 776 486 

D4 AWD Momentum  140 400 8.8 796 852 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.5 841 666 

T6 AWD  235 400 6.3 897 284 

XC90      

D4 Momentum  140 400 9.2 900 424 

T5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.6 924 784 

D5 AWD Momentum  187 350 8.2 963 506 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 6.5 966 524 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Mo  300 640e 5.6 1 117 600 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Ex  300 640e 5.9 1 550 000 

T4 Momentum  140 300 7.3 501 124 
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